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Administration

This document contains information that a database administrator (DBA) requires for the
administration of Adabas.

The following topics are covered:

■ Database Design contains information on database design. It includes information on Adabas
file structures, multiple-value fields and periodic groups, record design, the use of keys
(descriptors), disk space usage (compression, null value suppression, padding factors), security
planning and restart and recovery planning.

■ Container Files provides information about the Adabas container files.
■ TemporaryWorking Space contains information about allocating anddeleting temporaryworking
space if it is required by the Adabas nucleus or utilities.

■ Defining Descriptors defines how to create and delete descriptors for a file.
■ FDT Record Structure describes how to define the record structure of a file in the database.
■ Loading and Unloading Data describes variousmethods for loading data into the database and
unloading data from the database.

■ Using Utilities provides general information on how to work with the Adabas utilities.
■ AdabasManager (AMA) andDBAWorkbench contains information about the AdabasManager
and the Adabas DBAWorkbench, which provide the DBA with graphical user interface tools
formonitoring and administratingAdabas databases. (This section does not apply toOpenVMS.)

■ Adabas Services on Windows describes the Adabas Database Service and the Adabas Shared
Memory Service that are required on Windows platforms. (This section does not apply to
OpenVMS or UNIX platforms.)

■ Database Security Overview describes the security concepts of Adabas.
■ Database Monitoring and Tuning contains information related to database performance
monitoring and tuning:
■ General procedures for monitoring database activity;
■ How to use the Adabas command logging facility.

■ Universal Encoding Support (UES) contains information about wide-character encodings and
wide-character data support.

■ Date/Time Support contains information about how Adabas supports different date and time
formats - this includes converting fro one format to another and also includes information about
time-zone support.

■ Database Recovery gives general information about recovery procedures.
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■ External Backup Support explains how to use foreign backup systems to backup and restore
Adabas databases.

■ User Exits and Hyperexits contains an explanation of the user exits and hyperexits that are
supported by Adabas.

■ Code Page Support explains how to use code pages in heterogeneous client/server architectures.
■ Terminal Server Support contains an explanation of how to run Adabas client applications on
Microsoft’s Terminal Server architecture. (This section applies to Windows platforms only.)

■ XASupport contains information on the implementation of XA support inAdabas. (This section
does not apply to OpenVMS.)

■ Adabas onRead-onlyDevices contains information about runningAdabas on read-only devices
(e.g. CD ROM), and any restrictions that apply in such an environment.

■ Adabas-to-Adabas (A2A) Replication contains information about how to set up and use
Adabas-to-Adabas replication.

■ Appendix A - Code Page User Exit contains information about the code page user exit and how
to create it.
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Technical Introduction to Adabas

If a program is to access data in an Adabas database, it must issue Adabas commands (for further
information, refer to the Command Reference section). Because the Adabas direct-call command
interface is a low-level interface, Software AG also offers several higher-level interfaces to Adabas:

■ The development environmentNatural, where the access toAdabas is integrated in the program-
ming language.

■ The Adabas SQL Gateway, which is an SQL interface for Adabas.
■ The Adabas SOA Gateway, which is the Adabas interface into a service-oriented architecture
(SOA).

A program that issues Adabas commands is called an Adabas client. The Adabas commands are
executed by a database server called the Adabas nucleus.

In order to access the database, the Adabas client must be linked with an Adabas interface, for
example ADALNKX, which is part of the Adabas client package. For further information, refer to
Command Reference, Linking Application Programs.

The Adabas client may either run locally on the same (physical or virtual) machine as the Adabas
nucleus, or remotely on another machine. The additional product Entire Net-Work is required for
remote access.

In addition to the Adabas nucleus, there are also a number of Adabas utilities for database admin-
istration purposes, which access the Adabas database.

The following figure shows how programs access Adabas:
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Performance Control During System Design

The performance of a system is measured by the time and computer resources required to run it.
These may be important for the following reasons:

■ Some system functions may have to be completed within a specified time;
■ The systemmay compete for computer resourceswith other systemswhich havemore stringent
time constraints.

Performance may not, however, be the most important objective. Trade-offs will often have to be
made between performance and the following:

■ Flexibility;
■ Data independence;
■ Accessibility of information;
■ Security considerations;
■ Currency of information;
■ Ease of scheduling and impact on concurrent users of the database;
■ Disk space.

In some cases, performancemay be a constraint to bemet rather than an objective to be optimized.
If the systemmeets its time and volume requirements, attentionmay be turned from performance
to other areas.

Methodology for Performance Control in System Design

The need to achieve satisfactory performance may affect one or more of the following:

■ Hardware design;
■ The design of the database;
■ The options used in loading the database;
■ The logic of application functions (for example, whether to use direct access or a combination
of sorts and sequential accesses);

■ Operations procedures and scheduling.

Performance requirements must be considered early in the system design process. The following
procedure may be used as a basis for controlling performance:

1. Obtain from the users the time constraints for each major system function. These requirements
are likely to be absolute, i.e., the system is probably useless if it cannot meet them;
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2. Evaluate if the available hardware resources are sufficient, either by experience with other
databases, or by simulating the expected load. If you need newhardware consider the following:
■ You may have to decide between computers with a small number of fast, but expensive
hardware threads, and computers with a large number of cheap, but relative slow hardware
threads. Often the computers with the large number of hardware threads provide larger
computing power for less money, but only if the parallelism can really be used. Adabas is
able to use these hardware threads in parallel, when there are enough parallel users, but if
you use Adabas mainly to run sequential batch programs without parallelism, Adabas is not
able to work in parallel.

■ The hardware threads may be distributed on more than one socket or more than one board.
In such a case, synchronization times between the hardware threads may be significantly
longer when they are on different sockets or boards than when they are on the same socket
or board. A synchronization is always requiredwhen a database block is read from the buffer
pool, and because each database command must read several database blocks (index and
data blocks, address converter, file control block, field description table), the advantage of
having more computing power by additional threads may be outranged by increased syn-
chronization times if additional threads are on a different socket or board. Therefore, you
should restrict ADANUC to hardware threads on the same socket or board. This can be
achievedwith special operating system commands, or by using operating systemvirtualisation
concepts.

■ Consider usage ofmodern storage systems. They can avoid downtimes because of disk failures
and provide good performance.

■ Adabas can be included in high availability clusters, but they are not directly supported by
Adabas – it is necessary that you write the required scripts yourself. Load balancing in the
clusters is not supported.

3. Describe each function in terms of the logical design model specifying:
■ The manner in which each record type is processed;
■ The access path and the sequence in which records are required;
■ The frequency and volume of the run;
■ The time available;

4. Decide which programs are most performance-critical. The choice may involve volumes, fre-
quency, deadlines and the effect on the performance or scheduling of other systems. Other
programs may also have minimum performance requirements which may constrain the extent
to which critical functions can be optimized;

5. Optimize the performance of each critical function by shortening its access paths, optimizing
its logic, eliminating database featureswhich increase overheads, etc. In the first pass, an attempt
should be made to optimize performance without sacrificing flexibility, accessibility of inform-
ation, or other functional requirements of the system;
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6. Estimate the performance of each critical function. If this does not yield a satisfactory solution,
a relaxation of the time constraints or the functional requirements will have to be negotiated
or a hardware upgrade may be required;

7. Estimate the performance of other system functions. Calculate the total cost and compare the
cost and peak period resource requirements with the economic constraints. If the estimates do
not meet the constraints, then a solution must be negotiated with the user, operations or senior
management;

8. If possible, validate the estimates by loading a test database in order to time various functions.
The test database should be similar to the planned one in terms of the number of records con-
tained in each file and the number of values for descriptors. The size of each record is less im-
portant except for tests of sequential processing and then only if records are to be processed in
something close to their physical sequence.

Unicode Support

Adabas supports Unicode on the basis of International Components for Unicode (ICU) libraries
(V3.2). Please refer to the ICU homepage at http://www.ibm.com/software/globalization/icu for
further information about ICU. Thewide character field format (W) has been introduced forUnicode
fields. The Adabas user can specify the external encoding used in Adabas calls or for the compres-
sion anddecompression utilitiesADACMPandADADCU, but internally all data is stored inUTF-
8.

The external encoding can be specified in:

■ the Adabas OP command, where you can specify the default encoding for an Adabas session;
■ the format and search buffers, where you can specify encodings at the field level;
■ the utilities ADACMP and ADADCU, where you can specify the default encoding to be used
during the execution of the utility.

For search and sort operations, the Unicode byte order is not usually of much importance, but
language-specific collations are - for this reason,Adabas supports collationdescriptors.A collation
descriptor generates a binary string from the original character string by applying Unicode
Collation Algorithms and language-specific rules.
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Mainframe Compatibility Considerations

The following points should be taken into consideration if you intend to write applications using
Unicode character sets and when you intend to run the applications on both mainframes and
UNIX/Windows/OpenVMS platforms:

■ Software AG recommends that you use the W format for text fields. The A format should only
be used if the values only contain characters that are available in ASCII and EBCDIC, if the
different ASCII and EBCDIC collations are not relevant, and if no collation descriptors are re-
quired.

■ Onmainframes, you can select the internal encoding yourself, but onUNIX/Windowsplatforms
all W format fields are stored internally as UTF-8. Since the length of a string depends on its
decoding, you should either use UTF-8 for internal encoding on mainframes as well, or you
should ensure that your applications only store values that cannot overflow with the internal
encoding on other platforms.

■ Onmainframes,W format fields are based onECS, but onUNIX/Windows/OpenVMSplatforms
they are based on ICU - you should, therefore, only use encodings that are available on all
platforms.

■ On UNIX/Windows/OpenVMS platforms, collation descriptors are based on ICU, but on
mainframes, the user has to provide user exits to generate collation descriptors. These user exits
must generate collation sequences that are compatible with the ICU collations used on
UNIX/Windows/OpenVMSplatforms. OnUNIX/Windows/OpenVMSplatforms, youmust use
the HE option in order to achieve the same behaviour as on mainframes.

■ The Adabas direct commands on mainframes and UNIX/Windows/OpenVMS platforms are
not fully compatible with respect to their handling of W format fields. You should ensure that
only compatible commands are used in cross-platform applications.

File and Record Design

It is possible to design an Adabas database with one file for each record type as identified during
the conceptual design stage. Although such a structure would support any application functions
required of it and is the easiest to manipulate in ad hoc queries, it may not be the best from the
performance point of view:

■ The number of Adabas calls would be increased. Each Adabas call requires interpretation, val-
idation and queueing overhead;

■ Accessing at least one index, Address Converter and Data Storage block from each of the files.
In addition to the I/Os necessary for this process, it will require buffer pool space and perhaps
result in the overwriting of blocks needed for a later request.

It is, therefore, often advisable to reduce the number of Adabas files used by critical programs.
The following techniques may be used for this procedure:
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■ Using multiple-value fields and periodic groups;
■ Using multiple record types in one Adabas file;
■ Controlled data duplication.

Each of these techniques is described in the following sections.

Multiple-Value Fields and Periodic Groups

In the example shown below, ORDER-ITEM is defined as a periodic group in the ORDER file.
Each order record contains a variable number of order items.

Order Order Date Customer Item
Number Date Required Number Code Quantity

A1234E 29MAR 10JUN UK432M 24801K 200 1ST OCCUR.
30419T 100 2ND OCCUR.
273952 300 3RD OCCUR.

A multiple-value field or a periodic group may be retrieved/updated in the same call and with
the same I/Os as themain record. This can result in a saving in bothCPU time and I/O requirements.

There are certain constraints concerning the usage of multiple-value fields and periodic groups
that the user should be aware of:

■ A periodic group cannot contain another periodic group;
■ Depending on the compressed size of one occurrence, their usage can result in extremely large
record sizes which may be larger than the maximum record size supported by Adabas.

Descriptors contained within a periodic group or derived from fields within a periodic group
cannot be used as a sort key in FIND and SORT commands. In addition, specific rules apply to
the methods in which search requests that involve one or more descriptors defined as multiple-
value fields and/or contained within a periodic group may be used. These rules are described in
the Command Reference Manual.

Multiple Record Types in a Single Adabas File

Another method of reducing the number of files is to store data belonging to two logical record
types in the same Adabas file. For example, the figure Multiple Record Types (i) below shows
how a customer file and an order file might be combined. This technique takes advantage of the
Adabas null-value suppression facility.

Fields in the Field Definition Table for the combined file:

Key, Record Type, Order Data, Order Item Data

Stored records:
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Key Type Order Data *

Key Type * Order Item Data

* indicates suppressed null values.

The key of an order item record could be order number plus line sequence number within this
order.

This technique reduces I/Os by allowing the customer and order record types to share various
control blocks and higher-level index blocks. Thus fewer blocks have to be read before processing
of the file can start, and more space is left free in the buffer pool for other types of blocks.

The customer and order records can be grouped together in Data Storage reducing the number of
blocks which have to be read to retrieve all the orders for a given customer. If all the orders are
added at the same time as the customer, the total I/Os required will also be reduced.

The key must be designed carefully to ensure that both customer and order data can be accessed
efficiently. The key for a customer record will usually have the null value of the suffix which dis-
tinguishes different orders belonging to the same customer appended to it as shown in the figure
Multiple Record Types (ii) below.

A00231 000 Order header for order A00231
A00231 001 Order item 1
A00231 002 Order item 2
A00231 003 Order item 3
A00232 000 Order header for order A00232
A00232 001 Order item 1

A record type field is not necessary if the program can tell whether it is dealing with a customer
or order record by the contents of the key suffix. It may be necessary for a program to reread a
record in order to read additional fields or else have Adabas return all the fields relevant in any
of the record types.

Data Duplication

Physical Duplication

In some cases, a few fields from a header record are required almost every time a detail record is
accessed. For example, the production of an invoice may require both the order item data and the
product descriptionwhich is part of the PRODUCT record. The simplest way tomake this inform-
ation quickly available to the invoicing program is to hold a copy of the product description in
the order item data. This is termed physical duplication because it involves holding a duplicate
copy of data which is already physically represented elsewhere.

Physical duplication can also be in effect if some fields from each detail record are stored as a
periodic group in a header record.
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Logical Duplication

Assume that a credit control routine needs the sum of all invoices sent to the customer. This in-
formation can be derived by reading and totalling the relevant invoices, but this might involve
accessing randomly quite a large number of records. It can be obtained much more quickly if it is
stored permanently in the customer record, provided it is correctly maintained. This is termed
logical duplication because the duplicate information is not already stored elsewhere but is implied
by the contents of other records.

Programs which update information that is physically or logically duplicated are likely to run
more slowly because they must also update the duplicate copies. Physical duplication seldom
causes much of a problem because it usually involves fields which are infrequently updated. Lo-
gical duplication almost always requires duplicate updating because the change of any one record
can affect data in other records.

Adabas Record Design

Once an Adabas file structure has been determined, the next step is usually to define the field
definition table for the file. The field definitions are entered as described in the chapter FDTRecord
Structure. This section describes the performance implications of some of the options which may
be used for fields.

The fields should be arranged such that those which are read or updated most often are nearest
to the start of the record. This will reduce the CPU time required to locate the fields within the
record. Fields which are seldom read but are mainly used as search criteria should be placed last.

The use of groups results inmore efficient internal processing of read and update commands. This
is the result of shorter format buffers which take less time to process and require less space in the
internal format-buffer pool maintained by Adabas.

Numeric fields should be loaded in the format in which they will most frequently be used. This
will minimize the amount of format conversion required. However, the relation between CPU
time saved and extra disk space required has to be considered.

The use of the fixed storage (FI) option normally reduces the processing time of the field, but may
result in a larger disk storage requirement, particularly if the field is contained in a periodic group.
NU fields should be grouped together wherever possible. FI fields should be grouped together
wherever possible.

It is important that each Adabas base recordmust fit into one data block, which can be up to 32KB
in size (see the sectionContainer Files for further information about block sizes). For further inform-
ation about the space required for the Adabas fields, see the section Disk Space Usage. In addition
to the space required for the Adabas fields, 4 bytes are needed for each data block and 6 bytes for
each Adabas record.
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Large Object Values

Normally, each Adabas record must fit into one data block, but there is the exception that values
larger than 253 bytes (so-called large object values - LOB values) can be stored by Adabas in a
separate internal Adabas file, the associated LOB file. The original Adabas file is called the base
file, the records in the base file are called base records, and the records in the LOB file are called
LOB records. The following rules apply to LOB values:

■ If there is no LOB file associated with an Adabas file, all values are stored in the base record -
the maximum field length is then limited to 16381 bytes.

■ If a LOB field is a descriptor or a parent field of a derived descriptor, the field values are always
stored in the base record, and the maximum field length is limited to 16381 bytes.

■ In all other cases, values up to 253 bytes are always stored in the base record, values larger than
253 bytes are stored in one or more LOB segment records in the LOB file - then the base record
contains a 16 byte LOB value reference instead.

The following table provides an overview of the terms used in conjunction with LOB values in
the Adabas documentation:

DefinitionTerm

An Adabas file with a user-defined FDT that contains one or more LOB fieldsBase file

A record in a base file. The LOB values in the record are represented by LOB value
references pointing to LOB segment records in the LOB file. The actual LOB values
are contained in these segment records

Base record

Large Object. Initially, a LOB value in Adabas can have a size of up to ca. 2GB
(theoretically)

LOB

A new type of field in an Adabas file that stores LOB valuesLOB field

An Adabas file with a predefined FDT containing LOB values that are spread over
one or more LOB segment records

LOB file

The pair consisting of base file and LOB file, viewed as a single unitLOB file group

One portion of a LOB value that was partitioned. A LOB value consists of one or
more LOB segments

LOB segment

A record in a LOB file that contains a LOB segment as payload data and other
information as control data

LOB segment record

An instance of a LOBLOB value

A reference or pointer from a base record to the LOB segment records that contain
the partitioned LOB value

LOB value reference

It is possible to define the following types of LOB fields:

■ Binary large objects (BLOBs). These LOB fields are defined with format A (ALPHANUMERIC)
and the following options: LB (values > 16381 bytes are supported), NB (blanks at the end of
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the value are not truncated) andNV (binary valueswithoutASCII / EBCDIC conversion between
Open Systems platforms and mainframe platforms).

■ Character (ASCII / EBCDIC) large objects (CLOBs). These LOB fields are defined with format
A and option LB, but without option NB and NV. In addition, the field options MU, NC, NN,
NU can be defined with the usual rules for these options; a LOB field can also be defined as a
member of a periodic group.

Notes:

1. Unicode LOB fields (fields with format W (UNICODE)) are currently not supported. You can
store largeUnicode values in BLOBfields, but then a conversion to other encodings as provided
by format W is not supported.

2. For detailed information on the Adabas formats and field options, please refer to the section
FDT Record Structure.

Adabas System Files

The Adabas nucleus uses some internal Adabas files, the so-called Adabas system files, to store
internal data. While the checkpoint file, the security file and the user data file are always required
for an Adabas database and are defined when the database is created, the replication system files
are only created when you initialize the Adabas-to-Adabas replication - please refer to the section
Adabas-to-Adabas (A2A) Replication for further details.

The following Adabas system files exist:

■ Checkpoint File
■ Security File
■ User Data File
■ Replication System Files

Checkpoint File

The Adabas checkpoint file is used to log some important events, the Adabas checkpoints; these
checkpoints are written for:

■ Adabas utility executions
■ Nucleus starts and stops
■ Adabas user sessions with exclusive access to Adabas files
■ User-defined checkpoints

The checkpoints can be displayed with the utility ADAREP parameter CHECKPOINTS. The doc-
umentation of this parameter contains a description of the different checkpoint types.
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The checkpoints are especially important for the utility ADAREC (database recovery), which re-
applies all database updates performed after a database backup: becauseADAREC cannot recover
some utility operations, it stops when it detects a SYNP checkpoint that indicates the execution
of a utility which cannot be recovered by ADAREC, and which must be re-executed manually.

Note: The information stored in the checkpoint file does not contain all of the information
required to re-execute the utilities. Software AG therefore strongly recommends that you
document all utility executions in order to be able to recover the database if necessary.

Security File

TheAdabas security file contains theAdabas security definitions. Formore information onAdabas
security, For further information, please refer to the documentation of the ADASCR utility, which is
used to maintain the Adabas security definitions.

User Data File

The user data file is used to store information about the last transaction for all User IDs (ETIDs)
specified in the Additions1 field for an OP command. The idea of specifying ETIDs is to enable
the implementation of restart processing for programs using Adabas, following a crash. If you
don't do this, it doesn't make sense to specify ETIDs.

Notes:

1. Software AG recommends that you only use ETIDs if you really intend to store data in the user
data file.

2. If you use Natural to access your Adabas database, please refer to the Natural documentation
for more information how to use ETIDs with Natural.

3. SoftwareAG recommends that you do not use the process ID as ETID (for example by specifying
“$$” as ETID in Natural); you can only access the user data if you know the process ID of the
processwhich generated the user data, and on someoperating systems the process ID can become
very long, and as a consequence you can get a very large number records in the user data file.

You can delete the data in the user data file by using the ADADBM REFRESH function; of course
then all user data stored in the file are lost.
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Replication System Files

Please refer to the section Adabas-to-Adabas (A2A) Replication for detailed information about the
replication system files.

Data Access Strategies

Efficient Use of Descriptors

Descriptors are fields for which Adabas has created an index for efficient search operations, to
control a logical sequential read and as a sort key in certain Adabas commands such as FIND and
SORT ISN LIST. The use of descriptors is, therefore, closely related to the access strategy to be
used for a file. Additional disk space and processing overhead is required for each descriptor,
particularly thosewhich are updated frequently. The following guidelinesmay be used in determ-
ining the number and type of descriptors to be defined for a file:

■ The value distribution of the descriptor should be such that it may be used to select a small
percentage of the total number of records in the file;

■ Additional descriptors should not be defined to further refine search criteria if a reasonably
small number of records can be selected using existing descriptors;

■ If two or three descriptors are used in combination frequently (for example, area, department,
branch), a superdescriptor may be used instead of defining separate descriptors;

■ If the selection criterion for a descriptor always involves a range of values, a subdescriptor may
be used;

■ If the selection criterion for a descriptor never involves the selection of null values, and a large
number of null values are possible for the descriptor, the descriptor should be defined with the
null value suppression option;

■ If a field is updated very frequently, you should be aware that the faster search operations
achieved by using the index created for a descriptor have to be paid for by slower database
update operations, since the index also has to be updated;

■ If you don't define a field as a descriptor and you perform a non-descriptor search, you should
be aware that the performance may be good with a small test database, but that it may be poor
with a large production database.

■ If you store descriptor values larger than 253 bytes in the database, they are stored in index
blocks with a block size of at least 16 KB. If you want to store such values, the database must
have an appropriate ASSO container file or theremust be a location defined so that the database
can create such an ASSO container.

■ The maximum length of a descriptor value is 1144 bytes. Normally, database operations that
attempt to insert a larger value will be rejected, but if you specify the index truncation option
for the descriptor, larger index values are truncated. The consequence of this is that the results
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of search operations may no longer be exact if truncated index values are involved; a warning
is issued in such cases.

Superdescriptor

A superdescriptor is a descriptorwhich is created from a combination of up to 20 fields (or portions
thereof). The fields fromwhich a superdescriptor is derivedmay ormay not be descriptors. Super-
descriptors are more efficient than combinations of ordinary descriptors when the search criteria
involves a combination of values. This is becauseAdabas has only to access one inverted list instead
of several and does not have toAND several ISN lists to produce the final list of qualifying records.
Superdescriptors may also be used in the same manner as ordinary descriptors to control the lo-
gical sequence in which a file is read and to sort ISN lists.

The values for search criteria which use superdescriptors must be provided in the format of the
superdescriptor (binary for superdescriptors derived from all numeric fields, otherwise alphanu-
meric). If the superdescriptor format is binary, the input of the search value using an ad hoc query
or report facility may be difficult.

Subdescriptor

A subdescriptor is a descriptor which is derived from a portion of a field. The field used to derive
the subdescriptor may or may not be a descriptor. If a search criteria involves a range of values
which is contained in the first n bytes of an alphanumeric field or the last n bytes of a numeric
field, a subdescriptor derived from the relevant bytes of the field may be defined. This will enable
the search criterion to be represented as a single value rather than a range which will, in turn,
result in more efficient searching since Adabas will not need to merge intermediate ISN lists. For
example, assume an alphanumeric fieldAREAof 8 bytes, the first 3 ofwhich represent the REGION
and the last 5 the DEPARTMENT. If only records for REGION 111 are desired, a search criteria of
AREA = 11100000 through 11199999 would be required. If the first three bytes of AREA were
defined as a subdescriptor, a search criteria equal to REGION = 111 could be specified.

Phonetic Descriptor

Aphonetic descriptormay be defined to performphonetic searches. The use of a phonetic descriptor
in a FIND command results in the return of all the records which contain similar phonetic values.
The phonetic value of a descriptor is based on the first 20 bytes of the field value with only alpha-
betic values being considered (numeric values, special characters and blanks are ignored).
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Hyperdescriptor

The hyperdescriptor enables descriptor values to be generated based on a user-supplied algorithm
coded in a hyperexit. Up to 255 different user-written hyperexits can be defined for a single Adabas
database, and each hyperexit can handle multiple hyperdescriptors.

Hyperdescriptors can be used to implement n-component superdescriptors, derived keys, or
other key constructs. See FDT Record Structure and User Exits and Hyperexits in this manual for
more information about hyperdescriptors.

Soft Coupling

A multi-file query may be performed by specifying a field to be used for inter-file linkage in the
search criteria. This feature is called soft coupling and does not require the files to be physically
coupled.

ISNs

Each record in an Adabas file has an internal sequence number (ISN), which is a 4 byte unsigned
integer >0. ISNs are used by Adabas internally to perfrom queries efficiently, and the result of
Adabas FIND commands represents the result as an ISN list.

If the ISN of a record is known, it is very efficient to access the record via its ISN (Adabas L1
command).

User-Assigned ISNs

The user has the option of assigning the ISN of each record in a file rather than having this done
by Adabas. This technique permits subsequent retrieval using the ISN directly rather than using
the inverted lists. This requires that the user develop his own algorithm for the assignment of
ISNs. The resulting range of ISNs must be within the space allocated for the Address Converter
for the file (please refer to the description of the MAXISN parameter in the chapter ADAFDU in
the Utilities Manual for more information), and each application which adds records to the file
must contain the user's ISN assignment algorithm.

Using ISNs as a Descriptor

The user may store the ISNs of related records in another record in order to be able to read the
related records directly without using the inverted lists.

For example, assume an application needs to read an order record and then find and read all
customer records for the order. If the ISN of the customer record (if there ismore than one customer
per order, amultiple-value field could be used)were stored in the order record, the customer record
could be read directly since the ISN is available in the order record. This would avoid the necessity
of issuing a FIND command to the customer file to determine the customer records for the order.
This technique requires that the field containing the ISNs of the customer records be established
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andmaintained in the order record, and assumes that the ISN assignment in the customer file will
not be changed as a result of a file unload and reload in which the same ISN assignment is not
retained.

ADAM Usage

The Adabas Direct Access Method (ADAM) facility permits the retrieval of records directly from
Data Storagewithout access to the inverted lists. TheData Storage block number inwhich a record
is located is calculated using a randomizing algorithm based on the ADAMkey of the record. The
use of ADAM is completely transparent to application programs.

The main performance advantage of using ADAM descriptors is the reduction in the number of
accessesmade to inverted lists. Themain advantage of using an ISN as anADAMkey is the reduc-
tion in the number of accesses to the Address Converter.

ADAMwill generally use an average of 1.2 to 1.5 (logical) I/O operations (including an average
of overflow records stored underAssociator control in other blocks of the file) to search for a record
via the Adam key, as opposed to the three to four I/O operations required to search fora record
using the inverted lists. Overflow records are also retrieved using normal Associator inverted-list
references.

The ADAM key of each record must be a unique value. The ISN of a record may also be used as
the ADAM key.

Notes:

1. Access to ADAM files via the ADAM key is only efficient if the file was defined with sufficent
size to avoid having too many records being stored in the overflow area. If a record did not fit
into the block determined by the hash algorithm and searching the record in this block was not
successful, the normal search algorithm is performed afterwards. In this case, access to the record
requires more time than is required for non-ADAM files.

2. In order to avoid block overflows and the resulting records in the overflow area, you should
normally define ADAM files with enough size such that the average fill factor of a block is re-
lativly small. This means that utilities will generally require more time than for non-ADAM
files with the same records, because they must performmore I/Os. This applies in particular to
ADAMUP if the sort sequence of the records to be loaded is not the sequence of the hash keys,
because then the next record to be loaded, in most cases, belongs to a different block.

The file definition utility ADAFDU is used to define a descriptor or ISN as an ADAM key. There
are 3 parameters:
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MeaningParameter

define ADAM keyADAM_KEY

parameter to influence data record distribution algorithmADAM_PARAMETER

number of overflow blocksADAM_OVERFLOW

The data space for ADAM is calculated as (DSSIZE (in blocks) - ADAM_OVERFLOW):

The data space for ADAM cannot be subsequently extended, only the ADAM overflow area can
grow. However, the ADAM area can cover multiple DS extents within the initialization. The
ADAM area is formatted and marked as in use during the execution of ADAFDU.

The number of blocks to be used for the overflow area is defined with the ADAM_OVERFLOW
parameter. Aminimumof one block is required, andmore blocks can be added later. The overflow
blocks are used if there is no space for the ADAM-calculated block for a new record. The gain in
performance obtained by using ADAM is decreased if a large number of records is stored in the
overflow area. The distribution of records in the ADAM file can be checked using the file inform-
ation utility ADAFIN.

If the space reusage option has been set for the file, it only applies to the overflow area. The DATA
padding factor applies to both areas (DATA and overflow).

The ADAM_PARAMETER parameter is used to influence the distribution of the data records.

If theADAMkey is ISNor a fixed-point descriptor, it determines the number of consecutive values
that are to be stored in one block. The basic algorithm is

DS number = (actual value/ADAM_PARAMETER) modulo number_adam_blocks

If the format of the ADAM key is alphanumeric, binary or floating point, then the ADAM para-
meter defines the offset from the end of the value for an 8-byte extraction.

Example: ADAM key with format A:

ADAM_PARAMETER = 3
Value's lengths = 5, 10, 15
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If the value is less than or equal to 8 bytes long, the complete value is taken as the extraction value.

Otherwise, if (value length - ADAM parameter) is less than or equal to 8 bytes long, the first 8
bytes are taken as the extraction value.

Otherwise the last 8 bytes after removing (ADAM parameter) bytes are taken as the extraction
value.

The algorithm for calculating a relative DS number is:

DS number = (extraction value) modulo (number of ADAM blocks)
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If the format of the ADAM key is packed or unpacked, then the ADAM parameter defines the
offset from the end of the value to the position of the value to be considered for the ADAM value.
This ADAM value from position 1 to the position (value length - ADAM_parameter) will be con-
verted to a 8-byte integer value.

Example: ADAM key with format P or U

ADAM_PARAMETER = 2
Value's length = 8

The algorithm for calculating a relative DS number is:

DS number = (integer value) modulo (number of ADAM blocks)

If the format of the ADAM key is fixed point or if the ADAM key is the ISN, the extraction value
is (ADAM key value) / (ADAM parameter).

Example: ADAM key with format F

The following values are entered in ADAFDU:

DSSIZE = 40 B
ADAM_KEY = FF
ADAM_OVERFLOW = 10
ADAM_PARAMETER = 12

The file is an ADAM file, and the unique descriptor FF is used as an ADAM key. 30 blocks will
be used for the ADAM DS area, with 10 blocks reserved for the overflow area. 12 consecutive
values will be stored in each block.

The values will be stored in the DS blocks as follows:
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DS BlockFF Value

10 - 11

212 - 23

324 - 35

......

30348 - 359

1360 - 371

2372 - 383

......

Disk Space Usage

The efficient use of disk space is especially important in a database environment because:

■ The sharing of data between several users, possibly concurrently and in different combinations,
normally requires that a large proportion of an organization's data be stored online;

■ Some applications contain extremely large amounts of data.

Decisions concerning the efficient usage of disk space must be made while considering other ob-
jectives of the system (performance, flexibility, ease of use). This section discusses the techniques
and considerations involved inmaking trade-offs between these objectives and the efficient usage
of disk space.

Compression

Each field may be defined to Adabas with one of three compression options:

1. Ordinary compression (the default) which causesAdabas to remove trailing blanks from alpha-
numeric fields and leading zeros from numeric fields, but requires one additional length byte
if the compressed value length is <= 126, or two if the compressed value length is larger. The
null value is compressed to a length byte = 1.

2. Null value suppressionwhich results in ordinary compression and, in addition, suppresses the
null value for the field.

3. Fixed storage (FI), in which the field is not compressed at all, but the additional length byte in
Data Storage is omitted.

The figure Adabas Compression below illustrates how various values of a five-byte alphanumeric
field are stored using each compression option. The number preceding each stored value is an
inclusive length byte (not used for FI fields). The asterisk shown under null value suppression
indicates a suppressed field count. This is a one-byte field which indicates the number of empty
(suppressed) fields present at this point in the record. A `b' means a blank.
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Field Ordinary Fixed Null Value
Value Compression Storage Suppression

ABCbb 04414243 4142432020 04414243
(4 bytes) (5 bytes) (4 bytes)

ABCDb 0541424344 4142434420 0541424344
(5 bytes) (5 bytes) (5 bytes)

ABCDE 064142434445 4142434445 064142434445
(6 bytes) (5 bytes) (6 bytes)

bbbbb 01 2020202020 *
(2 bytes) (5 bytes) (1 byte)

The compression options chosen also affect the creation of the inverted list for the field (if it is a
descriptor) and the processing time needed for compression and decompression of the field.

Fixed Storage

Fixed storage indicates that no compression is to be performed on the field. The field is stored
according to its standard length with no length byte. Fixed storage is useful for small fields and
for fields for which little or no compression is possible. See FDT Record Structure for information
about the various restrictions related to the use of FI fields.

Ordinary Compression

Ordinary compression results in the removal of trailing blanks from alphanumeric fields and
leading zeros fromnumeric fields.As can be seen in the figureAdabasCompression above, ordinary
compression will result in a saving in disk space if at least 2 bytes of trailing blanks or leading
zeros are removed.

Null Value Suppression

If null value suppression is specified for a field, and the field value is null, a one-byte empty field
indicator will be stored instead of a length byte and the compressed null value (see figure above).
This empty field indicator specifies the number of consecutive null-value suppressed fields which
contain null values at this point in the record. Up to 63 empty fields can be represented by one
byte. It is, therefore, advantageous to physically position fields which are frequently empty next
to one another in the record and to define each with the null-value suppression option.

If the field is a descriptor, the use of null value suppression will result in the omission of the null
value from the inverted lists. This means that a FIND command, in which the null value of the
descriptor is used will always result in no qualifying records even if there are records in Data
Storage which contain a null value for the descriptor. This applies also to subdescriptors and su-
perdescriptors derived from a field defined with null value suppression. No entry will be made
for a subdescriptor if the bytes of the field from which it is derived contain a null value and the
field is definedwith the null-value suppression option.No entrywill bemade for a superdescriptor
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if the bytes of any of the fields fromwhich it is derived contain a null value and the field is defined
with the null-value suppression option.

The use of null value suppression with descriptor fields, therefore, depends on the need to search
for null values, and, if the descriptor is used to control logical sequential reading or sorting, the
need to read records containing a null value. If such a need does not exist, null value suppression
is normally used (unless the FI option is used).

Null value suppression is normally recommended for multiple-value fields and fields within
periodic groups in order to reduce both the amount of disk space required and the internal pro-
cessing requirements of these types of fields. The updating of such fields varies according to the
compression option used. If a multiple-value field definedwith null value suppression is updated
with a null value, all values to the right are shifted left, and the value count is reduced accordingly.
If all the fields of a periodic group are defined with null value suppression, and the entire group
is updated to a null value, the occurrence count will be reduced only if the occurrence updated is
the highest (last) occurrence. For detailed information about the updating of multiple-value fields
andperiodic groups, see FDTRecord Structure and theCommandReference,A1 command andCommand
Reference, N1/N2 command.

Multiple-Value Fields and Periodic Groups

The values for multiple-value fields and periodic groups are normally preceded by an 8-byte
header (or sometimes by a one byte MU or PE count). Each occurrence of a periodic group is pre-
ceded by a two-byte length indicator. If a periodic group contains empty occurrences, up to 32767
empty occurrences are compressed to a 2-byte empty periodic group occurrence counter.

Padding Factors

A large amount of record update activity (A1 command) may result in a considerable amount of
record migration, i.e. moving the record from its current block to another block in which there is
sufficient space for the expanded record. Recordmigrationmaybe considerably reducedbydefining
a larger padding factor for Data Storage for the filewhen it is loaded. The padding factor represents
the percentage of each physical block that is to be reserved for record expansion. The padding
area is not used during file loading or when adding new records to a file. A large padding factor
should not be used if only a small percentage of the records are likely to expand, since the padding
area of all the blocks in which non-expanding records are located would be wasted.

If a large amount of record update/addition is to be performed, in which a large number of new
values must be inserted into the current value range of one or more descriptors, a considerable
amount of migration may also occur within the Associator. This may be reduced by assigning a
larger padding factor for the Associator.

The disadvantages of a large padding factor are a larger disk-space requirement (less records or
entries per block) and possible degradation of sequential processing, since more physical blocks
will have to be read.
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Padding factors are specified when a file is defined (using utility ADAFDU) and can be changed
(using utility ADAORD).

Security Planning

This section describes the general considerations which should be made concerning database se-
curity and explains the Adabas facilities which may be used to secure data contained within the
database.

Effective security measures must take account of the following points:

■ A system is only as secure as its weakest component. This may be a non-DP area of the system:
for example, failure to properly secure printed listings;

■ It is rarely possible to design a 'foolproof' system.A security violationwill probably be committed
if the gain is likely to exceed the cost;

■ Security costs can be high. These costs include inconvenience, machine resources and the time
required to coordinate the planning of security measures and monitor their effectiveness.

The cost of security measures is usually much easier to quantify than the risk or cost of a security
violation. The calculation may, however, be complicated by the fact that some security measures
may offer benefits outside the area of security. The cost of a security violation depends on the
nature of the violation. Possible types of cost include:

■ Loss of time while the violation is being recovered;
■ Penalties under privacy legislation, contracts, etc.;
■ Damage in relationships with customers, suppliers, etc.

Adabas Security Facilities

This section contains an overview of the security facilities provided byAdabas and its subsystems.
For more detailed information about the facilities discussed in this section, please refer to the
chapter Database Security Overview.
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Password Security

Password security allows the DBA to control a user's use of the database in the following ways:

■ Restrict the user to certain files;
■ For each file, specify whether the user can access and update, or access only;
■ Specify value-based access and update criteria for each file.

Ciphering

Adabas can cipher the data that it stores in container files. This, however, only applies to the data
records that are stored in the Data storage, but not to the inverted lists on the Associator.

Ciphering prevents the unauthorized analysis of Adabas container files. If ciphering is enabled
(see below), data records are ciphered when they are stored in a database by either the Adabas
nucleus or by the mass update utility ADAMUP. The data records are then deciphered when they
are requested by a user or application: this means that the ciphering is completely transparent to
the user or application.

Ciphering can be enabled for individual Adabas files. This is done when defining the file with
ADAFDU by setting the CIPHER/NOCIPHER option. The ciphering process uses internal para-
meters in order to achieve amaximum level of security. In some systems, identical fields and records
present a possible security risk: if an unauthorized user can decipher one, the other can also be
deciphered. The Adabas ciphering process, however, treats identical fields and records as follows:

■ Two identical fields within one record will be ciphered differently;
■ Two identical records within one Adabas file will be ciphered differently;
■ Two Adabas files with identical contents will be ciphered differently.

The following example demonstrates this on the basis of two fields in a record which both contain
the value `TEST' (representations are hexadecimal):

Record 1 Unciphered=0x54455354 Ciphered=0xDD022537
Record 2 Unciphered=0x54455354 Ciphered=0x55EF0A51

Note: The ciphered values shown above are just examples, and do not represent the actual
ciphering mechanisms used.

The Adabas ciphering mechanism is characterized by the following features and restrictions:

■ System files (checkpoint and security) cannot be ciphered.
■ ADAM key files cannot be ciphered.
■ The output files produced by the utilities ADACMP (compression) and ADAULD (unload) are
not ciphered.
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■ Thedata saved onfiles produced by the backuputilityADABCK, and the EXPORTfiles produced
by the export utility ADAORD are ciphered.

■ The restart and recovery records that are written to the WORK and PLOG files are ciphered.
■ The output produced by the FILE function of the report utility ADAREP contains information
about file ciphering.

Transaction Concept

An important concept for all databases is the availability of a transaction concept in order to
guarantee database integrity. A transaction guarantees that a set of database update operations
will either be committed, i.e. they all the updates become persistent in the database, or in case of
an error, the update operations already performed will be completely be rolled back.

This section is just a short overviewon the transaction concept; please refer to theCommandReference
section for further information.

Adabas has the following database commands to support the transaction concept:

■ ET - End of Transaction, commits a transaction
■ BT - Backout Transaction, rolls back a transaction.

For some files, it can be desirable that they do not take part in normal transaction logic, and that
all database modifications for the file are kept in the database even if a transaction is rolled back.
An example for such a file is a log file, in which all activities of a user are to be logged including
activities within a transaction that is later backed out.

Lock Concept

In order to guarantee database integrity, it must not be possible for another user to update records
that required for a transaction. To this end, Adabas lets you lock records for the duration of a
transaction.

Adabas supports the following types of lock:

UsageLock Type

You can acquire a shared or read lock if no other user has already acquired an
exclusive lock for the record. S locks allow you to guarantee that nobody else can

Share or read lock (S)

update one ormore of the records as long as you have these records locked, while
other users can still also get a shared lock.

You can only acquire an exclusive or write lock for an Adabas record if no other
user has already acquired an S or X lock for this record. Modification or deletion

Exclusive or write lock
(X)

of a record is only possiblewith an X lock of the record. If you create a new record,
this record is automatically locked exclusively.
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Subtransactions

Sometimes it is can be necessary to roll back not the complete transaction, but only a subset of the
transaction. To this end, Adabas has a subtransaction concept, which is implemented via special
options of the ET and BT commands.

ET Synchronization

Sometimes it is necessary for the database to be in a consistent state:

■ If you create a backup of the database with ADABCK;
■ If you perform an external backup with ADAOPR EXT_BACKUP;
■ If you switch to a new protection log (PLOG).

Note: Switching to a new PLOG extent does not require ET synchronization, because all
extents of a PLOG are considered as one PLOG.

In all of these cases, an ET synchronization must be performed for the database - this means:

■ All currently-active transactions continue to work until the transaction is terminated or until a
timeout occurs. The timeout period is defined by the Adabas nucleus parameter TT or, in case
of ADABCK, by the parameter ET_SYNC_WAIT;

■ If an Adabas command tries to start a new transaction, the command has to wait until the ET
synchronization is finished;

■ As soon as all active transactions are terminated, phase 2 of the ET synchronization begins: all
activities to be done in the consistent state can be done, for example a buffer flush, in order to
ensure that the consistent state of the database is stored on disk;

■ Once phase 2 of the ET synchronization has finished, any commands waiting for the end of the
ET synchronization can continue.

If you create a backup on the file level using ADABCK DUMP without the option NEW_PLOG,
an ET synchronization is only performed on the file level:

■ The ET synchronization waits only for the termination of transactions that access the dumped
files;

■ New transactions can start as long as they only access other files. However, as soon as such a
transaction is extended to one of the dumped files, the command has to wait until the end of
the ET synchronization.
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Recovery/Restart Design

This section discusses the design aspects of database recovery/restart.

Correct recovery/restart planning is an important part of the design of the system, particularly
one in which a database is used. Most of the causes of failure can be anticipated, evaluated and
resolved as part of the basic system design process.

Recoverability is often an implied objective. Everyone assumes that, regardless of what happens,
the system can be recovered and restarted. There are, however, specific facts to be determined
about the level of recovery needed by the various users of the system. Recoverability is an area
where the DBA has to take the initiative and establish necessary facts. Initially, each potential user
of the system should be asked about their recovery/restart requirements. The most important
considerations are:

■ How long can the user manage without the system?
■ How long can each phase be delayed?
■ What manual procedures, if any, does the user have for checking input/output and how long
do these take?

■ What special procedures, if any, need to be performed to ensure that data integrity has been
maintained in a recovery/restart situation?

Planning and Incorporating Recoverability

Once the recovery/restart requirements have been established, the DBA can proceed to plan the
measures necessary to meet these requirements. The methodology provided in this section may
be used as a basic guideline.

1. A determination should be made as to the level and degree to which data is shared by the
various users of the system.

2. The recovery parameters for the system should be established. This includes a predicted/actual
breakdown rate, an average delay and items affected, and items subject to security.

3. An outline containing recovery design points should be prepared. Information in this outline
should include:
■ Validation planning. Validation of data should be performed as close as possible to its point
of input to the system. Intermediate updates to data sharing the record with the input will
make recovery more difficult and costly;

■ Dumps (back-up copies) of the database or selected files;
■ User and Adabas checkpoints;
■ Use of ET logic, exclusive file control, ET data.
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The recovery strategy should be subjected to all possible breakdown situations to determine
the suitability, effectiveness, and cost of the strategy.

4. Operations personnel should be consulted to determine whether all resources required for re-
covery/restart can be made available if and when they are needed.

5. The final recovery design should be documented and reviewedwith users, operations personnel
and any others involved with the system.

Locations of Database Containers, Backup Files, and Protection Logs

When you restart the database after a database crash, an autorestart is performed: All transactions
that were active when the nucleus crashed are rolled back, and all missing database updates are
written to the ASSO and DATA containers. For this purpose, the update operations have been
logged on the WORK container. Nevertheless, in case of a disk corruption, it may be that the
autorestart fails. In this case, it is important that you can recover the state of your database from
a backup and the protection logs. This can be guaranteed only if your backup files and protection
logs (PLOGs) are stored on separate, independent disks. Note that Adabas logs the update opera-
tions twice: once on WORK for the autorestart, and once on PLOGs for restore/recover to enable
the recovery of the current database state in case a disk where a log is stored becomes corrupted.

Notes:

1. In order to avoid disk problems, you can also consider hardware-based solutions such as RAID
systems. Nevertheless, it is recommended that you create backups and PLOGs, because a RAID
system doesn't protect you from software or handling errors.

2. You should also consider disaster recovery: what do you do if your complete computer system
should be destroyed?

Matching Requirements and Facilities

Once the general recovery requirements have been designed, the next step is to select the relevant
Adabas and non-Adabas facilities to be used to implement recovery/restart. The following sections
describe the Adabas facilities related to recovery/restart.

Transaction Recovery

Many batch-update programs process streams of input transactions that have the following char-
acteristics:

■ The transaction requires the program to retrieve and add, update, and/or delete only a few re-
cords. For example, an order entry programmay retrieve the customer and product records for
each order, add the order and order item data to the database, and perhaps update the quantity
on order field of the product record;

■ The program needs exclusive control of the records it uses from the start of the transaction to
the end, but can release them for other users to update or delete once the transaction is complete;
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■ A transaction must never be left incomplete, i.e. if it requires two records to be updated, either
both or neither must be changed.

The Adabas End Transaction (ET) Command

The use of the Adabas ET command will:

■ Ensure that all the adds, updates, and/or deletes performed by a completed transaction are ap-
plied to the database;

■ Ensure that all the effects of a transactionwhich is interrupted by a total or partial system failure
are removed from the database;

■ Allow the program to store user-restart data (ET data) in an Adabas system file. This data may
be retrieved on restart with the Adabas OP or RE commands;

■ Release all records placed in hold status while processing the transaction.

Adabas Close (CL) Command

The Adabas CL command can be used to update the user's current ET data (for example, to set a
job completed flag).

Reading ET Data

A user may retrieve his ET data after a user restart or at the start of a new user or Adabas session
with the Adabas OP command. The user is required to provide a user identification (USERID)
with the OP command. This USERID is used by Adabas to locate the user's ET data.

Another user's ET data may be read by using the RE command, provided that the USERID of the
other user is known. This may be useful, for example, for staff supervision of an online update
operation.

System or Transaction Failure

In the event of an abnormal termination of an Adabas session, the Adabas AUTOBACKOUT
routine, which is automatically invoked at the beginning of every Adabas session, will remove
the effects of all interrupted transactions from the database.

If an individual transaction is interrupted, Adabas will automatically remove all the changes the
transaction has made to the database. An application program can explicitly cause its current
transaction to be backed out by issuing the Adabas BT command.
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No-BT Files

In the case of a nucleus crashing, the following points should be taken into consideration:

■ All database modifications for a no-BT file issued before the last ET are applied in the database.
■ It is not defined whether database modifications for a no-BT file issued after the last ET are ap-
plied in the database or not.

Limitations of Adabas Transaction Recovery

The following limitations of Adabas transaction recovery should be considered:

■ The transaction recovery facility cannot function if critical portions of the ASSOCIATOR and/or
the data protection area of theAdabasWORKcannot be physically read or have been overwritten.
Although this situation should rarely occur, specific procedures should be prepared for such a
condition. The section on recovery/restart procedures should be consulted for detailed guidelines
on how to recover a physically damaged database;

■ The transaction recovery facility recovers only the contents of the database. It does not reposition
non-Adabas files, or save the status of the user program;

■ It is not possible to backout the effects of a specific user's transactions, because other users may
have performed subsequent transactions using the records added or updated by the first user.

Adabas Checkpoint Command

Some programs cannot conveniently use ET commands because:

■ The programwould have to hold large numbers of records for the duration of each transaction.
This would increase the possibility of a deadlock situation (Adabas automatically resolves such
situations by backing out the transaction of one of the two users, but a significant amount of
transaction reprocessing could still result), and a very large Adabas hold queue would have to
be established and maintained;

■ The program may process long lists of records found by complex searches and restarting part
of the way through such a list may be difficult.

Such programs can use the Adabas checkpoint command (C1) to establish a point at which the
file or files the program is updating can be restored if necessary. The specific command used de-
pends on the type of updating (exclusive control) being performed.
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Exclusive File Control

A user can request exclusive update control of one or more Adabas files. Exclusive control is re-
quested with the OP command and will be given only if the file is not currently being updated by
another user. Once exclusive control is assigned to a user, other users may read but not update
the file.

Programs which read and/or update long sequences of records, either in logical sequence or as a
result of searches, may use exclusive control to prevent other users from updating the records
used. This avoids the necessity of issuing a record hold command for each record.

Checkpointing Exclusive Control Files

Exclusive control users may or may not use ET commands. If ET commands are not used, check-
points can be taken by issuing a C1 command (if user data is to be stored).

System or Program Failure

In the event of a system or program failure, the file or files being updated under exclusive control
may have to be restored (usingADABCKorADAMUP) to the state before the start of the execution
of the program which failed.

Limitations of Exclusive File Control

The following limitations apply to exclusive file control:

■ Recovery to the last checkpoint is not automatic, and the data protection log in use when the
failure occurred is required for the recovery process. This does not apply if the user issues ET
commands;

■ In a restart situation following a system failure, Adabas does not check nor prevent other users
from updating files whichwere being updated under exclusive control at the time of the system
interruption.

User Restart Data

The Adabas ET and CL commands provide an option of storing up to 2000 bytes of user data in
an Adabas system file.

One record of user data is maintained for each user. This record is overwritten each time new user
data is provided by the user. The data ismaintained acrossAdabas sessions only if the user provides
a user identification (USERID) with the OP command. User data may be read with an OP or RE
command. A user may read another user's data with the RE command, provided that the USERID
of the other user is known.
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The primary purpose of user data is to enable programs to be self-restarting and to check that re-
covery procedures have been properly carried out. The type of information which may be useful
as user data includes:

■ The date and time of the original program run and the time of last update. This will permit the
program to send a suitable message to a terminal user, console operator or printer to allow the
user and/or operator to check that recovery and restart procedures have operated correctly. In
particular, it will allow terminal users to see if anywork has to be rerun after a serious overnight
failure that they were not aware of;

■ The date of collection of the input data;
■ Batch numbers. This will enable supervisory staff to identify and allocate any work that has to
be reentered from terminals;

■ Identifying data. Sometimes this may simply be a supplement to or cross-check on the items
described above. In other cases, it may be the principal means of deciding where to restart, e.g.,
a program driven by a logical sequential scan needs to know the key value at which to resume;

■ Transaction number/input record position. This may allow a terminal user or batch program to
locate the starting point with the minimum of effort. Although Adabas returns a transaction
sequence number for each transaction, the user also may want to maintain a sequence number
because:
■ After a restart, the Adabas sequence number will be reset;
■ If transactions vary greatly in complexity, there may not be a simple relationship between
theAdabas transaction sequence number and the position of the next input record or document;

■ If a transaction is backed out by the programbecause of an input error, Adabas does not know
whether the transactionwill be reentered immediately (itmay have been a simple keying error)
or rejected for later correction (if there was a basic error in the input document or record);

■ Other descriptive or intermediate data. For example, totals to be carried forward, page numbers
and headings of reports, run statistics;

■ Job/batch completed flag. The systemmay fail after all processing has been completed but before
the operator or user has been notified. In this case, the operator should restart the program
which will be able to check this flag without having to run through to the end of the input. The
same considerations apply to batches of documents entered from terminals;

■ Last job/program name. If several programsmust update the database in a fixed sequence, they
may share the same USERID and use user data to check that the sequence is maintained.
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General

Container files are disk files created byAdabas utilities. They aremanaged by the Adabas nucleus
and Adabas utilities. The internal structure of these files is organized and maintained by Adabas,
thus permitting the use of very efficient disk usage algorithms.

The data in the container files consists of data blockswith a block size that is defined by the creator
of the database. All of the data blocks of each container type are addressed via a so-called relative
adabas block number (RABN),which is a 4-byte unsigned integer >0. Therefore anAdabas database
can contain up to 232 - 1 blocks of each container type. The term RABN is used not only for the
block number, but also for the corresponding block.

The required container files of an Adabas database are called ASSO, DATA andWORK. For some
utilities, additional container files called SORT and TEMP are required.

Associator (ASSO)

ASSO contains the organizational data of the database and of the files in the database. Examples
of the data stored in ASSO are:

■ a summary of the physical and logical layout of the database.
■ a list of the used and unused blocks of the database.
■ a description of the record fields of each file.
■ lists of descriptor (search key) fields, which are used for non-sequential database search opera-
tions.

■ protection mechanisms for using the Adabas utilities when the database is offline.

Data Storage (DATA)

Data Storage (also referred to as simply DATA) contains the user data of a database. In order to
reduce disk space requirements, Adabas uses a data compression technique. This means that user
data is converted into a more compact form before being stored in DATA, thus significantly redu-
cing storage requirements and disk I/O.

WORK

The Adabas nucleus usesWORK as a temporary storage area for update log information required
for backout transaction and auto restart.

The size of the WORK should be chosen such that the following applies at all times: consider all
of the update, delete and store operations performed since the start of the oldest transaction that
is currently active - then the size of the WORK should be equal to or greater than

■ (the size of all old compressed records modified or deleted
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■ + the size of all new compressed records after modification or insertion
■ + the size of all old index values modified or deleted
■ + the size of all new index values after modification or insertion)

multiplied by 4.

Note: Databases with LOB data may imply significantly larger WORK sizes because the
size of the LOB data also has to be taken into account (for updated records, only the size of
the LOB values which are updated). If a database contains LOB data, a WORK block size
of 4KB is recommended.

SORT, TEMP

These are used by some Adabas utilities as temporary storage areas and work areas. In addition
to the predefined SORT and TEMP containers, Adabas also uses temporary files created by the
nucleus or utilities aswork space, these files being deleted after usage. Refer to the sectionTemporary
Working Space for further information.

Adabas Logical Extents

An Adabas logical extent is a group of consecutive RABNs allocated by the Adabas nucleus or an
Adabas utility.

For each file loaded into the database, at least one of each of the following types of Adabas logical
extents is allocated to the file:

■ Data Storage logical extent
(allocated from the Data Storage physical extent);

■ Address Converter logical extent
(allocated from the Associator physical extent);

■ Normal Index logical extent
(allocated from the Associator physical extent);

■ Upper Index logical extent
(allocated from the Associator physical extent).

Additional logical extents are allocated by theAdabas nucleus or anAdabas utilitywhen additional
space is needed as a result of file updating.
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Adabas Physical Extents

The datasets ASSO, DATA, WORK, SORT and TEMP can consist of several extents, i.e. physically
separate areas of storage on disk or other secondary storage medium. When a utility references
any of these extents, it uses environment variables to do so. The environment variables are called
ASSO1, ASSO2 etc. for the ASSO dataset, DATA1, DATA2 etc. for the DATA dataset and so on
for WORK, SORT and TEMP. Thus, for example, if a utility requires to access the ASSO dataset
which has three extents, the environment variables ASSO1, ASSO2 andASSO3must point to these
extents.

The search strategy for finding the ASSO, DATA and WORK container extents is as follows:

1. Check for the environment variables ASSO1, ASSO2 etc. for ASSO, DATA1, DATA2 etc. for
DATA and WORK1 for WORK. If such an environment variable exists, it must contain the file
name of the corresponding container extent.

2. Search for the corresponding entries in theDBnnn.INI file. If such an entry exists, it must contain
the file name of the container extent. Refer to the Adabas Extended Operation documentation for
further information about the DBnnn.INI files.

3. Search for the file CONTx.nnn in the database directory (UNIX: $ADADIR/dbnnn, Windows:
%ADADIR%\dbnnn,OpenVMS: SAG$ROOT:[ADABAS.dbnnn]),whereCONT isASSO,DATA
or WORK, x is the extent number and nnn is the 3 digit database ID.

The search stategy for using SORT and TEMP is described in the section Temporary Working Space

The maximum number of ASSO extents is given by (ASSO1 blocksize - 2) / 12. The maximum the
number of DATA extents is given by (ASSO1 blocksize*3 - 2) / 12. These values can, however, be
reduced under the circumstances described below.

The total number of ASSO andDATA extents cannot exceed 2721. Thismaximumnumber reduces
by 1 each time any two adjacent DATA extents have a different block size. So the formula is:

ASSO Extents + DATA Extents + (number of different adjacent DATA block sizes) <= 2721.

Thus, for example, you could have a database where there is only 1 ASSO extent and 1360 DATA
extents where no two adjacent DATA extents have the same block size, giving a total of 1 ASSO
extent + 1360 DATA extents + 1359 changes of DATA block size= 2720.

The following table gives some examples of the correspondence between the size of the container
file ASSO1 and the number of ASSO and DATA extents allowed. The entries in the column "best
case" show the maximum number of DATA extents allowed if all of the DATA extents have the
same block size. The entries in the column "worst case" show the maximum number of DATA
extents allowed if no two adjacent DATA extents have the same block size.
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ASSO1 blocksize max. number of max number of DATA extents
ASSO extents best case worst case

-----------------------------------------------------------------------
2 KB (2048 bytes) 170 511 511
3 KB (3072 bytes) 255 767 767
4 KB (4096 bytes) 341 1023 1023
5 KB (5120 bytes) 426 1279 1148
6 KB (6144 bytes) 511 1535 1105
7 KB (7168 bytes) 597 1971 1062
8 KB (8192 bytes) 682 2047 1020

SORT can have up to 50 extents: SORT1, SORT2, ... ,SORT50

WORK can have only 1 extent: WORK1.

TEMP can have up to 10 extents: TEMP1, TEMP2, ... ,TEMP10.

Database Auto Expand

If a database becomes full, Adabas is able to auto expand the database containers ASSO andDATA.
The prerequsite for this is that the nucleus parameter OPTIONS=AUTO_EXPAND has been spe-
cified. The strategy used to allocate new space is as follows:

1. Try to increase the last extent of the container that requires new space. This is only possible if
the extent has the same block size as required for the new space in the container.

2. Checkwhether there is an environment variable for the next container extent. If the environment
variable exists, it must contain the file name for the next extent, and the specified location must
have enough space available for the new container extent.

3. Check whether the DBnnn.INI files contain entries in the section RESERVED_LOCATIONS. If
they do, try to allocate the new container extent in one of the specified locations. Refer to the
Adabas Extended Operations documentation for further information about the DBnnn.INI files.
The file name for the new container extentwill be CONTx.nnn,where CONT isASSO orDATA,
x is the extent number and nnn is the 3 digit database ID.

Reserved locations can be included in the DBnnn.INI files with the DBAWorkbenchmenu item
Administrate -> Locations.

4. Try to allocate the new container extent in the database directory (UNIX: $ADADIR/dbnnn,
Windows: %ADADIR%\dbnnn, OpenVMS: SAG$ROOT:[ADABAS.dbnnn]),. The file name
for the new container extentwill be CONTx.nnn,where CONT isASSO orDATA, x is the extent
number and nnn is the 3 digit database ID.
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Notes:

1. Utilities auto expand the database only in onlinemodewhen the nucleus is active. An execption
to this is ADABCK, where the database can also be expanded in offline mode.

2. If the auto expand is to be done in a file system, a file with the same name must not already
exist. If the auto expand is to be done into a raw section, the raw sectionmust not already contain
a container of this type with the same extent number and database ID. It does not matter
whether the container extent has only been allocated with ADADEV, or if the container has
really been included in a database.

3. If you specify explicit RABNs for space allocations, no auto expand will be performed if the
database does not contain all of the requested RABNs.

Index Block Sizes

When Adabas creates index blocks, it allocates blocks with a block size that depends on the
descriptor value sizes:

■ Large descriptor values >253 bytes are stored in large index blocks with a block size >= 16 KB.
■ Smaller descriptor values are stored in small index blocks with a block size < 16 KB.

If you want to store large descriptor value, you must, therefore, define an ASSO container with a
large block size for the database.

SORT Data Set Placement

It is recommended that the SORT data set does not reside on the same volume as Associator and
DATA. When processing a file which contains more than 100 000 records, the SORT area should
be split across two volumes to minimize disk arm movement.

The SORTdata setmay be omittedwhenprocessing only small amounts of data (e.g.when inverting
a field in an empty file). The Adabas utility being used then performs an in-core sort.

The SORT data set must be large enough to sort the largest descriptor to be processed. Check the
ADACMP or ADAULD log for a list of descriptors, as well as a recommended size of SORT and
TEMP for any future data compression or decompression operations.

The ADAINV SUMMARY function also displays the required SORT and LWP size for a memory-
resident sort.

Note: If you want to force ADAINV to do a memory-resident sort, do not specify a SORT
data set, since otherwise ADAINV might do a file-based sort for the first descriptor, even
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if the LWP parameter is large enough for a memory-resident sort. This is because ADAINV
does not know in advance the size of the descriptor. The subsequent descriptorswill always
be processed in memory if possible.

TEMP Data Set Placement

It is recommended that the TEMP data set does not reside on the same volume as DATA and
SORT.

The TEMPdata set is used for intermediate storage of descriptor values if more than one descriptor
is inverted.

Although the size of TEMP is closely related to the performance when loading the Normal/Main
Index, successful execution does not depend on a given size or the presence of a TEMP. It is recom-
mended that the TEMP data set should be at least large enough to store the second largest
descriptor. If you increase the size of the TEMP data set, the number of passes (i.e. the number of
times the DATA area of the processed file is read) can be reduced. The ADAINV/ADAMUP
SUMMARY function displays the recommended sizes for the TEMP data set.

Use the SUMMARY function to display the recommended TEMP size.

Container Files in File System or Raw Device

You can create the Adabas container files either in a file system or on raw devices (UNIX only).

The following points should be considered:

■ In general, it is not possible to say whether containers in a file system or containers on raw
device are better; this very much depends on the way Adabas is used. A file system has the
advantage that it can buffer data, which means that a file system I/O does not necessarily result
in a disk I/O, and a file system may optimize the I/O operations. But on the other hand, the file
system also means an overhead that is avoided on raw devices. Software AG therefore recom-
mends that you to try both and use the I/O system which delivers the best performance in the
given environment.

■ Raw devices are limited to 2 terabytes.

Caution: Adabas does not check to see whether a raw device is ≤ 2 terabytes, but if you
use larger raw devices, unexpected errors can occur.

■ If you want to create containers larger than 2 terabytes, you must create them in a file system.
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■ If you use containers in a file system and want to have a behaviour similar to that of containers
on raw device, it is recommended that you use the ADANUC parameter UNBUFFERED.

■ Adabas containers can be created on local disks or on remote storage servers.
■ If you use disks on storage servers, the I/O speed may be limited by the speed of the network
between your computer where Adabas is running and the storage server; this may decrease the
overall performance of Adabas.

■ Some file systems that support snapshots of the file system do not overwrite updated blocks,
but write a copy to a different location. If there are a lot of updates to the database, the resulting
fragmentation of the data may lead to a very poor I/O performance. Software AG recommends
that you ask the storage-system vendor if this can happen with his storage system, and what
can be done to avoid these problems.

■ If the buffer pool is large enough (ADANUC parameter LBP), I/O performance is normally not
critical; this is because most logical I/Os do not require a physical I/O are required. However,
the performance of the devices that containWORKand PLOG (Adabas protection log) is import-
ant, since WORK and PLOG contain log information that is required to guarantee database in-
tegrity. For this reason, an ET (end of transaction) command can only be completed when the
log information is safely stored on theWORK and PLOGdevices. SoftwareAG therefore recom-
mends the use of very fast storage devices if you have a high update load; we have seen per-
formance improvements of up to 30% in cases where the normal storage device was replaced
by a faster one for WORK and PLOG. Of course the performance improvement depends very
much on the mix of Adabas commands issued and the speed difference between the different
storage devices.
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3 Temporary Working Space

If the Adabas nucleus or utilities need temporary working space on disk, the TEMP and SORT
containers may be used, or space is allocated and subsequently released in temporary working
locations. Temporary working locations are directories that should contain sufficient free space
for the required working space.

Temporary working space on disks is accessed according to the following rules:

■ Only the TEMP container, which must have been defined with the utility ADAFRM, can be
used as temporaryworking space for the intermediate storage of descriptor values in the utilities
ADAINV and ADAMUP.

The search stategy for finding the TEMP containers is as follows:

1. Check for the environment variables TEMP1, TEMP2 etc. If such an environment variable
exists, it must contain the file name of the TEMP container.

2. Search for the corresponding entries in the DBnnn.INI file. If such an entry exists, it must
contain the file name of the TEMP container. Refer to theAdabas ExtendedOperationdocument-
ation for further information about the DBnnn.INI files.

3. Search for the file TEMPx.nnn in the database directory (UNIX: $ADADIR/dbnnn,Windows:
%ADADIR%\dbnnn, OpenVMS: SAG$ROOT:[ADABAS.dbnnn]), where x is the extent
number and nnn is the 3 digit database ID.

■ The search strategy for finding sort working space in the utilities ADAINV and ADAMUP is as
follows:

1. Check for the environment variables SORT1, SORT2 etc. If such an environment variable
exists, it must contain the file name of the SORT container. SORT can have up to 50 extents.
Unlike the case with TEMP containers (only files previously created with ADAFRM can be
used), files that do not currently exist will be directly created by ADAINV/ADAMUP.

2. Search for the corresponding entries in the DBnnn.INI file. If such an entry exists, it must
contain the file name of the SORT container. Refer to theAdabas ExtendedOperation document-
ation for further information about theDBnnn.INI files. Unlike the casewith TEMP containers
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(only files previously created with ADAFRM can be used), files that do not currently exist
will be directly created by ADAINV/ADAMUP.

3. Check for the environment variables TEMPLOC1, TEMPLOC2. If the environment variables
exist, they must contain the names of directories in which the utilities try to create the SORT
containers. The file names will be SORTpid.dbid. The sort files will be deleted when the
utility finishes processing.

4. Search for the corresponding entries (TEMPORARY_LOCATION) in the DBnnn.INI file. If
such entries exist, they must contain the name of the directories in which the utilities try to
create the SORT containers. Refer to theAdabas Extended Operation documentation for further
information about the DBnnn.INI files. The file names will be SORTpid.dbid.

5. Try to create a file in the database directory (UNIX: $ADADIR/dbnnn, Windows:
%ADADIR%\dbnnn, OpenVMS: SAG$ROOT:[ADABAS.dbnnn]). The file names will be
SORTpid.dbid.

Sort files created by the utilitieswill be deletedwhen the utility finishes processing. ADAINV
and ADAMUP also include cleanup processing, which deletes sort files that could not be
deleted as a result of a utiltity terminating abnormally.

■ The search strategy for finding the file names for creating TEMP and SORT containers with
ADAFRM corresponds to steps 1 - 3 of the search strategy for ADAINV/ADAMUP.

■ Sort and other temporaryworking space required byADANUC is createddirectly byADANUC
itself according to the following search strategy:

1. Check for the environment variables TEMPLOC1, TEMPLOC2. If the environment variables
exist, they must contain the names of directories or raw sections in which ADANUC tries to
create the temporary containers.

2. Search for the corresponding entries (TEMPORARY_LOCATION) in the DBnnn.INI file. If
such entries exist, they must contain the name of directories where ADANUC tries to create
the temporary containers. Refer to the Adabas Extended Operation documentation for further
information about the DBnnn.INI files.

3. Try to create the files in the database directory (UNIX: $ADADIR/dbnnn, Windows:
%ADADIR%\dbnnn, OpenVMS: SAG$ROOT:[ADABAS.dbnnn]) - this applies only if
ADANUC is not started in read-only mode.

The file names will beNUCSRTx.dbid and NUCTMPx.dbid. The files will be deleted again
during the shutdown processing of ADANUC.

Notes:

1. Temporary locations can be included in the DBnnn.INI files with the DBAWorkbench menu
item Administrate -> Locations.

2. Do not specifiy raw sections for temporary locations for utilities (UNIX platforms only). In order
to make the created file name unique, the PID is added to the file name for the created files in
the temporary locations, and this is not possible in raw sections. If youwant to use raw sectionhs
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for temporary working space, create the TEMP and SORT containers in a raw section with
ADAFRM and assign them to the SORTn and or TEMPn environment variables. Youmust take
care to ensure that the SORT and TEMP containers are used only by one utility at a time.
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ADAINV Processing Considerations

Establishing a New Descriptor

Defining a new descriptor leads to modifications in the Field Definition Table (FDT) and results
in the creation of an inverted list. NewMain Index and Normal Index blocks are required to store
the inverted list entries for the new descriptor. ADAINV allows any number of descriptors to be
established within the same run.

ADAINVbuilds the newNormal Index andMain Index on a descriptor by descriptor basis. During
this pass, the linking entries are still missing in the Upper Index and none of the new inverted
lists can, therefore, be accessed.When theNormal Index andMain Index of all the newdescriptors
have been built, the FDT is updated and corresponding entries are added to the Upper Index.

Loading of Normal Index and Main Index

All of the data records in the file have to be read in order to build the newNormal Index andMain
Index. Within each record, the field associated with the new descriptor is used to generate a
descriptor value and it's ISN. These values are sorted according to ascending descriptor values
and ISNs. The output of the sort is used to build the newNormal Index andMain Index. Descriptors
defined with the unique option are checked to ensure that the Normal Index contains only one
ISN per descriptor value. If more than one ISN is found, the conflicting ISNs are written to the
error log, the unique flag is reset within the FDT and processing continues if UQ_CONFLICT is
set to RESET. If UQ_CONFLICT is set to ABORT or is omitted, ADAINV aborts.

Besides sorting the descriptor values, reading the data records is very time-consuming because
of the numerous I/Os. Therefore, if a large number of descriptors are to be established in one run,
ADAINV tries to minimize the number of passes required to read through the data storage. In the
first pass through the data storage, the values for one descriptor are directly passed to the sort.
The values of two additional descriptors, if they exist, are written to the TEMP data set, and all
other values of the remaining descriptors, their total sizes and quantities are accumulated. This
accumulation of data optimizes the remaining passes through the data storage. The greater the
number of descriptors using the TEMP in parallel during each pass, the faster the inversion will
be. ADAINV displays the total number of passes required at the end of the run.

All index blocks are filled in accordancewith the padding factor specifiedwhen the filewas loaded.
New index blocks are taken from the existing extents as required.When these blocks are exhausted,
an automatic extension is carried out in accordance with the rules described for the mass update
utility ADAMUP.

Processing continues as described above if the extension is successful, otherwiseADAINV termin-
ates with an error message.
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Updating the Upper Index

Whereas the Normal Index andMain Index are organized on a descriptor by descriptor basis, the
Upper Index, index level 3 and higher, contains all descriptors. In order to link in the new Main
Index, an entry must be made in the Upper Index for each newMain Index block. The new entries
can be added in two ways:

■ If the updates only affect level 3 blocks, the new entries are inserted directly into the existing
Upper Index.

■ If block splitting or updates in levels higher than 3 become necessary, the whole Upper Index
is rebuilt. The padding factor specified when loading the file is reestablished. All old index
blocks and pre-allocated blocks are used before additional blocks are allocated. If additional
blocks are required, the procedure described for Normal Index andMain Index loading is used.

Releasing a Descriptor

Releasing a descriptor leads to modifications in the Field Definition Table (FDT) and results in the
elimination of an access path. All Main Index and Normal Index blocks that contain the inverted
list entries for the descriptor are released, but cannot be reused. Any number of descriptors may
be released in one run.

Updating the Upper Index

When a descriptor is released, corresponding entries have to be removed from the Upper Index.
These entries can be removed in two ways:

■ If the updates only affect level 3 blocks, the new entries are deleted directly from the existing
Upper Index.

■ If blocks become empty or updates in levels higher than 3 are necessary, the whole Upper Index
is rebuilt. The padding factor specified when loading the file is re-established. All old index
blocks and pre-allocated blocks are used before additional blocks are allocated. If additional
blocks are required, the procedure described for Normal Index andMain Index loading is used.

Releasing Main Index and Normal Index

In principle, a descriptor can be released just by removing the corresponding entries from FDT
and Upper Index. Disabling the link to the index level below virtually deletes the Main Index and
Normal Index. Although not mandatory, ADAINV physically clears all Normal Index and Main
Index blocks of the old descriptor. The resultant overhead is compensated for by data security
and improved performance of the backup utility ADABCK, since empty blocks are not dumped.
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Checking the Integrity of Inverted Lists

Inverted lists are maintained by Adabas for each elementary, sub-, super-, hyper- and phonetic
descriptor defined within a file. In order to guarantee their integrity, it must be ensured that

■ each ISN in the inverted list is associated with an existing data record and that this data record
is the correct one;

■ each record in the data storage is represented in the inverted list by its ISN and the descriptor
value entries generated.

When verifying a descriptor, ADAINV simulates loading of the normal index and matches the
output from the sort against the content of the inverted list. This checks both of the pointsmentioned
above in one run and detects uniqueness conflicts. All inconsistencies found will be reported. The
file remains unchanged.

Rejected Data Records

Any records rejected by ADAINV are written to the ADAINV error file. The contents of this error
file should be displayed using the ADAERR utility. Do not print the error file using the standard
operating system print utilities, since the records contain unprintable characters.

Please refer to the ADAERR utility in the Adabas Utilities Manual for further information.
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This chapter describes the syntax and use of the data definitions to define the layout of files in the
database. This input has to be contained in the sequential file FDUFDT that is input to the utility
ADAFDU.

The data definitions are used to create the field definition table (FDT) for the file. This table is used
byAdabaswhile executingAdabas commands to determine the logical structure and characteristics
of any given field (or group) in the file.

Data Definition Syntax

A separate data-definition statement is required for each field or group to be defined.

The syntax used in constructing data definition entries is:

level-number, name [,standard_length, standard_format] [(,definition_option)...]

`level number' and `name' are required. Any number of spacesmay be inserted between definition
entries in a line. All text behind a semicolon is treated as comment, and a line that starts with a
semicolon is treated as a comment line. Any number of empty lines is allowed.

Level Number

The level number is a one- or two-digit number in the range 01...07 used in conjunction with field
grouping. Leading zeros are optional. Fields may be defined at levels in the range 01...07, where
any field with a level number of 02 or greater is considered to be a member of the group on the
next lowest level.

Groupsmay be defined on levels in the range 01...06 andmay contain other groups. Level numbers
may not be skipped when assigning the level numbers for a group.

The definition of a group enables the user to reference a series of fields (may also be only one field)
by using the group name. This is a convenient and efficient method of referencing a series of
consecutive fields.

Example

01,GA ; Group
02,A1,... ; Elementary or Multiple Value field
02,A2,... ; Elementary or Multiple Value field
01,GB ; Group
02,B1,... ; Elementary or Multiple Value field
02,GC ; Group
03,C1,... ; Elementary or Multiple Value field
03,C2,... ; Elementary or Multiple Value field
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Fields A1 and A2 are in group GA. Field B1 and group GC (consisting of fields C1 and C2) are in
group GB. The periods (...) denote further specifications.

Name

The name to be assigned to the field or group.

The name must be two characters in length. The first character must be alphabetic and the second
character alphabetic or numeric; upper case and lower case characters are allowed. No special
characters are permitted. A maximum of 3214 fields can be defined in a single Adabas record.

The values E0 through E9 are reserved as edit masks and may not be used (see Calling Adabas in
the Command Reference Manual for further information about edit masks).

Names must be unique within a file. Names which are English prepositions or articles such as
AN, AT, BY, IF, IN, OF, ON etc. should not be used because of possible conflict with syntactical
terms used by NATURAL.

Valid Names Invalid Names
----------- -------------

AA A (not 2 characters)
e3 E3 (edit mask)
S3 F* (special character)
wm 3M (first character not alphabetic)

Standard Length

The standard length of the field (expressed in bytes). Standard length is used to define the standard
(default) length to be used byAdabas during command processing. The standard length specified
is entered in the field definition table (FDT) and used when the field is read/updated, unless the
user specifies a length override.

The maximum field lengths which may be specified are:

Maximum LengthFormat

LA, L4/LB option: 16381 bytes, if no LOBfile is defined or if the field is a descriptor
or a parent of a derived descriptor. Otherwise 65533 for an LA field and
2147483543 for an L4/LB option, else: 253 bytes

ALPHANUMERIC

126 bytesBINARY

8 bytes (1,2,4,8 bytes only)FIXED POINT

8 bytes (4, 8 bytes only)FLOATING

15 bytesPACKED DECIMAL

29 bytesUNPACKED DECIMAL
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Maximum LengthFormat

LA, L4 option: 16381 bytes in UTF-8 encoding
else: 253 bytes in UTF-8 encoding (see note below)

UNICODE

Note: The length of a Unicode field depends on the encoding used. Internally, Adabas uses
UTF-8 encoding to store Unicode fields, but the Adabas user can use other encodings to
access Unicode fields, and there is no fixed maximum size for a field in this encoding.

Standard length may not be specified with a group name.

Standard length does not limit the size of any given field value (unless the FI option is used). The
user may issue a READ or UPDATE command in which a length greater than the standard length
is specified.

If standard length is omitted for a field, the field is assumed to be a variable- length field. Variable-
length fields have no standard (default) length. If a variable-length field is referenced without a
length override during an Adabas command, the value of the field will be returned preceded by
a one-byte field which contains the length of the value (including length byte). The user must give
this length byte when the field is updated.

Standard Format

The standard format of the field (expressed as a one-character code):

FormatCode

Alphanumeric (left-justified)A

Binary (right-justified, unsigned)B

Fixed point (right-justified, signed)F

Floating (floating, double precision)G

Packed decimal (right-justified, signed)P

Unpacked decimal (right-justified, signed)U

Unicode (see note below)W

Note: The field is stored internally in UTF-8 encoding, but when you access the field you
can specify a different encoding, to or from which the value is converted.

The standard format is used to define the standard (default) format to be used by Adabas during
command processing. The standard format specified is entered in the field definition table and is
used when the field is read/updated, unless the user specifies a format override.

Standard format must be specified for a field. It may not be specified with a group name. A group
has no default format.When a group is referenced, the fieldswithin the group are always returned,
or must be provided, according to the standard format of each individual field.
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Definition Options

Definition options are specified by two-character codes as described below. These codes may be
specified in any order, separated by a comma, as the last entries of a data definition statement.

Descriptor (DE)

DE indicates that the field is to be a descriptor. Entries will be made in the Associator inverted list
for the field, enabling this field to be used in a search expression, as a sort key in a FIND command
or to control logical sequential reading.

A maximum of 256 descriptors (including phonetic descriptors, subdescriptors, superdescriptors
and hyperdescriptors) may be specified for a file.

The descriptor option should be used judiciously, particularly if the file is large and the field being
considered as a descriptor is updated frequently.

Date/Time (DT)

There are various ways in which date/time values can be stored in the database, e.g.:

■ Timestamps in the format YYYYMMDDhhmmss
■ Natural date/time fields
■ UNIX time_t

The date/time edit mask specified with the DT option defines which date/time format is used to
store the date/time values internally.

The syntax for the field option DT in a field definition is

DT=date_time_edit_mask

where date_time_edit_mask is

E(date_time_edit_mask_name)

The following date / time edit masks are supported:
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Value 0 isDescriptionDate_time_edit_mask

Invalid date – unknownDate: YYYYMMDDE(DATE)

00:00:00Time: HHIISSE(TIME)

Invalid date – unknownDate and time: YYYYMMDDHHIISSE(DATETIME)

Invalid date – unknownNumeric timestamp with microsecond precision:
YYYYMMDDHHIISS6

E(TIMESTAMP)

0000-01-02:00:00:00.0
before year 1 – unknown

Natural T format (tenths of seconds since 0000-01-02)E(NATTIME)

0000-01-02
before year 1 – unknown

Natural D format (days since year 0000)E(NATDATE)

1970-01-01:00:00:00UNIX time_t type (seconds since 1970), always UTC
(Coordinated Universal Time) based

E(UNIXTIME)

1970-01-01:00:00:00.000000UNIX timestamp with microseconds since 1970
(UNIXTIME * 1000000) +microseconds, alwaysUTC-based

E(XTIMESTAMP)

The DT option is only allowed with the formats B, F, P, U. The length specified for a field with the
DT option must be large enough to store the date/time values. The following table shows the re-
quired minimum lengths and if the field option TZ (local time zone) is allowed (for more inform-
ation see description of TZ):

TZ Option AllowedRequired minimum field lengths for formatDate_time_edit_mask
UPFB

no8544E(DATE)

no6443E(TIME)

yes14886E(DATETIME)

yes2011--E(TIMESTAMP)

yes12785E(NATTIME)

no6443E(NATDATE)

yes10644E(UNIXTIME)

yes16987E(XTIMESTAMP)

Notes:

■ The formats B and F are not allowed with E(TIMESTAMP).
■ If youuse date/time editmasks, date/time values between 0001-01-01:00:00:00.000000 and 9999:12-
31:23:59:59.999999 are allowed. The value 0 is allowed also for those date/time edit maskswhere
0 is not a valid date/time value. In these cases, themeaning of value 0 is “unknown”. If the value
is specified for an NC field, the significance indicator is set to -1, independent of a significance
indicator provided in the format/record buffer. If you convert a date/time edit mask with value
0, and 0 represents an unknown date to a field with another date/time edit mask, the result is
always 0. If the target field is an NC field, the significance indicator is set to -1.
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■ Dates before 1592,when theGregorian calendarwas introduced, are handled as if theGregorian
calendar was also valid before the dates in question:
■ You can enter dates that did not exist historically;
■ Dates that existed historically, but which are not defined in the proleptic Gregorian calendar
are rejected for NATDATE, NATTIME, UNIXTIME and XTIMESTAMP;

■ If you compute time intervals, you may get results that are not equal to the historical time
intervals.

■ For DATE, DATETIME and TIMESTAMP, it is possible to specify dates that existed historically
according to the Julian calendar, but which do not exist in the proleptic Gregorian calendar; it
is the responsibility of user which semantics he assigns to such date/time fields. However, if
you try to convert such a date to another date/time editmask, you get an error (Adabas response
code 55).

■ Depending on the format/length used for UNIXTIME or XTIMESTAMP fields, it is possible that
only a subset of the range between years 0 and 9999 is supported:
■ If you use the format B for UNIXTIME or XTIMESTAMP fields, it is not possible to store
date/time values before 1970 - this would require negative values that are not supported with
the format B.

■ If you use the format Fwith a length of 4 for UNIXTIME, youwill not be able to store date/time
values after January 19, 2038.

■ If you use the format B with a length of 4 for UNIXTIME, you can specify date/time values
until the year 2106.

■ If you use the format U with a length of 10, the maximum date for UNIXTIME is in the 23rd
century.

■ Fields with date/time edit masks should not be used to store time intervals.

Adding the DT Option to Fields in exisiting Files

It is possible to add the DT option to fields in files that already exist. In order to guarantee compat-
ibilitywith existing applications, fieldswith definedwith theDT option (butwithout the TZ option)
are handled as follows:

■ Adabas does not check whether if all values stored before adding the DT option are correct
date/time values - this is the resposibility of the user. It is up to the user to care for the integrity
of the file

■ If you attempt to read the field with a date/time edit mask and the field value is not a valid
date/time value, youwill get anAdabas response code 55. If you read the fieldwithout a date/time
edit mask, Adabas does not check whether the value is a correct date/time value.

■ If you don’t specify a date/time edit mask for the field in the format buffer for an add/update
command, the field is processed as if the field was defined without the DT option - no checks
aremade for correct date/time values. In order to ensure that the field contains correct date/time
values, it is recommended to use date/time edit masks in the format buffer for all updates made
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to date/time fields - in this case, then invalid date/time values are rejected with an Adabas re-
sponse code 55.

Fixed Storage (FI)

FI indicates that the field is to occupy a fixed amount of storage and is not to be compressed.

In the Data Storage, the field value is stored without an internal length byte.

The FI option is recommended for fields with a length of 1 or 2 bytes which have a low probability
of containing a null value, as well as for fields containing non-compressible values.

The FI option is not recommended for fields defined as multiple-value fields or for fields in a
periodic group at the end of a record. Any null values for such fields will not be suppressed (or
compressed), which may result in considerable waste of disk storage and increased processing
times.

Example

Without With
FI option FI option
--------- ---------

Definition 01,AA,3,P 01,AA,3,P,FI

User Data 33104C 33104C

Internal 0433104C 33104C
Representation (4 bytes) (3 bytes)

User Data 00003C 00003C

Internal 023C 00003C
Representation (2 bytes) (3 bytes)

Restrictions on FI usage:

■ The FI, NC and NU options are mutually exclusive;
■ The FI option must not be specified for variable-length fields (standard length omitted);
■ A field defined with the FI option cannot be updated with a value which exceeds the standard
length of the field.
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High-Order First (HF)

The Adabas binary field format B is used by applications in two ways, either for unsigned integer
values or for bit strings with arbitrary bit combinations and length. While in the first case, the
values are expected to be ordered according to the hardware architecture and to be swapped if
exchanged between different integer architectures, in the second case, the values are always inter-
preted as high-order-first (Big Endian) values; this means that the values are not swapped when
exchanged between different integer architectures.

In order to enable both kinds of usage, the high-order first option (HF) was introduced for binary
fields:

■ If a binary field is definedwithout theHF option, the values are interpreted as unsigned integers
according to the byte order defined on the current hardware.

■ If a binary field is defined with the HF option, the values are always interpreted as high-order-
first values, also on low-order-first platforms.

Note: Natural expects fields with the Natural format B to always be binary fields defined
with HF option. If you use binary fields without the option HF in Natural, you will get
processing errors:
- If you access these fields from a database on amachinewith a different integer architecture,
the values will be swapped.
- If the fields are descriptors and are stored on a machine with low-order-first architecture,
the sort sequence will not be as expected.

If a B field that is defined with the HF option is a part of a superdescriptor and the format of the
resulting superdescriptor is not alpha, then the HF option is also applied to the superdescriptor.
This means that the superdescriptor values are stored in the high-order first format.

Example:

The following fields are defined in the FDT:

1,B1,4,B
1,B2,4,B,HF

The following format buffer is defined:

FB="B1,B2"

and the following array is used as a record buffer:
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unsigned char RB[8];

The record buffer on a high-order first machine is now filled with the following commands:

RB[0] = 1; /* B1 = 0x01020304 high-order first*/
RB[1] = 2;
RB[2] = 3;
RB[3] = 4;

RB[4] = 1; /* B2 = { 1, 2, 3, 4 } */
RB[5] = 2;
RB[6] = 3;
RB[7] = 4;

Reading the values from a low-order first machine returns the following values:

RB[0] = 4; /* B1 = 0x01020304 low-order first*/
RB[1] = 3;
RB[2] = 2;
RB[3] = 1;

RB[4] = 1; /* B2 = { 1, 2, 3, 4 } */
RB[5] = 2;
RB[6] = 3;
RB[7] = 4;

Long Alpha (LB/L4, LA)

The LB/L4 (long alphanumeric - 4 bytes length) or LA (long alphanumeric 2 bytes length) option
can be specified for alphanumeric and Unicode fields. LB and L4 are synonyms. Only one of the
LB/L4 or LA options can be specified for a given field. A field definedwith the LB/L4 or LA option
can contain a value that is up to 16,381 bytes long

■ if the field is defined as descriptor;
■ or if it is a parent field for a derived descriptor;
■ or if no LOB file is associated to the file
■ or if the field is a Unicode field.

Note: In these cases, the field value is always stored in the primary record. If you define
such a field, you should consider that the primary record must fit into a data block, which
can have a size of up to 32 KB. You should only define such fields if it will not result in a
record overflow.

Otherwise the value can be up to 65533 bytes long for LA fields, and up to 2147483543 bytes for
LB/L4 fields.
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If a LOB file is associatedwith the file, or if the field is not a descriptor or a parent field of a derived
descriptor and the value length is > 253, the field value is stored in the LOBfile, and a LOB reference
is included in the base record. Otherwise the field is compressed the same way as a field without
the LB/L4 or LA option. The maximum length that a field with LA option can actually have is
limited by the block size of the block in which the compressed record is stored - the compressed
record must fit into one block.

When a field with LA option is updated or read with variable length, its value is either specified
or returned in the record buffer, preceded by an inclusive two-byte length value (field length, plus
two).

When a field with L4 option is updated or read with variable length, its value is either specified
or returned in the record buffer, preceded by an inclusive 4-byte length value (field length, plus
4).

A field with the L4 or LA option

■ can also have the NU, NC/NN, or MU option;
■ can be a member of a PE group;
■ cannot have the FI option;
■ can be a descriptor field, but in this case only values with a maximum length of 1144 (exclusive
field length) can be stored if the field does not have the TR option. If the descriptor field has the
TR option, values larger than 1144 bytes are possible, but the descriptor value in the index is
truncated to 1144 bytes.

Example of L4/LA usage

User data (variable length)
(low order first)

User data (variable length)
(high order first)

DefinitionOption

"\x06HELLO""\x06HELLO"01,BA,0,AWithout L4 or LA

"\x09\x00\x00\x00HELLO"
"\xD4\x07\x00\x00" (2000 data
bytes)

"\x00\x00\x00\x09HELLO"
"\x00\x00\x07\xD4" (2000 data
bytes)

01,BA,0,A,L4With L4

"\x09\x00HELLO"
"\xD2\x07" (2000 data bytes)

"\x00\x09HELLO"
"\x07\xD2" (2000 data bytes)

01,BA,0,A,LAWith LA
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Multiple-Value Field (MU)

MU indicates that the field may consist of 0, 1 or more than one value.

The values are stored internally according to the other options specified for the field. For an NU
option field, trailing empty values are suppressed. TheMUandNCoptions aremutually exclusive.

The syntaxMU(n), as used in the utilityADACMP, is accepted but the occurrence count is ignored.

Example (MU with NU)

Definition: 01,AA,5,A,MU,NU

Original content after file loading:

3 L value A L value B L value C

count field AA1 field AA2 field AA3

L means length of the following value, including the L byte.

After update of value B to empty value:

2 L value A L value C

count field AA1 field AA2

AA count = 2.

Example (MU without NU)

Definition: 01,AA,5,A,MU

Original content after file loading:

3 L value A L value B L value C

count field AA1 field AA2 field AA3

After update of value B to null value:
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3 L value A L null value L value C

count field AA1 field AA2 field AA3

AA count = 3.

No Blank Compression (NB)

The NB option indicates that trailing blanks are not suppressed when a value is stored; values are
always stored in the databasewith the same length as specified in the record buffer. A stringwhich
has a value that corresponds to the beginning of another stringwill always be considered as having
a value less than the other string. This has the following consequences for the order of values:

Without NB option

”xxx\x00\x00” < ”xxx\x00” < “xxx” = “xxx “ = “xxx “ < “xxx0”

With NB option

”xxx” < “xxx\x00” < ”xxx\x00\x00” < “xxx “ < “xxx “ < “xxx0”

The NB option is not allowed together with the FI option. The NB option is only allowed for fields
with the format A or W.

If a value definedwith theNB option is readwith a fixed length that is larger than the value length,
the value is filled with trailing blanks, like the value for a field without the NB option. However,
if you perform an update with the same format and record buffer, the value is modified in the
database – the trailing blanks are appended to the value.

SQL Null-Value Representation (NC)

The NC option indicates that the field can represent NULL values that are used by SQL. If this
option is used, the field that contains an empty value can be in one of two states:

■ not present (NULL)
■ empty (blank)

A special format-buffer element (the S element) indicateswhether the field is empty or not present.
Please refer to the section Format Buffer Syntax in the Command Reference Manual for further
information.

The FI, NU andNCoptions aremutually exclusive. TheNCoption is not permittedwith amultiple-
value field, and must not be specified for a member of a periodic group.
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Example

Definition: 01,AA,2,B,NC

Value Blank NULL

User S element 0 0 -1

User data 0005 0000 0000

Internal 0205 01 C1
representation

Not Null Option (NN)

A field that is defined with the NN option must always be assigned a value during an update or
add. A value or blankmust be provided in each data record, otherwise Adabas returns a response
code. This option may only be specified in conjunction with the NC option.

Example

Definition: 01,AA,2,B,NC 01,AA,2,B,NC,NN

User S element -1 -1

User data 0000 0000

Internal C1 not permitted
representation

Null Value Suppression (NU)

NU indicates that null values for the field will be suppressed.

Null value suppression results in the internal representation of a null value by a one-byte empty
field indicator. The null value is not stored.

A series of consecutive fields, each of which contains a null value and for which the NU option is
defined, is represented internally by a one-byte empty field indicator which contains the number
of successive fields containing a null value. Hence, fields defined with the NU option should be
defined in consecutive order whenever possible.

If the NU option is specified for a descriptor, a null value for the descriptor is not stored in the
inverted list. Therefore, a FIND command in which a null value for this descriptor is used will
always result in no records found, even though there may be records containing a null value in
Data Storage.
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If a descriptor definedwith theNUoption is used to control a logical sequence in aREADLOGICAL
SEQUENCE command, those records which contain a null value for the descriptor will not be
read.

The FI, NC and NU options are mutually exclusive.

Normal compression (NU or FI not specified) results in the representation of a null value by 1
byte.

Example (compression)

Normal With FI With NU
Compression Option Option
----------- ------- -------

Definition 01,AA,2,B 01,AA,2,B,FI 01,AA,2,B,NU

User data 0000 0000 0000

Internal 01 0000 C1
Representation (1 byte) (2 bytes) (1 byte)

C1 indicates
1 empty field
follows

No Value Conversion (NV)

Afield that is definedwith theNV optionwill not be converted if an UPDATE or READ command
is received from a machine with a different architecture.

The NV option cannot be specified for Unicode fields.

Example

Definition: 01,AA,2,A 01,AA,2,A,NV

EBCDIC data has convert value
to be stored in of AA from EBCDIC no conversion
a database on an to ASCII
ASCII machine
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Periodic Group (PE)

PE indicates that a periodic group is to be defined.

A periodic group may consist of one or more fields and may occur zero times, once or more than
once within a given record.

The periodic group is defined at the 01 level. All of the fields to be included in the periodic group
must follow immediately and must be defined at level 02 or higher (in increments of 1 to a max-
imum of 7). The next 01 level definition indicates the end of the periodic group.

PEmay only be specifiedwith a group name. Length and format parameters may not be specified
with the group name. A periodic group may contain descriptors and/or multiple-value fields and
other groups but may not contain another periodic group.

Example

01,GA,PE ; PERIODIC GROUP GA
02,A1,6,A,NU
02,A2,2,B,NU
02,A3,4,P,NU

01,GB,PE ; PERIODIC GROUP GB
02,B1,4,A,DE,NU
02,B2,5,A,MU,NU ; MU fields in PE groups

; are permitted.
02,B3 ; Grouping of fields within

03,B4,20,A,NU ; PE groups is permitted.
03,B5,7,U,NU

01,XA,PE
02,X1,3,A,NU
02,X2,4,U,NU
02,YA,PE ; Invalid. Nested periodic group not permitted.

^
%ADAFDU-E-PGL1 periodic group may only be defined at level 1

The NU option is recommended for fields within a periodic group. This permits maximum com-
pression and results in less processing time during read/update of the fields.
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System Generated (SY)

The values for system generated fields are automatically generated by Adabas - values specified
in the record buffer in an update or store command, are ignored. A system generated field must
not be a field in a periodic group. A system generated field with the CR option must not be a
multiple-value field.

System generated fields are defined with the following syntax:

SY = keyword [,CR]

where keyword can take the following values:

TIME
Creation or last update timestamp. The field must be defined with the DT option. The values
are stored as UTC values. If you want to access the values as local time values, the field must
be defined with the TZ option.

Example:

1,CR,14,U,DE,DT=E(DATETIME),TZ,SY=TIME,CR ; Creation timestamp

SESSIONID
The Adabas session ID of the Adabas user session in which the record was created. The field
must be definedwith the optionsA,NV. The recommended field length is 28. If a smaller length
is provided in the field definition, the value is truncated. The layout is shown below:

MeaningBytes

Adabas client node nameunsigned char s_node[8]:

Adabas client user IDunsigned char s_user[8]:

Process identificationunsigned int s_pid[4]:

Session timestamp: microseconds since 1970, as binary valueunsigned char s_timestamp[8]:

Notes:

1. The Adabas session ID is a binary string which identifies an Adabas session; there is no
conversion between platforms. At a given time, the Adabas session ID is unique, but later
on Adabas session IDs can be reused. On mainframes the layout is different than on open
systems.

2. You can change the Adabas session ID with the function lnk_set_adabas_id. This means
that there is no guarantee that the components of this Adabas session ID really contain in-
formation on the user.

3. The issues mentioned above have to be taken into account if applications want to access the
components of SESSIONID.
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4. The session timestamp is defined as unsigned char[8] because of alignment reasons, but it
contains a binary value.

5. The session timestamp on open systems platforms is 0 if an Adabas version < 6.2. SP2 or a
Net-Work version 7.3 is used, this is because earlier versions still used a 20-byte session ID
without a timestamp.

6. These rules for the layout of the Adabas session ID only apply to open systems platforms;
on mainframes there is also a 28-byte Adabas session ID, but the components are different.
Please refer to the mainframe documentation for details.

Example (open systems):

1,CA,16,A,NV,SY=SESSIONID ; Node ID and client user ID of last update
UN=CA(9,16) ; Subdescriptor for user ID of last update

OPUSER
The user ID specified in Additions 1 of the OP command for the Adabas session in which the
record was created. The field must have format A and length 8.

Example:

1,CO,8,A,DE,SY=OPUSER ; User ID specified in OP command for last update

Index Truncation (TR)

The TR option must be specified with the L4/LA option and the DE option.

The maximum length of a descriptor value is 1144 bytes. If the descriptor is not defined with the
TR option, all update operations that insert a descriptor value larger than 1144 bytes are rejected.
If the TR option is specified, these values can be inserted in the database, but the descriptor value
will be truncated in the index. The consequence of this is that search operations no longer return
the exact result if there is more than 1 record with the same descriptor value truncated to 1144
bytes in the index. If this happens, a warning will be issued. The detailed behaviour of descriptors
defined with the TR option is as follows:

■ If a descriptor value which is larger than 1144 bytes is inserted in the database, the value is
truncated in the index, and you receive a response code 2.

■ If you perform a search operation for which the result may be not exact as a consequence of
truncation, you receive a response code 2.

■ If you sort by a descriptor that is defined with the TR option, and there is more than one record
with the same, possibly truncated descriptor value in the index, you receive a response code 2.

■ A read logical operation (L3/6/9) receives a response code 2 if there ismore than one recordwith
the same, possibly truncated descriptor value in the index.

■ A check truncation option is available for the S1 command: if you specify this option, the search
buffer should contain the name of a descriptor defined with the TR option, and the value buffer
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should contain the value to be checked. You receive a response code 0 if the value is not truncated,
and a response code 2 if the value is truncated. A search operation in the database is not per-
formed.

If you specify the TR option together with the UQ option, a uniqueness error will occur if you
store two different descriptor values which are identical following truncation to 1144 bytes.

Local Time Zone (TZ)

If this option is specified, the output field values are expected to be used in local time (or according
to a user-defined time zone), and internally the values are stored inUTC. This option is only allowed
together with option DT and the date/time edit mask names DATETIME, TIMESTAMP and
NATTIME, UNIXTIME and XTIMESTAMP.

Notes:

■ TZ is not allowed with DATE, TIME and NATDATE, since time zones are only relevant if both
date and time information is available.

■ By definition, UNIXTIME and XTIMESTAMP are based on UTC; the standard conversion
routines available for these values include the time zone handling. However, you must define
UNIXTIME and XTIMESTAMP fields with the option TZ if youwant to convert them to or from
local time with one of the other date/time edit masks. If the field is defined without the option
TZ, it is assumed that the time zone of the external value is UTC.

■ It is up to the user if he wants to use a field defined with the date/time edit masks DATETIME,
TIMESTAMP or NATTIME and without the TZ option to store UTC time values or local time
values. However, the following must be taken into consideration:
■ If you convert such a field to or from the date/time edit mask UNIXTIME or XTIMESTAMP,
Adabas assumes that the internal values contain UTC time values.

■ If you use such a field to store local time values, it is not possible to uniquely specify the hour
that occurs twice, when the daylight saving time is switched back to standard time.

If either of these points would be a problem, you should define the field with the option TZ.
■ If a field in an existing file contains UTC values, and you want to add the DT and TZ option
with one of the date/time edit masks DATETIME, TIMESTAMP or NATTIME, you can do so
by adding the newoptionswithADADBM. If the file contains local time values, youmust unload
anddecompress the original file. Then you can compress and reload the filewith the newoptions.

■ If you access fields with the TZ option, and don’t specify a date/time edit mask in the format
buffer, the fields are processed in the same way as if the date/time edit masks in their field
definitions were specified in the format buffer.
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Unique Descriptor (UQ)

UQ indicates that the field is to be a unique descriptor. A unique descriptormust contain a different
value for each record in the file. However, a multiple-value field may contain the same value
several times in one record.

TheUQoptionmust be specified togetherwith theDE option. It is possible to specify theUQoption
for more than one field in a file.

Subdescriptor

A subdescriptor is a descriptor derived from a portion of an elementary field. The elementary field
may or may not be a descriptor itself. A subdescriptor may also be defined for a multiple-value
field or a field in a periodic group, but may not be defined for a particular value of a multiple-
value field or for a particular occurrence of a periodic group.

Subdescriptors must be defined after the last field definition.

A subdescriptor has the same format as the field from which it is derived, except fixed point and
floating point, which become binary, and Unicode, which becomes alphanumeric.

A subdescriptor which is derived from a packed value has the sign of the source value appended.

Subdescriptor Definition Syntax

name [,UQ]= field-name (from, to)

name
The name of the subdescriptor. The naming conventions for a subdescriptor are identical to
those defined for Adabas names.

field-name
The name of the source field from which the subdescriptor element is to be derived.

The source field may be:
■ an elementary field;
■ a multiple-value field;
■ in a periodic group;
■ a descriptor or non-descriptor.

The source field must NOT be:
■ a particular multiple-value field value;
■ a particular periodic group occurrence;
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■ another superdescriptor, subdescriptor, or phonetic descriptor;

A subdescriptor has theNU/NCoptionwhen the source field is definedwith theNU/NCoption.
Therefore, when the source field is empty, the subdescriptor is empty and is not entered in
the inverted list.

from
Indicates the relative byte position within the source field where the subdescriptor definition
is to begin.

to
Indicates the relative byte position within the source field where the subdescriptor definition
is to end.

`from' and `to' are counted from left to right, beginning with 1, for alphanumeric fields and
Unicode fields.

`from' and `to' are counted from right to left, beginningwith 1, for unpacked and packed fields.
If the source field is defined with P format, the sign of the resulting subdescriptor value is
taken from the four low-order bits of the low-order byte (byte 1).

`from' and `to' are counted from low order to high order, beginning with 1, for binary, fixed
point and floating point fields.

`to' must be less than or equal to 253.

UQ
A subdescriptor can be defined as a unique descriptor.

Subdescriptor Standard Length and Format

A subdescriptor's standard length is defined by the length of the sub-elements and is used by
Adabas while processing search commands. For example, a search buffer containing only a sub-
descriptor name, without length override, will use this standard length.

Subdescriptors with Unicode Parent Fields

Subdescriptor components that are derived fromW fields are created from the internal encoding
of the W field (UTF-8). A conversion to or from the user encoding defined for the user session is
not performed.
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Examples of Subdescriptor Definitions

Example

Source Field Definition: 01,AR,10,A,NU

Subdescriptor Definition: SB = AR(1,5)

The values for subdescriptor SB are derived from the first 5 bytes (counting from left to right) of
all the values for the source field AR.

AR values SB values
--------- ---------

DAVENPORT DAVEN
FORD FORD
WILSON WILSO

Example

Source Field Definition: 02,PF,6,P

Subdescriptor Definition: PS = PF(4,6)

The values for subdescriptor PS are derived from bytes 4 to 6 (counting from right to left) of all
the values for the source field PF.

PF values PS values
--------- ---------
(shown in hex) (shown in hex)

00243182655C 02431C
00000000186C 0C*
78426281448D 0784262D

* If the NU option had been specified for PF, no value would have been created for PS for this
value.

Example

Source Field Definition: 02,PF,6,P
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Subdescriptor Definition: PT = PF(1,3)

The values for PT are derived from bytes 1 to 3 (counting from right to left) of all the values for
PF.

PF values PT values
--------- ---------
(shown in hex) (shown in hex)

00243182655C 82655C
00000000186C 186C
78426281448D 81448D

Superdescriptor

A superdescriptor is a descriptor derived from several fields, portions of fields, or a combination
thereof. Each source field (or portion of a field) used to define a superdescriptor is termed an ele-
ment. A superdescriptor may be defined using from 2 to 20 elements.

Superdescriptors must be defined after the last field definition (before and/or after subdescriptor
definitions).

All field formats are accepted as part of a superdescriptor.

Note: Only the first 253 bytes of the parent fields can be specified.

Superdescriptor Definition Syntax

name [,format] [,PF] [,UQ] = field-name (from, to),field-name (from, to)
[[,field-name (from, to)]...]

name
The name of the superdescriptor. The naming conventions for superdescriptors are identical
to those for Adabas names.

format
The format may only be specified if all parent fiels have unpacked format. Then A (alphanu-
meric), B (binary) or U (unpacked) can be specified. For reasons of compatibility with earlier
versions of Adabas, the default is B, but it is strongly recommended to always specify either
A or U, as the superdescriptor behaviour on low-order-first platforms may lead to strange
results.

PF
Specifying this option ensures compatibility with Adabas databases on mainframe systems if
the superdescriptor includes a packed field. On a mainframe database, the sign half-byte of a
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packed value is 0x0F, whereas under UNIX/Windows it is 0x0C. Using the PF option means
that packed positive signs are stored as 0x0F within the superdescriptor.

UQ
A superdescriptor can be defined as a unique descriptor.

field-name
The name of the source field from which a superdescriptor element is to be derived.

The source field may be:
■ an elementary field;
■ a multiple-value field but only one per superdescriptor;
■ any elementary field in a periodic group;
■ a descriptor or non-descriptor.

The source field must NOT be:
■ a particular multiple-value field value;
■ a particular periodic group occurrence;
■ another superdescriptor, subdescriptor, hyperdescriptor or phonetic descriptor.

A superdescriptor has the NU/NC option when one or more source field is defined with the
NU/NC option. Therefore, when one or more of the elements is empty, the superdescriptor is
empty and is not entered in the inverted list.

from
Indicates the relative byte position within the source field where the superdescriptor element
is to begin.

to
Indicates the relative byte position within the source field where the superdescriptor element
is to end.

`from' and `to' are counted from left to right, beginning with 1, for alphanumeric fields and
Unicode fields.

`from' and `to' are counted from right to left, beginningwith 1, for unpacked and packed fields.

`from' and `to' are counted from low order to high order, beginning with 1, for binary, fixed
point and floating point fields.

`to' must be less than or equal to 253.

`from' must be less than or equal to `to'. The total length of any superdescriptor value may not
exceed 1144 bytes in the case of alphanumeric, 126 bytes in the case of binary and 29 bytes in
the case of unpacked.
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Superdescriptor Standard Length and Format

The format of a superdescriptor can only be specified if all of the parent fields are unpacked, in
which case only unpacked and binary can be specified: the default is binary. If not all parent fields
are unpacked, the format is alphanumeric if at least one parent field is alphanumeric or Unicode,
otherwise it is binary. If not all parent fields are unpacked, the format is alphanumeric if at least
one parent field is alphanumeric or Unicode, otherwise it is binary.

The superdescriptor's standard length is defined by the sum of its elements and is used byAdabas
while processing search commands. For example, a search buffer containing only a superdescriptor
name, without length override, will use this standard length.

Superdescriptors with Unicode Parent Fields

Superdescriptor components that are derived fromWfields are created from the internal encoding
of the W field (UTF-8). A conversion to or from the user encoding defined for the user session is
not performed.

Superdescriptors Containing Binary Parent Fields

If a superdescriptor contains binary parent fields (without the HF option), the value of the super-
descriptor depends on the platform on which it is used:

■ on a high-order first platform, the binary components are defined high-order first.
■ on a low-order first platform, the binary components are defined low-order first.

However, the collation of the superdescriptor on low-order first platforms is the same as on high-
order first platforms. Although in this respect there is a difference to normal values, the values
are handled like other values of the same format. If, for example, you specify a superdescriptor
with the A format in the search buffer with a length less than the superdescriptor length, the value
is padded with blanks in order to get the complete superdescriptor value.

Examples of Superdescriptor Definitions

The following definitions are used in the next two examples:

01,LN,20,A,DE,NU ;Last-Name
01,FN,20,A,MU,NU ;First-Name
01,ID,4,B,NU ;Identification
01,AG,3,U ;Age
01,AD,PE ;Address

02,CI,20,A,NU ;City
02,ST,20,A,NU ;Street

01,FA,PE ;Relatives
02,NR,20,A,NU ;R-Last-Name
02,FR,20,A,MU,NU ;R-First-Name
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Example

Superdescriptor definition: SD = LN(1,4),ID(1,2),AG(2,3)

Superdescriptor SD is to be created. The values for the superdescriptor are to be derived from
bytes 1 to 4 of field LN (counting from left to right), bytes 1 to 2 of field ID (counting from the low
order byte to the high order byte), and bytes 2 to 3 of field AG (counting from right to left). All
values are shown in hexadecimal. In the following, the internal value shows how the value is
represented internally to control the collating sequence of the values, the high-order (h-o)first
value shows the representation of the value in the record buffer or value buffer on a high-order
first platform, and the low-order (l-o) first value shows the representation of the value in the record
buffer or value buffer on a low-order first platform.

LN ID AG SD

464C454D494E47 0x862143 (logical value) 303433 464C454D21433034 (internal)
00862143 (h-o first) 464C454D21433034 (h-o first)
43218600 (l-o first) 464C454D43213034 (l-o first)

4D4F52524953 0x2461866 (logical value) 303338 4D4F525218663033 (internal)
02461866 (h-o first) 4D4F525218663033 (h-o first)
66184602 (l-o first) 4D4F525266183033 (l-o first)

5041524B4552 00000000 303336 No value is stored with index

202020202020 0x432144 (logical value) 303030 No value is stored with index
00432144 (h-o first)
44214300 (l-o first)

414141414141 0x144 (logical value) 313131 4141414101443131 (internal)
00000144 (h-o first) 4141414101443131 (h-o first)
44010000 (l-o first) 4141414144013131 (l-o first)

The format for SD is alphanumeric since at least one element (LN) is defined with A format.

If you specify a truncated superdescriptor value by specifying the following in the search buffer:

SD,5

then a value in the search buffer
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464C45D21

is padded with blanks to get the complete superdescriptor value:

464C45D21202020

If this value has been specified on a high-order first platform, it is also the internal value that is
used to resolve the query. If the value has been specified on a low-order first platform, the corres-
ponding internal value is:

464C454D20212020

Example

Superdescriptor definition: SY = LN(1,4),FN(1,1)

Superdescriptor SY is to be created from fields LN and FN (which is a multiple-value field). All
values are shown in character format.

LN FN SY

FLEMING DAVID FLEMD
MORRIS RONALD MORRR
MORRIS RON MORRR
WILSON JOHN WILSJ
WILSON SONNY WILSS

The format of SY is alphanumeric since at least one element (LN) is defined with A format.

Example

Field Definitions:

01,PN,6,U,NU
01,NA,20,A,DE,NU
01,DP,1,B,FI

Superdescriptor Definition: SZ = PN(3,6),DP(1,1)

Source Field Values SZ Values
------------------- ---------
(shown in hex) (shown in hex)

PN DP SZ

303234363732 04 3032343604
383430333938 00 3834303300
303030303131 06 3030303006
303030303031 00 3030303000
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The format of SZ is binary since no element is derived from a source field defined with A format.
A null value is stored for the last value shown because the superdescriptor format is binary and
the first value contains unpacked zeros (hexadecimal value '30') and not binary zeros (hexadecimal
value '00').

Example

Field Definitions:

01,PF,4,P,NU
01,PN,2,P,NU

Superdescriptor Definition: SP = PF(3,4),PN(1,2)

Source Field Values SP values
------------------- ---------
(shown in hex) (shown in hex)

PF PN SP

0002463C 003C 0002003C
0000045C 043C 0000043C
0032464C 000C No value is stored with index
0038000C 044C 0038044C

The format of SP is binary since no element is derived from a source field defined with A format.

Example

Field Definitions:

01,AD,PE
02,CI,4,A,NU
02,ST,5,A,NU

Superdescriptor Definition: XY = CI(1,4),ST(1,5)

Source Field Values XY values
------------------- ---------

CI ST XY

(1st occ.) (1st occ.)
BALT MAIN BALTMAIN

(2nd occ.) (2nd occ.)
CHI SPRUCE CHI SPRUCE

(3rd occ.) (3rd occ.)
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WASH 11TH WASH11TH

(4th occ.) (4th occ.)
DENV <null value> No value stored with index

The format of XY is alphanumeric since at least one element is derived from a source field which
is defined with A format.

Phonetic Descriptor

A phonetic descriptor can be defined in order to perform phonetic searches. The use of a phonetic
descriptor in a FIND command returns all of the records with similar phonetic values. The phon-
etic value for a phonetic descriptor is based on the first 20 bytes of the source field value. Only
upper/lower case alphabetic values are allowed; numeric values, special characters and blanks
are ignored.

Phonetic descriptorsmay be defined after the last field definition. Phonetic descriptorsmay appear
before and/or after any subdescriptor or superdescriptor definitions.

Phonetic Descriptor Definition Syntax

pn = PHON(fn)

pn
The name of the phonetic descriptor. The naming conventions as described previously for
Adabas names must be observed.

PHON(fn)
The literal PHON followed by the name of the source field to be phoneticized.

The source field may be an elementary or a multiple-value field and must be defined with al-
phanumeric format. The source field may or may not be a descriptor. A subdescriptor or su-
perdescriptor may not be specified.

The source field may be contained within a periodic group.

Example

Source Field Definition: 01,AA,20,A,DE,NU

Phonetic Definition: PA = PHON(AA)
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Hyperdescriptor

A hyperdescriptor is a descriptor whose value is based on a user-supplied algorithm.

The values are based on algorithms coded in special user exits (hyperexit 1 to 255). Each exit may
handle multiple hyperdescriptors. Each hyperdescriptor must be assigned to a hyperexit.

The hyperexit is calledwhenever a hyperdescriptor value is to be generated by theAdabas nucleus,
or by the ADAINV, ADACMP or ADAULD utility.

One or more values may be returned depending on the options (PE, MU) assigned to the hyper-
descriptor. The original ISN assigned to the input value(s) may be changed.

The format, the length, and the options of a hyperdescriptor are user-defined. They are not taken
from the parent fields defined by the hyperdescriptor specification.

A search using a hyperdescriptor value is performed in the same manner as that for standard
descriptors.

The user is responsible for creating correct hyperdescriptor values. There is no standard way to
check the values of a hyperdescriptor for completeness against the Data Storage. The user must
set the rules for each value definition, and check the value for correctness.

If a hyperdescriptor is defined as packed or unpacked format, Adabas will check the returned
values for validity.

Please refer to the chapter User Exits andHyperexits formore information about hyperdescriptors.

Hyperdescriptor Definition Syntax

hy-name,length,format[,option... = HYPER(exit_number,parent_field
[,parent field...])

hy-name
The name to be used for the hyperdescriptor. The naming conventions as described previously
for Adabas names must be observed.

length
The default length of the hyperdescriptor.

format
The format of the hyperdescriptor. The following formats are supported:
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Maximum LengthFormat

253 bytesAlphanumeric (A)

126 bytesBinary (B)

4 bytes (always 4 bytes)Fixed Point (F)

8 bytes (always 4 or 8 bytes)Floating Point (G)

15 bytesPacked Decimal (P)

29 bytesUnpacked Decimal (U)

option
The options to be assigned to the hyperdescriptor. The following optionsmay be used together
with a hyperdescriptor:

MeaningOption

Search value generation: allowed only if the number of parent fields = 1. You must specify not
the internal search value, but rather the corresponding parent field value. Adabas then calls the
hyperexit to convert the value to the internal search value.

HE

Multiple-value descriptorMU

Null value suppressionNU

Periodic group index usagePE

Unique descriptorUQ

exit_number
The hyperexit number to be assigned to the hyperdescriptor. This number will be used by the
Adabas nucleus and utilities to determine the hyperdescriptor user exit to be called.

parent field
The names of between one and 20 elementary fields. The field names and addresses are passed
to the user exit.

Examples of Hyperdescriptor Definition

The following definitions are used for this example:

01,LN,20,A,DE,NU ;Last-Name
01,FN,20,A,MU,NU ;First-Name
01,ID,4,B,NU ;Identification
01,AG,3,U ;Age
01,AD,PE ;Address

02,CI,20,A,NU ;City
02,ST,20,A,NU ;Street

01,FA,PE ;Relatives
02,NR,20,A,NU ;R-Last-Name
02,FR,20,A,MU,NU ;R-First-Name
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Example

Hyperdescriptor definition: HN,60,A,MU,NU=HYPER(2,LN,FN,FR)

Hyperexit 2 is assigned to this hyperdescriptor, and the name is HN.

The hyperdescriptor length is 60, the format is alphanumeric. The hyperdescriptor is a multiple-
value (MU) descriptor with null suppression (NU).

The values for the hyperdescriptor are to be derived from the fields LN, FN and FR.

Example

Hyperdescriptor definition: SN,20,A,HE,NU=HYPER(3,LN)

Hyperexit 3 is assigned to this hyperdescriptor, and the name is SN.

The hyperdescriptor length is 20, the format is alphanumeric with null suppression (NU). The
hyperexit is called to perform a search value generation (HE) for search and read commands that
use a search and value buffer.

The value for the hyperdescriptor is to be derived from the field LN.

Collation Descriptor

A collation descriptor is a descriptor that is based on an ICU collating key for a Unicode field,
where the ICU collating key is a binary string produced from the original character string by ap-
plying a Unicode Collation Algorithm and language-specific rules. When you perform a binary
comparison between the collating keys produced this way for character strings, you perform a
comparison between the strings that is appropriate to your locale.

Note: Collation descriptor values are truncated to 1144 bytes. Thismeans that, in some cases,
long values can appear to be equal when in fact they are different. Also, collation keys can
be much longer than the values from which they are derived.
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Collation Descriptor Definition Syntax

col-name [,max_length] [,LA|L4] [,HE] [,UQ] = ↩
COLLATING(parent_field[,collation_attribute]...)

col-name
The name to be used for the collation descriptor. The naming conventions as described previ-
ously for Adabas names must be observed.

max_length
Themaximumnumber of bytes that are stored as a descriptor value. If the collation key derived
from the parent field is larger, the collation key is truncated. The default and maximum value
is the maximum descriptor value length (1144).

LA, L4
If you specify one of these options, the length indicator is 2 bytes (LA option) or 4 bytes (L4
option) long if you access the descriptor with variable length.

HE
If you specify this option, you must specify the corresponding parent field value in the value
buffer for search operations, rather than the internal collation key. It is not possible to read the
descriptor values (L9 command).

If this option is not specified, you can specify either the internal collation key or the correspond-
ing parent field value in the value buffer, depending on the search buffer. In this case, it is
possible to read the descriptor values (L9 command).

Notes:

1. In most cases, you won't want to handle internal collation keys, an exception being if you
also use ICU in your application programs. Therefore you should usually specify the HE
option.

2. If you don't use the HE option, you should remember that collation keys are much larger
than their parent fields (4 times the length of the parent value is a typical length for a collation
key). This means that one byte is often not sufficient for the length of the collation key, al-
though the parent value is definedwithout the LA/L4 option, and therefore it is recommen-
ded to specify either the LA or the L4 option for the collation descriptor. However, larger
collation keys are also stored in the index without the LA or L4 option, but they cannot be
read with variable length in an L9 command - trying to do so will result in an Adabas re-
sponse code 55.

UQ
A collation descriptor can be defined as a unique descriptor.

parent_field
The name of the source field fromwhich the collation descriptor is to be derived. It must have
the format W.
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collation_attribute
All collation attributes are optional, and they can be specified in any order. The following
collation attributes can be specified:

Locale string
One of the locales supported by ICU. This usually a 2 character ISO-3166 langauge code
followed by an underscore and an optional 2 character country code, for example 'de'
(German) or 'de_AT' (German-Austrian). This string should be enclosed in single quotes.

The default is '' (empty string). Collating keys are then compatiblewith theUnicodeDefault
Collation Table (this is language-independent, but provides good results for many lan-
guages).

Collation strength
You can specify one of the following keywords: PRIMARY, SECONDARY, TERTIARY,
QUARTERNARY, IDENTICAL. The value specified represents the comparison levels. See
references 1 and 2 below for further information.

If you specify PRIMARY, case and diacritic differences are ignored. SECONDARY means
that case differences are ignored, and punctuation is ignored if you specify TERTIARY.
QUARTERNARY allows you to distinguish betweenwordswith andwithout punctuation,
e.g. with TERTIARY "ab" = "a-b" and with QUARTERNARY "ab" < "a-b". If you specify
IDENTICAL, only words with the same canonical decomposition are considered as equal.

The default is TERTIARY.

case-first option
You can specify one of the following keywords: UPPERFIRST or LOWERFIRST.

If you specify UPPERFIRST, uppercase letters will be sorted before lowercase letters, e.g.
'AB' > 'ab'.

If you specify LOWERFIRST, lowercase letters will be sorted before uppercase letters, e.g.
'ab' > 'AB'.

If not specified, the case-first processing is undefined.

alternate_option
You can specify one of the following keywords: SHIFTED or NON_IGNORABLE.

These keywords affect the sorting sequence for punctuation characters such as space or
hyphen: for example, the words "bi-weekly" and biweekly" will be sorted close together if
you specify SHIFTED, and they will not be sorted close together if you specify NON_IG-
NORABLE. See references 1 and 2 below for further information.

The default is NON_IGNORABLE.

case_level_option
You can specify one of the following keywords: CASELEVEL or NO_CASELEVEL.
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If you specify CASELEVEL, an additional case level is formed between secondary and
tertiary. Currently, the case level is used for Japanese, but it could also be used in other
situations, such as Pinyin. See reference 2 below for further information.

The default is NO_CASELEVEL.

french_option
You can specify one of the following keywords: FRENCH or NO_FRENCH.

The setting of this option determines whether or not diacritics will be sorted as in French.

The default depends on the setting specified for the locale string parameter: for 'fr' it is
FRENCH, for most others it is NO_FRENCH.

normalization_option
You can specify one of the following keywords: NORMALIZATION or NO_NORMALIZ-
ATION.

The setting of this option determines whether or not Unicode canonical equivalence is to
be taken into account. Even if NO_NORMALIZATION is set, ICUwill still produce correct
results for non-normalized text for most world languages. However, languages that can
use two ormore diacritic marks in one character (e.g. Hebrew, Thai or Vietnamese) require
this option to be set if the input is not normalized according to Unicode normalization
form D. See reference 2 below for further information.

The default is language-dependent (NORMALIZATION for Hebrew, Thai, Lithuanian...,
NO_NORMALIZATION for other languages).

References on ICU Collations

1. Mark Davis, Ken Whistler: "Unicode Technical Standard #10, Unicode Collation Algorithm"
(http://www.unicode.org/reports/tr10/)

2. International Components for Unicode homepage (http://www.ibm.com/software/globaliza-
tion/icu)

Referential Constraints

A referential constraint ensures referential integrity between two keys. Keys can be descriptors,
superdescriptors or ISNs. Referential integrity means that for every value in a descriptor called
“foreign key”, there must be a value in a descriptor called “primary key" in a primary file. The
primary key must be defined as unique and the options NC and NN must be set. For the foreign
key, the option NC must be set. A pair of primary and foreign key must have the same format.
ISNs can be used as primary keys and the corresponding foreign key must be binary. If primary
and foreign keys are superdescriptors, then
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■ The corresponding key must be a superdescriptor;
■ The superdescriptors must have the same number of parent fields;
■ The corresponding parent fields must have the same format;
■ No parent field may occur twice in a superdescriptor;
■ No parent field may occur in more the one foreign key;
■ All parent fields must have the option NC;
■ All parent fields of the primary key must have the option NN;
■ The primary key superdescriptor must be unique.

You can specify a referential action that is executed on the foreign key record if a primary key
value is modified.

The referential constraint is added to the file to which the foreign key belongs.

Referential Constraint Syntax

Constraint-name = REFINT(foreign-key, primary-file,
primary-key[/referential-action[,referential-action]])

foreign-key
The name of the foreign key field

primary-file
The number of the file to which the primary key belongs.

primary-key
The name of the primary key.

referential-action
One of the following keywords:

DescriptionKeyword

Ondelete cascade: If a record in the primary file is deleted, the records containing the primary
key as a foreign key are also deleted. If these records also contain a primary key of a referential
constraint, then the corresponding referential action is also performed for these keys.

DC

On delete no action (default): If a record in the primary file is deleted, no further records that
contain the primary key as a foreign key may still exist. Otherwise the delete operation fails
with an Adabas response code 196.

DX

On delete set NULL: If a record in the primary file is deleted, the foreign key field is set to
NULL in all records that contain the primary key as a foreign key. This option is not allowed
if the foreign key field is defined with the option NN.

DN

On update cascade: If a primary key is updated in a record in the primary file, the foreign key
is also set to the new value of the primary key in the records that contain the primary key as

UC

a foreign key. If the foreign key is also the primary key of a referential constraint, then the
corresponding referential action is also performed for these keys.
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DescriptionKeyword

On update no action (default): If the primary key in a record in the primary file is updated,
no further records that contain the old primary key value as a foreign key may still exist.
Otherwise the update operation fails with an Adabas response code 196.

UX

On update set NULL: If the primary key in a record in the primary file is updated, the foreign
key field is set to NULL in all records that contain the old primary key value as a foreign key.
This option is not allowed if the foreign key field is defined with the option NN.

UN

You can specify up to one delete action and up to one update option for a referential constraint.
For constraints that refer to ISNs as primary key, only the actions delete cascade and update
no action (DC,UX) are possible.

Example:

Primary key definition in file 9: 1, AA,8,A,DE,UQ,NC,NN
Foreign key definition in file 12: 1, AC,8,A,DE,NC

HT=REFINT(AC,9,AA)
HT=REFINT(AC,9,AA/UC)
HT=REFINT(AC,9,AA/UC,DN)
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Introduction

There are several ways of loading data into a database:

■ Using the utility ADAMUP: you can load compressed data that was generated by ADACMP,
ADAMUP or ADAULD.

■ Using the utility ADABCK: you can restore a file or database from a backup that was created
by ADABCK.

■ Using the IMPORT function of the utility ADAORD: you can import a file that was created by
the EXPORT function of ADAORD.

Compressed Data

Data that is loaded into the database by the utility ADAMUP must be input to ADAMUP in a
special, compressed data format. Compressed data can be generated by the utility ADACMP,
which converts uncompressed data, as described in the section Uncompressed Data Format, to
the necessary format. Compressed data can also be generated by the utilities ADAMUP and
ADAULD, when existing data is unloaded from the database.

This is a very flexible data format. You can load copies of a compressed data file into several dif-
ferent databases if required, or as several copies of the same file into a single database. You can
also load just a subset of the records into a file.

A disadvantage of this file format is that when the data is loaded into the database, ADABAS has
to build a sort index for each file. For large files, this can require large amounts of CPU time, and
SORT and TEMP container files are required.

Backup Data

Backup data is generated by the utility ADABCK. Such data can be used to build a long-term data
archive, and can also be used for restoring files to databases, or to restore whole databases.

The backup and restore operations are faster than the other methods of saving and restoring data.
However, you must always copy backup files back to the database from which they originated.
Also, you cannot copy the files back with different file numbers.
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Import/Export Data

Data that was exported from a database using the ADAORD EXPORT function can be imported
to a database using the ADAORD IMPORT function. The exported data is very similar to the
compressed data format described above, but the main difference is that the index information of
the exported files is also exported. This means that when data is subsequently imported, the index
does not have to be rebuilt, so the load procedure is much faster than the corresponding operation
for ADAMUP. Also, SORT and TEMP container files are not required.

Like compressed data, this is a flexible data format. You can load copies of a compressed data file
into several different databases if required, or as several copies of the same file into a single data-
base. However, because the index information is stored in the export file, you cannot import just
a subset of the records into a file in the database.

Uncompressed Data Format

This section describes the format of data records that are input to the utility ADACMP and output
from the utility ADADCU. This format is called uncompressed data format (also called raw data
format). The utility ADACMP reads in data in this format and compresses it for subsequent input
to the mass update utility ADAMUP. The utility ADADCU performs the opposite operation: it
takes compressed data that was generated by either ADACMP and decompresses it. Note that
compressed data can also be generated by the utilities ADAMUP and ADAULD when data is
deleted or unloaded from a database.

Unless otherwise indicated, the data formats described apply to both the input data for ADACMP
and the output data for ADADCU.

Syntax of Uncompressed Data Records

Uncompressed data records are a sequence of the following syntax elements:

format_buffer_element
field_references

The syntax elements, except field_references, are the same as the format buffer elements described
in Command Reference, Calling Adabas, Format and Record Buffers. Note that here a format
buffer element is nX, a literal, or a field definition including the length and format specifications,
if they exist. The difference is how the syntax elements are separated:

■ The complete syntax element must be entered in one line.
■ The syntax elements are separated by a comma or a newline.
■ You can insert comments between the syntax elements: a semicolon indicates that the following
characters, until end of line, are comments.
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■ You can insert FDT between the syntax elements; FDTmust be entered in a new line. This indic-
ates to the utility where the uncompressed data record syntax is specified that the FDT is to be
displayed.

The following special considerations apply for format buffer elements specified in a decompressed
record-structure specification:

■ Edit masks are not allowed.
■ N elements are not allowed.
■ 1-N elementsmust be preceded directly in the same line by the correspondingC element. Unlike
the format buffer for an update or store command, they are also allowed in format buffers for
compression.

Example

Assume GB is a periodic group with the fields BA, BB and BC.

The number of occurrences of the periodic group and all occurrences of the periodic group
are processed (GBC, BA1, BB1, BC1, BA2, BB2, BC2, ...).

GBC,GB1-N

■ 1-N elements are not allowed for fields within a PE.

Examples for invalid specifications

Incorrect syntax.GB2-GB4

Descending range.GB4-2

GBC and GB1-N must be specified in the same line.GBC
GB1-N

name 1-N must not be specified for fields within a periodic group.GBC,BA1-N

Syntax of field_references

name R [mu_pe_index] [, length ]

namemust be the name of a LOB field. If the decompressed record specification contains field
references, the decompressed record doesn’t contain the LOB values themselves, but file names,
where the LOB values are contained in the files.

lengthmay be a number >= 0 or ‘*’. length=* is allowed only at the end of the record for a single
LOB value. If length=0 is specified, a 2-byte inclusive length is put in front of the file name (ana-
logous to LA fields). The default is 0.
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Syntax of mu_pe_index

{ i [-j] | N} [ (m [-n] | N | 1-N) ]| 1 – N

If MU fields or fields in periodic groups are LOB fields, you can specify the MU or PE indices for
field references the same way as you do for field values.

Notes:

1. The rules given above for the usage of 1-N as an MU-PE index for field values alsoapply for
field references.

2. If the value of a LOB field is blank, the field reference is blank, too.

Example for a decompressed record structure specification

AA,AB ; 2 fields specified in the same line
9X,’LITERAL’ ; Compress: 16 bytes are ignored

; Decompress: " LITERAL" in decompressed record
fdt ; Display FDT before next field is specified
AT1-12C ; Number of values of MU field in the first 12 elements of PE

; Only allowed for decompress
AT1-12(1-2),8,U ; Values of MU field in a PE

; Length is 8 bytes, Format is U
P1C,P11-N ; Periodic group count and all groups

; Allowed for compress, too.
LMR1-4,20 ; File names of files containing values

Record Definition Examples

This section provides record definition examples. All the examples in this section refer to the
sample ADABAS files in Appendix A of the Command Reference Manual.

Example 1: Defining elementary fields (standard length and format):

Syntax : AA,5X,AB.

Record : AA value(8 bytes alphanumeric)
5 spaces
AB value(2 bytes packed)
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Example 2: Defining elementary fields (length and format override):

Syntax : AA,5X,AB,3,U.

Record : AA value (8 bytes alphanumeric)
5 spaces
AB value (3 bytes unpacked)

Example 3: Processing a periodic group:

Syntax : GB1.

Record : BA1 value (1 byte binary)
BB1 value (5 bytes packed)
BC1 value (10 bytes alphanumeric)

Example 4: Processing the first two occurrences of periodic group GB:

Syntax : GB1-2.

Record : BA1 value (1 byte binary)
BB1 value (5 bytes packed) GB1
BC1 value (10 bytes alphanumeric)

BA2 value (1 byte binary)
BB2 value (5 bytes packed) GB2
BC2 value (10 bytes alphanumeric)

Example 5: Processing the sixth value of the multiple-value field MF:

Syntax : MF6.

Record : MF value 6 (3 bytes alphanumeric)

Example 6: Processing the first two values of the multiple-value field MF:

Syntax : MF01-02.

Record : MF value 1 (3 bytes alphanumeric)
MF value 2 (3 bytes alphanumeric)
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Example 7: The highest occurrence number of the periodic group GC and the existing
number of values for the multiple value field MF are processed:

Syntax : GCC,MFC.

Record : Highest occurrence count for GC (1 byte binary)
Value count for MF (1 byte binary)

Output Record

The utility ADADCU returns the requested field values in the order specified by the record
definition syntax. A value is returned in the standard length and format defined for the field, unless
a length and/or format override was specified. If the value is a null value, it is returned in the
format in effect for the field:

Null ValueFormat

Blanks (ASCII: hex `20' or EBCDIC: hex `40')ALPHANUMERIC (A)

Binary zerosBINARY (B)

Binary zerosFIXED-POINT (F)

Binary zerosFLOATING POINT (G)

Packed decimal 0PACKED DECIMAL (P)

Unpacked decimal 0, depending on the target architectureUNPACKED DECIMAL (U)

Blanks depending on WCHARSET specifiedUNICODE (W)

Note: For packed decimals, C is used as sign. For unpacked decimals, 3 is used as sign for
target architecture ASCII, F for target architecture EBCDIC.

Adabas returns the number of bytes equal to the combined lengths (standard or overridden) of
all requested fields.

Input Data Requirements for ADACMP

User data which is input to ADACMPmust be contained in a sequential file. There are four ways
in which the records in the input file can be separated; please refer to the parameter RE-
CORD_STRUCTURE in the chapterADACMP in theUtilitiesManual formoredetailed information.
The fields in each recordmust be structured according to the data definition statements provided.

If a user exit routine is used, the structure must agree with the data definitions after user exit
processing. Any trailing information in an input record for which there is no corresponding data-
definition statement will not be processed and will not be contained in the output produced by
ADACMP.
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Fields defined as UNPACKED must contain a valid sign value in the four high-order bits of the
low-order byte. The signmust be in zoned-numeric format. ADABAS represents the signs in zoned
format.

Fields defined as PACKED must contain a valid sign value in the four low-order bits of the low-
order byte. Valid positive signs are A, C, E and F. Valid negative signs are B and D. ADABAS
represents a positive value with a C and a negative value with a D.

If the input file does not contain any records, awarningmessage is displayed and the utility aborts.
However, a CMPDTA output file that contains the FDT information is created.

Multiple-Value Field Count

If the structure of the decompressed record is not described via the FIELDS parameter, please
consider the following:

The values for a multiple value field must be preceded by a 1, 2 or 4 byte binary count, depending
on the setting of the ADACMP parameter MUPE_C_L, to indicate the number of values of the
multiple-value field in the record. The minimum number of values which may be specified is 1.

If the number of values is constant for each record, this number may be specified in the field
definition table used to define the multiple-value field. In this case, the count byte in the input
record must be omitted. This option is only enabled if the FDT keyword is used. FDTs that are
read from the database always default to variable occurrence counts. These variable occurrence
counts can be overwritten by using the FIELDS keyword.

Multiple fields within periodic groups must not be specified with an occurrence count when the
periodic group has been specified with a variable occurrence count.

Example:

01,PG,PE
02,P1,4,A,NU
02,PM,4,A,NU,MU(4)

^
%ADACMP-E-FIXOCC, specification of occurrences not allowed at this position

The count provided by the user may be modified by ADACMP if the NU option is defined for the
field. Null values are suppressed and the count field is modified accordingly.
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Example :

Field Definition: 01,MF,4,A,MU,NU

Each record contains a variable number of values for MF.

Input Records Before ADACMP After ADACMP
Input Record 1
(3 values) MF count = 3 MF count = 3

AAAA AAAA
BBBB BBBB
CCCC CCCC

Input Record 3
(3 values) MF count = 3 MF count = 2

AAAA AAAA
<null value> CCCC
CCCC

Input Record 4
(1 value) MF count = 1 MF count = 0

<null value>

Example :

Field Definition: 01,MF,4,A,MU(3),NU

Each record contains 3 values for MF.

Input Records Before ADACMP After ADACMP
Input Record 1 MF count = 3

AAAA AAAA
BBBB BBBB
CCCC CCCC

Input Record 2 MF count = 2
AAAA AAAA
BBBB BBBB
<null value>

Input Record 3 MF count = 2
AAAA AAAA
<null value> CCCC
CCCC

Input Record 4 MF count = 0
<null value>
<null value>
<null value>
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Periodic Group Count

If the structure of the decompressed record is not described via the FIELDS parameter, please
consider the following:

The first occurrence of a periodic groupmust be preceded by a 1, 2 or 4 byte binary count, depend-
ing of the ADACMP parameter MUPE_C_L, which indicates the number of occurrences of the
periodic group in the record. The minimum number of occurrences which may be specified is 1.

If the number of occurrences is constant for each record, this number may be specified in the field
definition table used to define the periodic group. In this case, the count byte in the input record
must be omitted.

This option is only enabled when the FDT keyword is used. FDTs that are read from the database
always default to variable occurrence counts. These variable occurrence counts can be overwritten
by using the FIELD keyword.

The occurrence count providedmay bemodified by ADACMP only if all the fields in the periodic
group are defined with the NU option. If all the fields in a given occurrence contain null values
and there are no following occurrences which contain non-null values, the occurrence will be
suppressed and the periodic group occurrence count will be modified accordingly.

Example (PE with NU):

Field Definitions: 01,GA,PE
02,A1,4,A,NU
02,A2,4,A,NU

The input records contain a variable number of occurrences for GA.

Input Records Before ADACMP After ADACMP
Input Record 1 GA count = 2 GA count = 2

GA (1st occ.)
A1 = AAAA A1 = AAAA
A2 = BBBB A2 = BBBB
GA (2nd occ.)
A1 = CCCC A1 = CCCC
A2 = DDDD A2 = DDDD

Input Record 2 GA count = 1 GA count = 0
GA (1st occ.)
A1 = <null value> suppressed *
A2 = <null value> suppressed *

Input Record 3 GA count = 3 GA count = 3
GA (1st occ.)
A1 = AAAA A1 = AAAA
A2 = <null value> A2 = suppressed
GA (2nd occ.)
A1 = BBBB A1 = BBBB
A2 = <null value> A2 = suppressed
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GA (3rd occ.)
A1 = CCCC A1 = CCCC
A2 = <null value> A2 = suppressed

* but this is indicated by an empty field count of 2. Up to 63 consecutive empty fields are indicated
by one appropriate empty field count.

Example (PE with NU):

Field Definitions: 01,GA,PE(3)
02,A1,4,A,NU
02,A2,4,A,NU

All input records contain 3 occurrences for GA.

Input Records Before ADACMP After ADACMP
Input Record 1

GA (1st occ.) GA count = 3
A1 = AAAA A1 = AAAA
A2 = <null value> A2 suppressed
GA (2nd occ.)
A1 = BBBB A1 = BBBB
A2 = <null value> A2 suppressed
GA (3rd occ.)
A1 = CCCC A1 = CCCC
A2 = <null value> A2 suppressed

Input Record 2 GA count = 2*
GA (1st occ.)
A1 = <null value> A1 = suppressed
A2 = <null value> A2 = suppressed
GA (2nd occ.)
A1 = BBBB A1 = BBBB
A2 = <null value> A2 = suppressed
GA (3rd occ.)
A1 = <null value> A1 = suppressed
A2 = <null value> A2 = suppressed

Input Record 3 All occ. GA count = 0
contain All occurrences
null value are suppressed **

* The first occurrence is included in the count since occurrences follow which contain non-null
values. The third occurrence is not included in the count since no occurrences followwhich contain
non-null values.

** but this is indicated by an empty field count of 2.
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Example (PE without NU):

Field Definitions: 01,GA,PE(3)
02,A1,4,A
02,A2,4,A

All input records contain 3 occurrences for GA.

Input Records Before ADACMP After ADACMP
Input Record 1 GA (1st occ.) GA count = 3

A1 = <null value> A1 = <null value>
A2 = <null value> A2 = <null value>
GA (2nd occ.)
A1 = <null value> A1 = <null value>
A2 = <null value> A2 = <null value>
GA (3rd occ.)
A1 = CCCC A1 = CCCC
A2 = <null value> A2 = <null value>

Input Record 2 GA count = 3
GA (1st occ.)
A1 = <null value> A1 = <null value>
A2 = AAAA A2 = AAAA
GA (2nd occ.)
A1 = <null value> A1 = <null value>
A2 = <null value> A2 = <null value>
GA (3rd occ.)
A1 = <null value> A1 = <null value>
A2 = <null value> A2 = <null value>

Variable-Length Indicator

Each value of a variable-length field (length set to zero in the field definition) must be preceded
by a length indicator (in binary format) which indicates the value length (including the length in-
dicator).

The length of the length indicator is:

■ 4 bytes, if the field has the L4 option
■ 2 bytes, if the field has the LA option
■ 1 byte, if the field has neither of these options
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Example:

Field Definitions:

01,AA,8,A,DE
01,V1,0,A
01,V2,0,A,LA
01,V4,0,A,L4

Input records (high-order first)

"FIELD AA\x09FIELD V1\x00\x0aFIELD V2\x00\x00\x00\x0cFIELD V4"

"FIELD AA\x09FIELD V1\x07\xD2 (2000 data bytes)\x00\x00\x07\xD2 (2000 data bytes)"

Input records (low-order first)

"FIELD AA\x09FIELD V1\x0a\x00FIELD V2\x0c\x00\x00\x00FIELD V4"

"FIELD AA\x09FIELD V1\xD2\x07 (2000 data bytes)\xD2\x07\x00\x00 (2000 data bytes)"

NC Option Indicator

The values for fields with the NC option are defined without the indicator when the FDT is used
to describe the input record

Example:

Field Definitions:

01,AA,5,A,NC
01,AB,5,A,NC

Input Record

Field AA Field AB

(5 bytes) (5 bytes)

If the input record contains values for the NC option, then either the NULL_VALUE parameter
must be set, or the structure of the records must be described using the FIELDS parameter.
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ADACMP Processing Considerations

Data Modifications

ADACMP modifies all input records as follows:

Fields defined with format U or P are checked to ensure that the field value is numeric and in the
correct format.

If a value is null, it must contain characters which correspond to the format specified for the field:

Null ValueFormat

Blanks (ASCII: hex `20' or EBCDIC: hex `40')ALPHANUMERIC (A)

Binary zerosBINARY (B)

Binary zerosFIXED-POINT (F)

Binary zerosFLOATING POINT (G)

Packed decimal 0PACKED DECIMAL (P)

Unpacked decimal 0, depending on the source architectureUNPACKED DECIMAL (U)

Blanks depending on WCHARSET specifiedUNICODE (W)

For a packed or unpacked alphanumeric field, -0 is converted to +0

Any record which contains invalid data is written to the ADACMP error file and will not be
written to the compressed file.

Data Compression

The value for each field is compressed (unless the FI option is specified) as follows:

■ Trailing blanks are removed for fields defined with A format;
■ Leading zeros are removed for fields defined with B, P or U format;
■ If the field is defined with the NU option and the value is a null value, a one-byte indicator is
stored. Hexadecimal `C1' indicates that one empty field follows, `C2' two, etc.;

■ Empty fields located at the end of the record are not stored.

Example :

The following data definitions and corresponding values would be processed by ADACMP as
shown in the following figure:
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01,ID,4,B,DE ; ID
01,BD,6,U,DE,NU ; BIRTHDATE
01,SA,5,P ; SALARY
01,DI,2,P,NU ; DAYS ILL
01,FN,8,A,NU ; FIRST_NAME
01,LN,9,A,NU ; LAST_NAME
01,SE,1,A,FI ; SEX
01,HO,7,A,NU ; HOBBY

Field Format Before compression After compression

ID B 67 12 00 00 03 67 12

BD U 31 36 30 35 35 39 07 31 36 30 35 35 39

SA P 00 00 05 00 0C 04 05 00 0C

DI P 00 0C )
)C2 (two empty fields)

FN A 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 )

LN A 4E 41 4D 45 20 20 20 20 20 05 4E 41 4D 45

SE A 4D 4D

HO A 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 C1 (one empty field)

ADAMUP Processing Considerations

When adding records to or deleting records from an ADABAS database file, entries have to be
inserted/removed in the Address Converter (AC), Data Storage (DS) and in the index. The data
storage space table (DSST) has to be modified accordingly.

Adding Records

ISN Assignment

If the USERISN option is set, the ISN given with the input data is used. If this ISN exceeds the
current limit (MAXISN) for the file or has already been assigned to another record, ADAMUP
terminates execution and returns an error message. As with an ADABAS N2 command, there is
no automatic extension of the file's Address Converter. The file's first free ISN is set to a value that
is one greater than the highest USERISN provided if there is a USERISN which is greater than or
equal to the file's current first free ISN.

If the USERISN option is omitted or NOUSERISN is specified, the ISN of each record is assigned
by ADAMUP. ISNs are assigned in ascending sequence. If ISN-reusage is enabled, ADAMUP first
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scans the file'sAddressConverter for unused ISNs.Once all ISNs have been reused or if ISN-reusage
is disabled,ADAMUPassigns new ISNs starting at the file's first free ISN.Whenever a newAddress
Converter block is required, it is taken from the extents that are currently available. When these
blocks are exhausted, an automatic extension is carried out according to the rules described in this
chapter. Processing continues if the extension is successful, otherwise ADAMUP terminates with
an error message.

ISNs deleted by amass delete that is running in parallel can be reused immediately for the records
being added.

Finding Space In Data Storage

If DS-reusage has been enabled, ADAMUP scans the DSST for a DS RABN with sufficient space
to store the current data record. OneDSSTRABN is scanned at a time, just as theADABASnucleus
does, and the first free DS RABN is used if no space is found via the DSST. When a mass delete is
run in parallel, the DS RABNs from which records are deleted are reused first. This is different to
the procedure used by the ADABAS nucleus, but saves scanning the DSST and minimizes the
number of I/Os to the Data Storage. This is because those RABNs have to be read and written by
the delete routines in any case.

If DS-reusage is disabled, or if no space is found via the DSST, ADAMUP assigns a new DS block
starting at the first free DS RABN.

Whenever new records are added to a Data Storage block, the padding factor specified for the file
is considered. If a newData Storage block is required, it is taken from the extents that are currently
available. When these blocks are exhausted, an automatic extension is carried out. Processing
continues if the extension is successful, otherwise ADAMUP terminates with an error message.

Deleting Records

In the first step, all input records on the file that contains the ISNs to be deleted are read and val-
idated. If any invalid records are found, the line number and offset are reported, and ADAMUP
terminates execution and returns an error status once the input file has been parsed completely.

At the end of this step, ADAMUP builds a table of the ISNs to be deleted in virtual memory. This
table is used in the next steps when performing the updates required on the file's Address Con-
verter, Data Storage and index. The space required for this table (one bit per entry) depends on
the lowest and highest ISN specified on the input file. ADAMUP terminates execution and returns
an error message if there is not sufficient space.

In the second step, the file's Address Converter is processed. Because the ISNs to be deleted are
pre-sorted, the number of Address Converter IOs can be reduced to a minimum in this step.

The corresponding Address Converter entry of each ISN specified is retrieved. For unused ISNs,
an entry iswritten to the error log andprocessing continues ifNOT_PRESENT=IGNORE is specified
(default), otherwise ADAMUP terminates and an error message is returned. For ISNs that are
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used, the corresponding Data Storage RABN is put into the SORT and the Address Converter
entry is deleted. Consecutive references to the same Data Storage RABN are skipped. Each Data
Storage RABN put into the SORT is prefixed with the extent number to indicate its location in the
File Control Block (FCB). This allows the next step to process the file's Data Storage according to
the sequence in which the Data Storage extents were allocated.

At the end of this step, the first free ISN on the file is reset to the first ISN of the highest range of
ISNs to be deleted, if ISN-reusage is enabled, and the highest ISN of the range of records to be
deleted is identical to the last used ISN on the file.

In the third step, the file's Data Storage and Data Storage Space Table are processed. Because the
Data Storage RABNs to be modified are now pre-sorted, the number of Data Storage and Data
Storage Space Table IOs can be reduced to a minimum in this step.

The relevant Data Storage blocks are read using the values returned by the SORT. Within each
block, the records identified by an ISN in the table of ISNs to be deleted are removed, the block is
refilled with records to be added (when a mass add is run in parallel and DS reusage is enabled)
and the Data Storage Space Table is modified accordingly. At the end of this step, the first free
Data Storage RABN is reset to the start RABN of the last range of Data Storage RABNs fromwhich
all data were deleted, if DS reusage is enabled, and the end RABN is identical to the last used Data
Storage RABN on the file.

Updating the Index

Once the Address Converter, Data Storage and Data Storage Space Table have been modified,
ADAMUP copies the file's Normal Index (NI) to an intermediate file and resets the file's index
extents. Index entries that correspond to deleted records are omitted in this step.

Loading the Normal and Main Index

In order to build the Normal Index and Main Index, the Descriptor Value Table (DVT) entries
contained on the input file have to be read and sorted according to ascending descriptor values
and ISNs. The output of this sort is merged with the Normal Index entries saved on the interme-
diate file, and is then used to build the new Normal Index and Main Index.

Descriptors defined with the unique option are checked to ensure that the new Normal Index
contains only one ISN per descriptor value. If there is more than one ISN, the conflicting ISNs are
written to the error log, the unique flag is reset in the FDT and processing continues if UQ_CON-
FLICT=RESET is specified. Otherwise ADAMUP terminates with an error message.

Besides sorting the descriptor values, reading the Descriptor Value Tables is very time-consuming
as a result of the large number of I/Os to the sequential input file. Therefore, if there are many
descriptors, ADAMUP attempts to minimize the number of passes required to read through the
Descriptor Value Tables by using the information contained in the Descriptor Space Summary
(DSS). During each pass through the Descriptor Value Tables, the values for one descriptor are
directly given to the SORT. The values of additional descriptors, if they exist, are written to the
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TEMP data set. The greater the number of descriptors using the TEMP in parallel during each
pass, the faster this stepwill be. ADAMUP displays the total number of passes required at the end
of the run.

All index blocks are filled in accordancewith the padding factor specifiedwhen the filewas loaded.
Whenever a new index block is required, it is taken from the existing extents (which have been
reset at the start of this step). If these blocks are exhausted, an automatic extension is carried out.
Processing continues if the extension is successful, otherwise ADAMUP terminates with an error
message.

Loading the Upper Index

Whereas the Normal Index andMain Index are organized on a descriptor-by-descriptor basis, the
Upper Index, index level 3 and higher, contains all descriptors. In order to link in the new Main
Index, an entry ismade in theUpper Index for each newMain Index block. ThewholeUpper Index
is rebuilt. The padding factor specified when loading the file is re-established. All pre-allocated
blocks are used before additional blocks are allocated. If additional blocks are required, the pro-
cedure as described for Normal Index and Main Index loading is used.

Rejected Data

Any rejected data is written to the ADAMUP error file. The contents of this error file should be
displayed using the ADAERR utility. Do not print the error file using the standard operating
system print utilities, since the records contain unprintable characters.

Please refer to the ADAERR utility in the Utilities Manual for further information.

ADABCK Processing Considerations

The DUMP/EXU_DUMP Function

When dumping a complete database (DUMP=*), the database's global information and all loaded
files are dumped to an ADABAS backup copy. Therefore, a database can be restored from a
database backup copy. Single files contained in such ADABAS backup copies can also be restored.

Dumping only selected files allows a controlled backup of certain parts of a database in cases
where backing up the complete database is unnecessary.

The DUMP/EXU_DUMP function may be used when the nucleus is active or inactive. If the nuc-
leus is active during a DUMP, all updates are dumped to the backup copy.

The DUMP/EXU_DUMP function cannot be used when AUTORESTART is pending. Then first
the nucleus has to be started to resolve the AUTORESTART pending situation.
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When the DUMP is about to terminate, all transactions have to be synchronized on ET status. An
active nucleus does this automatically on request of ADABCK. During synchronization, the nuc-
leus will only schedule commands which

■ enable ET users to attain ET status;
■ complete any active update commands;
■ are read/search commands.

The nucleus may come up while the DUMP function is running. In this case, the nucleus and the
DUMP function will synchronize with each other. The nucleus can be shut down with ADAOPR
CANCEL while the DUMP function is active. If the nucleus terminates abnormally, ADABCK
displays a message requesting the nucleus to be started. Then it waits until the nucleus performs
its autorestart, after which it terminates normally.

Parallel Backups

Sometimes it can be useful to dump single files in parallel using multiple ADABCK jobs. This is
generally possible with EXU_DUMP, but if the nucleus is active, only one DUMP function is per-
mitted.

Note: Parallel backups are not supported on Windows platforms.

The RESTORE/OVERLAY Function

A backup copy can be used to restore/overlay either selected files or a database if single files or
the database's global information is corrupted.

When restoring/overlaying files, the nucleusmay be either active or inactive. A check is made that
all of the RABNs required by the files to be restored/overlaid are available. If all RABNs are
available, the file is restored to the same position as before. If one or more of the required RABNs
are not available in the database, a completely new set of RABNs will be allocated.

The nucleus may not be active when restoring/overlaying a database, since exclusive control over
the database container files is required.

When restoring/overlaying a complete database, the underlying databasemay be larger, containing
more blocks or more containers than the backup save set. However, the block sizes covered by
the save set must be identical. The unused blocks from the underlying database will be kept and
their space will be returned to the free space table.

When restoring/overlaying files, the underlying database can be smaller or larger than the backup
copy.

When restoring/overlaying files, ADABCK tries by default to restore the blocks to the original
block numbers. If this space is not available because it is occupied by another file, the file will be
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completely restored to other block numbers, and an attempt ismade to combine several file extents
into one.

Parallel Restores

Sometimes it can be useful to restore single files in parallel using multiple ADABCK jobs. This is
possible with both the RESTORE and the OVERLAY function, regardless of whether the nucleus
is active or inactive.

Security File Considerations

When restoring/overlaying the security file, only the passwords and the associated permission
levels are re-established; the protection levels of the files loaded are not re-established. Therefore,
if the file is restored to a newly-formatted database, the protection levels have to be reenabled
using the ADASCR security utility.

The protection levels of all files are only re-established if a database is restored/overlaid.

ADABCK Restart Considerations

ADABCK has no restart capability. An abnormally-terminatedADABCK executionmust be rerun
from the beginning.

An interrupted RESTORE/OVERLAY of one or more files will result in lost RABNs which can be
recovered by executing the RECOVER function of the utility ADADBM. An interrupted RE-
STORE/OVERLAY of a database results in a database that cannot be accessed.

ADAORD Processing Considerations

Exporting Files

When exporting one ormore files, ADAORDcopies the content of each file's Data Storage together
with the information required to re-establish its index to a sequential output file (ORDEXP). Ex-
porting a file's data records is identical to unloading them, and ADAORD supports the same
processing sequences as the ADAULD utility. There are, however, differences in the way in which
the information required to re-establish the file's index is provided. ADAORD does not generate
descriptor value table (DVT) entries based on the data records (like ADAULD), but rather retrieves
and exports the file's inverted lists. This requires access to a valid index and results in additional
I/Os on the one hand, while saving CPU time on the other.

All files to be processed are written to a single sequential output file (ORDEXP) in ascending file
number sequence. Splitting the export into separate runs and thus creating several versions of the
sequential output file should be considered if non-default allocation quantities or placements are
to be used when subsequently re-importing a file. If non-default values and placements are used,
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each file requires a separate run, and splitting the export procedure helps prevent lengthy and
time-consuming positioning during the re-import process.

Importing Files

When importing one ormore files, ADAORD retrieves the information contained on the sequential
input file (ORDEXP) to re-establish eachfile'sData Storage,AddressConverter and index. Importing
a file's data records and building the Address Converter is identical to loading them using the
utility ADAMUP (with the USERISN option). However, the process of building the file's index is
faster in ADAORD because the descriptor values and ISNs are provided in their correct sequence.
This eliminates the necessity of sorting (and of using the SORT and TEMP files) and more than
compensates for the additional expenditure that results from reading through the index during
the EXPORT phase.

The format of the sequential input file (ORDEXP) is independent of any database device types.
Therefore, the process of exporting and then re-importing can be used to migrate files between
databases that reside on different device types.

When importing the security file, only the passwords and the associated permission levels are
reestablished; the protection levels of the files imported are not reestablished. Therefore, if a file
is imported to a newly-formatted database, the protection levels have to be re-enabled using the
utility ADASCR (refer to the Utilities Manual for further information).

Allocating Space

When importing a file, both the placement and initial allocation quantities can be controlled by
the user or left to ADAORD.

Unless positioning is forced by the specification of a start RABN, ADAORDwill use the following
sequence for the initial allocation of a file's extents: Address Converter (AC), Upper Index (UI),
Normal Index (NI) and Data Storage (DS).

This allows the two extent types with the highest probability of being exhausted (NI and DS) to
be extended without breaking into another extent.

If the number of blocks ormegabytes to be allocated is omitted, ADAORD calculates the allocation
quantity as follows:

ALQN = ALQO * (100 - PFACO) / (100 - PFACN)

where:
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New allocation quantity in blocks or megabytesALQN

Old allocation quantity in blocks or megabytesALQO

New padding factorPFACN

Old padding factorPFACO

By default, the initial and all subsequent allocations will be made using a contiguous-best-try
method.

ISN Assignment

The ISNprovidedwith each data record (and also contained in the inverted lists) is used. ADAORD
will terminate execution and return an error message if the limit (MAXISN) for a file has been
decreased to a value less than the file's first free ISN and an ISN that exceeds the new limit is
found. The file's new first free ISN is set to a value one greater than the highest ISN found in the
data records.

In order to change the ISN assignment, the file has to be unloaded using ADAULD and then re-
loaded using ADAMUP.

Reordering a Database

This function consists of implicit EXPORT and IMPORT functions.

When reordering at the database level, all of the files in the database have to be exported in the
first step. A single version ofORDEXPwill be created, independently ofwhere it physically resides.

The second step consists of rearranging the database's FCB and FDT area and reallocating the
DSST behind it.

The final step is to re-import the files. Each file is relocated, multiple logical extents are condensed
into a single logical extent and the padding factors are reestablished.

The created sequential file (ORDEXP) will not be deleted at the end of this function.

Repairing an Inconsistent Index

Because the new index is based on the content of the old index (and not on the file's data records),
an index which is logically inconsistent cannot be repaired by exporting and re-importing the file.
Furthermore, an index which is physically corrupted may cause ADAORD's EXPORT function to
loop or terminate abnormally.

The index can only be repaired by either reinverting (using ADAINV) or unloading and reloading
the file (using ADAULD and ADAMUP).
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File Space Estimation

This section contains formulas for calculating theAssociator andData Storage space requirements
for a file.

Getting a First Estimate

The following pages of this chapter describe how to get a reasonably accurate estimate of the disk
space requirements for your file or database before you load the data. A simple way of getting a
first approximation is to load a small amount of your data, for example 1%-2%, into the database,
then run the ADAREP utility and check the figures output for "allocated" and "unused" blocks.
Then extrapolate these figures to calculate how much space would be required for the full 100%
of the data. This is the approach often used by experienced database administrators at customer
sites to calculate space requirements.

Associator Space Estimation

The Associator space required for a file is the sum of the space requirements for the following
Associator elements:

1. Normal Index

The Normal Index is the lowest level of the index structure. It contains the inverted lists. Each
inverted list is composed of a descriptor value and the list of ISNs of all the records that refer
to this descriptor value.

2. Upper Index

The Upper Index consists of the Main Index and the other upper index levels. The Main Index
is the next-highest level of the index structure after the Normal Index. It is used to manage the
Normal Index. Up to this level, each index block may contain entries for only one descriptor.

The Upper Index (index levels 3 and higher) contains entries for all descriptors that are present.
Level 3 is used to manage theMain Index. As long as there is more than one Upper Index block
at the current level, more levels will be added, each level managing the level below.

3. Address Converter

The Address Converter consists of a table of RABNs, each of which indicates the Data Storage
location of the record identified by a given ISN.
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Normal Index Space Estimation

The space required for the Normal Index depends on the number and the characteristics of the
descriptors contained in the file.

An estimate of theNormal Index space required for each descriptor can bemade using the formula:

NIBY = (IL * UV * MAXISN) + DV * (L + 2)

where

NIBY
Normal Index space requirement (in bytes).

UV
The average number of unique values in each record for the descriptor.
If the descriptor is not defined with the MU option, UV is equal to or less than 1.
If the descriptor is defined with the NU option, UV is equal to the average number of values
per recordminus the percentage of records containing a null value. For example, if the average
number of values per record is 1 and 20 percent of the values are null, UV is equal to 1 - 0.2 =
0.8.

MAXISN
The number of records permitted for the file (seeMAXISN parameter of the utility ADAFDU).

DV
The number of different values of the descriptor in the file.

L
The average length of each different value of the descriptor. If the descriptor is not defined
with the FI option, L is equal to the average length. If the descriptor is definedwith the FI option,
L is equal to the standard length of the descriptor.

IL
IL ISN size of 2 or 4 bytes.

The factor IL*UV*MAXISN represents the space required to store the ISNs, and the DV*L factor
represents the space required to store the descriptor values.

For descriptorswith numerous duplicate values, the factor IL*UV*MAXISN is the important factor.
For descriptors with a large proportion of unique values, DV*L is the important factor.

This is only valid if the data is loaded using the mass update utility ADAMUP or if the index is
created with the inverted list utility ADAINV. If the data is loaded using S1 calls, twice as much
space may be required (in the worst case), and the blocks are not filled completely. New values
must be added to a block in sort sequence. If there is not enough space available in a block, in index
block is split.
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Example 1: Calculating bytes

Descriptor AA has an average of 1 value in each record. There are 50 different values for AA in
the file. There are no null values for AA. The average value length is 3 bytes. TheMAXISN setting
for the file is 20000, the ISN size is 2 bytes.

Field Definition: 01,AA,5,U,DE
NI = (2 * 1 * 20,000) + 50*(3 + 2)
NI = 40,000 + 250
NI = 40,250 bytes

Example 2: Calculating bytes

Descriptor BB has an average of 1 value in each record. There are 20000 different values for BB in
the file. There are no null values for BB. The average value length is 10 bytes. TheMAXISN setting
for the file is 20000, the ISN size is 4 bytes.

Field Definition: 01,BB,15,A,DE
NI = (4 * 1 * 20,000) + 20,000*(10 + 2)
NI = 80,000 + 240,000
NI = 320,000 bytes

Example 3: Calculating bytes

Descriptor CC is a multiple-value field with an average of 10 values in each record. There are ap-
proximately 300 different values for CC in the file. The average value length is 4 bytes. There is
an average of 3 null values in each record. The MAXISN setting for the file is 20000, the ISN size
is 4 bytes.

Field Definition: 01,CC,12,A,DE,MU,NU
NI = (4 * 7 * 20,000) + 300*(4 + 2)
NI = 560,000 + 1,800
NI = 561,800 bytes

Example 4: Calculating bytes

Descriptor DD is a field within a periodic group. Each record has an average of 5 values for DD.
There are 10 different values for DD in the file. Each record has an average of 3 null values. The
MAXISN setting for the file is 20000. The average value length is 5 bytes, the ISN size is 2 bytes.

Field Definition: 01,PX
02,DD,8,A,NU

NI = (2 * 2 * 20,000) + 10*(5 + 2)
NI = 80,000 + 70
NI = 80,070 bytes

Once the number of bytes required for the Normal Index has been determined, an estimate of the
number of blocks required can be made using the following formula:
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NIBL = NIBY / (BL * (1 - p / 100) - 3)

where

NIBL
NI space requirement in blocks

NIBY
NI space requirement in bytes

BL
Associator block length

p
Associator block padding factor

The result of the division should be rounded up to the next integer.

Example 5 : Calculating blocks

NI requirement in bytes = 60,250
Device type 2 KB
Associator block padding factor = 10 percent
NIBL = 60,250 / (2048 * (1 - 10 / 100))
NIBL = 32+ = 33 blocks

Upper Index Space Estimation

The Upper Index consists of the Main Index and other upper index levels. Each Normal Index
representation in theMain Index consists of a 9 byte fixed part and the descriptor value. TheMain
Index space requirement for each descriptor may be calculated using the formula:

MIBY = NIBL * (L + 9)

where

MIBY
Main Index space requirement (in bytes)

NIBL
Normal Index space requirement (in blocks)

L
The average length of each different value of the descriptor. If the descriptor is not defined
with the FI option, L is equal to the average length. If the descriptor is definedwith the FI option,
L is equal to the standard length of the descriptor. For fields with format A and W, the length
of truncated descriptor values must be considered; the descriptor values are truncated at the
first byte where they differ from the previous descriptor value.
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Example 1: Calculating bytes

NI Block Requirement = 45 blocks
MI = 45 * (3 + 9)
MI = 540 bytes

The following formula may be used to convert the Main Index byte requirement to blocks:

MIBL = MIBY / (BL * (1 - P/ 100))

where

MIBL
Main Index space requirement (in blocks)

MIBY
Main Index space requirement (in bytes)

BL
Associator block length

p
Associator block padding factor

The result of the division is rounded up to the next integer.

Example 2: Calculating blocks

MI byte requirement = 540 bytes
Device type 2 KB
Associator block padding factor = 5 percent
MIBL = 540 / (2048 * (1 - 5 / 100))
MIBL = 0+ = 1 block

Overall Space Requirements

The highest upper index levels (level 3 and higher) contain entries for all descriptors of a file. The
overall space requirements for the upper index can be obtained using the following formula:

UIBL = M * (1 + C + C**2 + C**3 + ... + C**13)

where

UIBL
Upper index space requirement in blocks

M
Sum of the Main Index space requirements for all descriptors of the file

C is given by the following formula:

C = (L + 13) / (BL * (1 - P/100))
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where

L
Average length of all values of all descriptors of the file

BL
Associator block length

p
Associator block padding factor

Address Converter Space Estimation

TheAddress Converter for a file consists of a list of the relative ADABAS block numbers (RABNs),
each of which represents the Data Storage block number in which a given record is stored. The
block numbers are stored in ISN sequence, with the nth entry containing the Data Storage RABN
for ISN n. Three bytes are required for each entry.

The space requirement for the Address Converter can be calculated using the formula:

AC = MAXISN * 3 / BL

where

AC
Address Converter space requirement (in blocks)

MAXISN
MAXISN setting for the file

BL
Associator block size

The result of the division is rounded up to the next integer.

Example:

MAXISN = 2,000,000
Device type 2 KB
AC = 2,000,000 * 3 / 2048
AC = 6,000,000 / 2048
AC = 2929+ = 2930 blocks
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Data Storage Space Estimation

The Data Storage space requirement can be estimated using the formula:

DS = N/(BW/L) + 1

where

DS
Data Storage space requirement (in blocks)

N
Number of records to be loaded into the file

B
Data Storage block size

p
Data Storage block padding factor

BW
Real amount of space used (minus padding factor) (B*(1-p/100))

L
Average record length

Example:

Number of records = 1,000,000
Average compressed record length = 50
Device type = 4 KB
Data Storage block padding factor = 5 percent
BW = 4096 * (1 - 5/100) = 3891
DS = 1,000,000/(3891/50) + 1 = 12,988 blocks
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Where appropriate, specific sections are used when there are substantial handling differences
between platforms (UNIX and Windows).

Assigning Input and Output Devices

All commands to utilities are read from stdinor SYS$INPUT, and the output is directed to stdout
or SYS$OUTPUT. The standard input and output may be directed to files that are normally sup-
ported by the operating system. By default, the standard output does not include the utility
parameters specified, but if you set the environment variable ADAPARLOG to YES, the parameter
specifications are copied to stdout/SYS$OUTPUT, provided the parameters are not specified inter-
actively.

If the utility produces one ormore output files, the environment variable/logical name correspond-
ing to each output file must be set to a legal file name, before the utility is started. For detailed
information concerning the assignment of environment variables/logical names, refer to the utilities
in question. The output files produced by each utility and the environment variable/logical name
assignments for these files are described near the beginning of each utility chapter. If the environ-
ment variable/logical name for an output file is not set before the utility is started, the output file
is created in the current directory, and the name of the output file is the same as the environment
variable/logical name. If the environment variable/logical name for a command log file or a pro-
tection log file is not set before the utility is started, the output file is created in the current directory,
and the name of the output file is the same as the environment variable/logical namewith a sequence
number appended.

Several utilities also require environment settings for user exits and hyperexits. For more details,
refer to the section User Exits and Hyperexits.

Executing a Utility (OpenVMS)

The utilities may be executed interactively or in the background.

Prerequisites

You must have the necessary permissions in order to execute a utility. The installation sets the
permissions as follows: utilitiesmay be executed by the Software AGproducts administrator user,
e.g. sag, and by all users that belong to the corresponding group, e.g. sag.

Before you execute a utility, you must set the required logical names if the names of the files to
be used differ from the default values.

The procedure dbgen.com generates a file called assign.comwhen it creates a new database. This
file can be sourced in the shell to set the logical names for the container files, command log and
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protection log. To source this file, change your working directory to your database directory and
enter:

@assign.com

Utility input lines contain control statements that consist of strings defining the settings of para-
meters, a function to be executed or both.

All functions and parameters are described in the documentation.

The utilities are located in the directory ADABAS$VERSION. You can execute the utility directly
by specifying its name at the operating system prompt. The following examples assume that the
foreign command ADAxxx = = $ADABAS$VERSION:ADAxxx.exe is defined.

Executing a Utility Interactively

You execute a utility interactively by specifying its name followed by carriage return at the oper-
ating system prompt.

When a utility starts, it displays an informational message consisting of date, time and version
number. It then prompts with its name and a colon for input of control statements:

%ADAREP-I-STARTED, 18-JUL-2005 11:39:49, Version 5.1.1
adarep:

In interactive mode, the input line starts directly after the utility prompt.

You can extend the input over several physical input lines by terminating each line with a carriage
return. The utility outputs with its name and a colon at the start of each continuation line.

Executing a Utility at Call Level

The control statements also be specified at the call level, e.g. for the utility adarep:

adarep dbid=20 summary

The control statements can also be redirected from an input file. If, for example, the file rep.in
contains the lines:
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dbid=20
summary

then you can run adarep with these two control statements by specifying:

define SYS$INPUT rep.in
ADAREP

The output produced by the utility usually goes to SYS$OUTPUT, which means that it can be re-
directed. So, for example, to redirect the output of the sample adarep call to the file rep.out, specify:

define SYS$INPUT rep.in
define SYS$OUTPUT rep.out
ADAREP
deassign SYS$INPUT
deassign SYS$OUTPUT

Note: Setting the environment variable ADAPARLOG to YES may help you to find errors
in the parameter specification - it displays the parameters as specified interactively.

Executing a Utility (UNIX)

The utilities may be executed interactively or in the background.

Prerequisites

You must have the necessary permissions in order to execute a utility. The installation sets the
permissions as follows: utilitiesmay be executed by the Software AGproducts administrator user,
e.g. sag, and by all users that belong to the corresponding group, e.g. sag. If this group is not your
current group, it is recommended that you change the group with the newgrp command before
you execute a utility (including ADANUC); failing to do so may lead to other users encountering
permission problems because the group for IPC resources created by the user is the current group
of the user who executes the utility, and some IPC resources allow access for only the group.

Before you execute a utility, you must set the required environment variables if the names of the
files to be used differ from the default values (see the section “Environment Variables” in this
chapter).

The utility adadba (DBAWorkbench) and the program dbgen generate a file called assign.bsh (for
Bourne shell and Korn shell) or assign.csh (for C shell) when they create a new database. This file
can be sourced in the shell to set the environment variables for the container files, command log
and protection log. To source this file, change your working directory to your database directory
and enter:
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. ./assign.bsh

If you do not set the environment variables for container files externally, the utilities extract the
settings themselves via the configuration files ADABAS.INI and DBxxx.INI, as described in the
Adabas Extended Operation Manual.

Utility input lines contain control statements that consist of strings defining the settings of para-
meters, a function to be executed or both.

All functions and parameters are described in the documentation, as well as in help messages.

The utilities are located in the directory $ADADIR/$ADAVERS. If this directory is defined in the
PATH environment variable, you can execute the utility directly by specifying its name at the
operating system prompt, otherwise you have to precede the utility name by “$ADADIR/$ADA-
VERS”. The following examples assume that the directory name $ADADIR/$ADAVERS is defined
in the PATH environment variable.

Executing a Utility Interactively

You execute a utility interactively by specifying its name followed by carriage return at the oper-
ating system prompt.

When a utility starts, it displays an informational message consisting of date, time and version
number. It then prompts with its name and a colon for input of control statements:

%ADAREP-I-STARTED, 18-JUL-2005 11:39:49, Version 5.1.1
adarep:

In interactive mode, the input line starts directly after the utility prompt.

You can extend the input over several physical input lines by terminating each linewith a backslash
(“\”) followed by carriage return. The utility outputs the prompt “>” at the start of each continuation
line.

Executing a Utility at Call Level

The control statements also be specified at the call level, e.g. for the utility adarep:

adarep dbid=20 summary

The control statements can also be redirected from an input file. If, for example, the file rep.in
contains the lines:
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dbid=20
summary

then you can run adarep with these two control statements by specifying:

adarep <rep.in

The output produced by the utility usually goes to stdout, which means that it can be redirected.
So, for example, to redirect the output of the sample adarep call to the file rep.out, specify:

adarep <rep.in >rep.out

Notes:

1. Please be aware that the UNIX shells have a special handling for some characters such as par-
entheses, quotes and double quotes. This means that you must change the specification of the
parameters accordingly if the parameter values contain one or more of these characters.

2. Blanks are equivalent to a line feed in interactive input - if a blank should appear in a parameter
value, it must be preceded by a backslash or occur between quotes or double quotes.

3. Setting the environment variable ADAPARLOG to YES may help you to find errors in the
parameter specification - it displays the parameters as specified interactively.

Examples

adadcu fields 'NEW RECORD',AA,AB end_of_fields

Invalid, because it is equivalent to

adadcu
fields
NEW RECORD,AA,AB
end_of_fields

The quotes are missing.

adadcu fields \'NEW RECORD\',AA,AB end_of_fields

Invalid, because it is equivalent to

adadcu
fields
'NEW
RECORD',AA,AB
end_of_fields

The literal must be specified on one line.

adadcu fields \'NEW\ RECORD\',AA,AB end_of_fields

Valid, this is equivalent to
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adadcu
fields
'NEW RECORD',AA,AB
end_of_fields

adadcu "fields 'NEW RECORD',AA,AB end_of_fields"

Invalid, because it is equivalent to

adadcu
fields 'NEW RECORD',AA,AB end_of_fields

fields and end_of_fields must be specified on separate lines.

adadcu fields "'NEW RECORD'",AA,AB end_of_fields

or

adadcu fields "'NEW RECORD',AA,AB" end_of_fields

Valid, both are equivalent to

adadcu
fields
'NEW RECORD',AA,AB
end_of_fields

Switching Parameter Input from Command Line to Standard Input

It is possible to switch the parameter input for a utility from the command line to standard input
by entering a '+' character (plus sign) after the last parameter specified in the command line.
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Example:

adafdu dbid=35 file=36 + <employee.fdu

Executing a Utility (Windows)

The utilities may be executed interactively or in the background.

In order to be able to execute Adabas utilities of an installed Adabas version, some environment
variables must be set. This is done when you selectAdabas Command Prompt or when you start
the Adabas Workbench.

If you want to execute Adabas commands from the standard command prompt, you have the
following possibilities:

■ You can set the environment variables required for Adabas as system environment variables
by selectingSetAdabasSystemEnvironment. You candelete these systemenvironment variables
again by selecting Unset Adabas System Environment.

■ If you don’t want to set the environment variables as system environment variables, you can
execute the command startenv.cmd in the bin folder of the current Adabas version. You can find
out the name of the folder by right-clicking on the Adabas Command Prompt and selecting
Properties.

Note: The button Adabas Command Prompt and the command startenv.cmdwere not
available in Adabas Version 3.3. Therefore, if you want to run Adabas Version 3.3 and
Version 5.1 (or higher) in parallel, the installation sets the system environment variables
correctly for Adabas Version 3.3. Then the setting is correct for executing Adabas Version
3.3 utilities via the default command prompt or by the Adabas Version 3.3 workbench.
Adabas Version 5.1 (or higher) utilities can be executed as described above.

Before you execute a utility offline, you must set the required environment variables if the names
of the files to be used differ from the default values (see the section “Environment Variables” in
this chapter).

The utility adadba (DBAWorkbench) generates a file called assign.bat when it creates a new
database. This file can be sourced in the shell to set the environment variables for the container
files, command log and protection log. To source this file, change your working directory to your
database directory and enter:

CALL assign.bat

If you do not set the environment variables for container files externally, the utilities extract the
settings themselves via the configuration files ADABAS.INI and DBxxx.INI, as described in the
Adabas Extended Operation documentation.
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Utility input lines contain control statements that consist of strings defining the settings of para-
meters, a function to be executed or both.

All functions and parameters are described in this manual, as well as in help messages.

The utilities are located in the directory %ADADIR%\%ADAVERS%. If this directory is defined
in the PATH environment variable, you can execute the utility directly by specifying its name at
the operating system prompt, otherwise you have to precede the utility name by
“%ADADIR%\%ADAVERS%”. The following examples assume that the directory name
%ADADIR%\%ADAVERS% is defined in the PATH environment variable.

Executing a Utility Interactively

You execute a utility interactively by specifying its name followed by carriage return at the oper-
ating system prompt.

When a utility starts, it displays an informational message consisting of date, time and version
number. It then prompts with its name and a colon for input of control statements:

%ADAREP-I-STARTED, 18-JUL-2005 11:39:49, Version 5.1.1
adarep:

In interactive mode, the input line starts directly after the utility prompt.

You can extend the input over several physical input lines by terminating each linewith a backslash
(“\”) followed by carriage return. The utility outputs the prompt “>” at the start of each continuation
line.

Executing a Utility at Call Level

The control statements also be specified at the call level, e.g. for the utility adarep:

adarep dbid=20 summary

The control statements can also be redirected from an input file. If, for example, the file rep.in
contains the lines:

dbid=20
summary

then you can run adarep with these two control statements by specifying:

adarep <rep.in

The output produced by the utility usually goes to stdout, which means that it can be redirected.
So, for example, to redirect the output of the sample adarep call to the file rep.out, specify:

adarep <rep.in >rep.out
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Note: Blanks are equivalent to a line feed in interactive input - if a blank should appear in
a parameter value, it must occur between double quotes.

Examples

adadcu fields 'NEW RECORD',AA,AB end_of_fields

Invalid, because it is equivalent to

adadcu
fields
'NEW
RECORD',AA,AB
end_of_fields

The literal must be specified in one line.

adadcu "fields 'NEW RECORD',AA,AB end_of_fields"

Invalid, because it is equivalent to

adadcu
fields 'NEW RECORD',AA,AB end_of_fields

fields and end_of_fields must be specified in separate lines.

adadcu fields "'NEW RECORD'",AA,AB end_of_fields

or

adadcu fields "'NEW RECORD',AA,AB" end_of_fields

valid, both are equivalent to

adadcu
fields
'NEW RECORD',AA,AB
end_of_fields

Switching Parameter Input from Command Line to Standard Input

It is possible to switch the parameter input for a utility from the command line to standard input
by entering a '+' character (plus sign) after the last parameter specified in the command line.
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Example:

adafdu dbid=35 file=36 + <employee.fdu

Executing a Utility Remotely

If the option LOCAL_UTILITIES is not set for an active nucleus of a given Adabas database, the
database can be accessed remotely by certain Adabas utilities, using SOFTWARE AG's product
ENTIRE NET-WORK or NET-WORK ACCESS, provided that the architecture of the local and re-
motemachines is identical (for example, that bothmachines use byte-swapping). The utilities that
can access a database remotely are:

■ ADACMP
■ ADADBM
■ ADAFDU
■ ADAREC
■ ADAREP
■ ADATST
■ ADAULD

For ADADBM and ADAULD, only the functions which are allowed when the nucleus is running
can be executed remotely.

Note: ADAFDU cannot be executed remotely if you define an ADAM file or if you specify
the parameter FORMAT.

Utility Syntax

Functions and Arguments

The arguments of a function are called parameters. Parameters may have various values. A para-
meter that has only two possible values, which are logically complementary, is called a switch.

Functions are represented by reserved keywords. Three types of functions are used:

■ Functions requiring no arguments;
■ Functions requiring one argument;
■ Functions requiring more than one argument.
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A function that does not require an argument is a switch, and can be enabled or disabled by
keywords such as LOCK and UNLOCK.

Arguments are of the following type:

■ Strings
A string is a sequence of valid ASCII characters with the exception of comma `,', carriage return
<CR>, semicolon `;' opening `(' and closing brackets `)', which are all regarded as string delimiters.
Embedded blanks and tabs are removed. The backslash `\' can be used as an escape character.

Most strings are converted to upper case. Instead of the equals sign, it is also possible to specify
a colon ‘:’. The difference is that strings following a colon are not converted to upper case. Al-
though a colon may also be specified for other parameters where the utility syntax description
does not allow a colon, it is recommended to use a colon only in these cases; otherwise the results
of the parameter specification may be undefined.

Example:

adatst: rb=test
adatst: rb

<<<<<< RECORD BUFFER >>>>>>

00000000 54455354 ........ ........ ........ TEST............
adatst: rb:test
adatst: rb

<<<<<< RECORD BUFFER >>>>>>

00000000 74657374 ........ ........ ........ test............

If you specify “rb=test”, the string “test” is converted to upper case, while it is not converted if
you specify “rb:test”.

■ Keywords
A keyword is a predefined string.

■ Numbers
A number is a string of digits representing an unsigned integer. Numbers can be entered in
hexadecimal format by preceding the digits with the two characters “0x”.

■ Number ranges
A number range is a number followed by a hyphen (-) and another number.

■ Lists of keywords, strings, numbers or number ranges
A list is a sequence of keywords, strings or numbers, separated by commas and enclosed in
brackets.

Arguments are specified according to the following rules:

■ The first argument is specified after the equal sign `=' following the function keyword;
■ Subsequent arguments are specified by using keywords followed by an equal sign and a value.
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Examples:

adadbm: recover

adadbm: renumber = (3,14)

adadbm: reuse = (isn,ds), file = 6

adarec: regenerate = *
adarec: plog = 654
adarec: checkpoint = synp
adarec: block = 0x1A

The list of arguments may be continued in the following lines. In the case of a multi-function
utility, the function is executed if this list is complete and correct.

Symbols used in Syntax Diagrams

If an argument is mandatory or has a default value, this is indicated by the characters `M' or `D'
in the list of arguments at the beginning of the utility description.

Checking Current Parameter Settings

The current values of all parameters that were set or preset can be displayed by entering an asterisk
`*':

adarep:*<cr>

%ADAREP-I-PARSET setting of COUNT=<set>
%ADAREP-I-PARSET setting of DBID=5
%ADAREP-I-PARSET setting of FDT=<set>
%ADAREP-I-PARSET setting of FILES=(10)

If a switch is set, it is displayed as “<set>”.

Absolute Time

Some utilities (ADACLP, ADADBM, ADAREP) require arguments in the form of an absolute date
or date and time string. The string used must correspond to the following absolute format:

dd-mmm-yyyy[:hh:mm:ss]

For more detailed information about how to use absolute dates and times, please refer to the indi-
vidual utilities concerned.
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Single- and Multi-function Utilities

Depending on the number of functions that can be performed during one run, a utility is called a
single-function or multi-function utility.

In a single-function utility, the correctness of each keyword value is checked after it is entered.
The completeness of the set of arguments is checked when the utility is executed by pressing
CTRL/D (UNIX) on a line by itself or by pressingCTRL/Z followed by a carriage return (Windows)
or by pressing CTRL/Z (OpenVMS). A single-function utility is terminated after the execution of
a function.

A multi-function utility accepts sequences of function specifications and/or parameter settings.
The sequencemust correspond to a certain logical order. A function is executedwhen this sequence
is complete and correct. The execution of a function in a multi-function utility is terminated with
amessage indicating successful or non-successful completion. The utility itself does not terminate
after the execution of a function.

Terminating a Utility

The QUIT control statement or its abbreviation “Q” is used to terminate a utility. Also EXIT can
be used as a synonym for QUIT.

Note: Utility control parameters are always converted to upper case. It is, therefore, also
possible to specify QUIT and EXIT in lower case. QUIT and EXIT can also be specified in
the FDT parsing mode, for example, after specifying the FIELDS parameter. However, no
conversion to upper case is done in the FDT parsing mode after specifying the
LOWER_CASE_FIELD_NAMES parameter; in this case, you must specify QUIT or EXIT
in upper case.

In a single-function utility, QUIT aborts the function and terminates the utility. An EOF (CTRL/D
on a line by itself [UNIX] or CTRL/Z followed by a carriage return [Windows]or CTRL/Z [Open-
VMS]) first executes the function and then terminates the utility.

In a multi-function utility, QUIT terminates the utility. If entered while setting the function para-
meters, QUIT aborts the function and terminates the utility. However, an EOF tries to execute the
function before termination. If some of the parameters required have not been specified, the utility
requests their entry before the function is executed.

In all cases of termination, a statistical summary of the IOs made on the input and output files is
given and an informational message is issued with utility name, date, time and elapsed time e.g.:
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%ADAFRM-I-IOCNT, 500 IOs on dataset WORK
%ADAFRM-I-IOCNT, 800 IOs on dataset DATA
%ADAFRM-I-IOCNT, 600 IOs on dataset ASSO
%ADAFRM-I-TERMINATED, 28-JUL-2005 11:39:50, elapsed time: 00:00:51

If a utility terminates successfully, the final TERMINATEDmessage is displayed and the program
exit status is set to 0, otherwise an ABORTEDmessage is issued and the program exit status is set
to a non-zero value.Multi-function utilities always terminate successfully if they are used interact-
ively without input redirection.

In some cases, utilities display the TERMINATED message and deliver a non-zero exit status to
indicate an exception, for example the utility ADAVFY if an error has been found, or the utility
ADACMP if records were rejected.

Error Handling

Incorrect sections of utility commands are indicated by up arrows in the following line and an
error message in a subsequent line. Errors are processed from left to right.

If an error occurs in a sequence of parameter settings, all settings before the error are executed.

adadbm: refresh = 30
^

%ADADBM-E-NOTLOAD, file not loaded

The position of the error in the input line is indicated by an up arrow in the following line.

Adabas Sequential Files

Overview

TheAdabas nucleus or utilities usuallyworkwith sequential files for input and output. In addition
to these sequential files, there are also internal files with a uniform internal Adabas format (Pro-
tection Log, for example), and external files with a user-defined format (decompressed data, for
example).

Internal Adabas sequential files may be directed to the file system, a raw section or a tape device.
Some Adabas sequential files can be directed to a named pipe. The following table lists all of the
internal Adabas sequential file types, the ADADEV keywords for raw device access, and the cor-
responding environment variables that can be set to a disk section (UNIX only), tape device or file
system. If the environment variable is not defined, Adabas uses a file in the current working dir-
ectory with the name of the environment variable.
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Environment VariableADADEV KeywordSequential File Type

DEVPLGx, NUCPLGx(*), PLPLEX, PLPPLGx, RECPLGxPLGProtection Log

CLPCLGx, DEVCLGx, NUCCLGxCLGCommand Log

BCK00nx, DEV00nx, ULD00nxBCKBackup File

BCKOUTx, DEVOUTxBCKOUTBackup File Copy

CMPDTAx, DCUDTAx, DEVDTAx, MUPDTAx, ULDDTAxDTACompressed Data

CMPDVTx, DEVDVTx, MUPDVTx, ULDDVTxDVTDescriptor Value Table

MUPTMPxMUPTMPADAMUP Temporary Data

DEVLOGx, MUPLOGxMUPLOGADAMUP Log
(DTA/DVT)

DEVEXPx, ORDEXPxORDEXPReorder File

ERRINx, CMPERRx, DCUERRx,
DEVERRx, INVERRx, MUPERRx,
RECERRx,

ERRUtility Error File

where: n = 1 - 9; x is omitted or is greater than 1.
(*) NUCPLG cannot be on tape.

The following Adabas sequential files must be located in a file system:

Environment VariableSequential File Type

MUPISNADAMUP ISN List

MUPLOB, MUPLBIADAMUP temporary working space for LOB processing

FDUFDT, CMPFDT, DCUFDTField Definition Data

CMPIN, DCUOUTDecompressed Raw Data

The disk-space management utility ADADEV can be used to manage files in raw disk sections
(see ADADEV for further information [UNIX only]).

Platform Dependencies

Adabas sequential files have different internal formats on high-oder-first and low-order-first
platforms, but they are compatible between all platforms with the same byte order.
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Examples

CompatibleByte OrderPlatform 2Byte OderPlatform 1

YesHigh-order firstAIXHigh-order-firstSolaris

YesLow-order-firstWindowsLow-order-firstLINUX (Intel)

NoLow-order-firstWindowsHigh-order-firstSolaris

NoHigh-oder firstAIXLow-order firstOpenVMS

Only the following files are compatible between all platforms:

■ Decompressed data files
■ Pure text files, for example FDT files

If you want to exchange date between high-order-first and low-order-first platforms, you should
proceed as follows:

1. Unload with ADAULD

2. Decompress with ADADCU

3. Compress with ADACMP

4. Load with ADAMUP

If this is not possible because the decompressed records are too large, you must write a program
that reads data from the source database. The program can either write data to an intermediate
file in the file system, from where it is read by a second program which writes data to the target
database, or it can store the data directly in the target database via Entire Net-Work.

Note: Use the cvt_fmt utility on OpenVMS if the decompression was done on an OpenVMS
Alpha system.

Using Named Pipes

Named pipes can be used to save storage space when the output of a utility is to be processed by
another utility or application, or if the input of a utility is output by another utility or application
(not on OpenVMS). Named pipes can be used for all Adabas sequential files except MUPDTA,
MUPDVT, MUPISN, MUPLBI, MUPLOB, MUPLOG, MUPTMP, NUCPLG, ORDEXP, PLPLEX,
PLPPLG, ULD00n.

Named pipes underWindows are transient objects. If an environment variable contains the name
of a named pipe (for example \\.\pipe\anyname), the utility that attempts to write to the named
pipe will create it implicitly. Then this utility waits for a predefined amount of time until the
reading utility comes up and begins to read from the named pipe. If the time elapses without the
reading utility coming up, the writing utility aborts with an I/O error.
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Multiple Extents For Adabas Sequential Files

If the space allocated to a sequential file becomes exhausted while it is being created by a utility,
Adabas attempts to continue the file in another free slot. This applies to all sequential files that
are located on raw device if the allocated or pre-allocated space becomes exhausted or if the file
system where the sequential file is located becomes full. Multiple environment variables may be
usedwith this technique, with a counter being appended to the name of the environment variable.

Example (C shell)

setenv NUCPLG /dev/rdsk/c4d0s2
setenv NUCPLG2 /usr/adabas/PLOG_2
setenv NUCPLG3 /dev/rdsk/c7d0s2

These three devices are used for the Protection Log during a nucleus session.

An alternative method is to set all of the file/device names within one environment variable:

Note: For Unix platforms the delimiter is a blank, and on Windows platforms it is the
semicolon character “;”.

Example (C shell)

setenv NUCPLG "/dev/rdsk/c4d0s2 /usr/adabas/PLOG_2 /dev/rdsk/c7d0s2"

Adabas starts with the first environment variable (in this case NUCPLG), or with its default if the
environment variable is not set (the default is a file in the current directory with the same name
as the environment variable). When the end of the file is reached, or when the file system becomes
full (in cases where a file system is used), the file will be closed, and the next environment variable
(NUCLPG2) will be translated and the associated file or disk section opened. Then it allocates free
space from that disk section to be used for the next extent. If a subsequent environment variable
does not exist (e.g. NUCPLG4), Adabas will wrap around to the first disk section (NUCPLG).

If only one environment variable is defined and assigned to a disk section, the subsequent file
extents will all be created in the same disk section. If only one environment variable is defined
and assigned to a file in a file system, Adabas cannot continue if the file system becomes full.

When a switch occurs from one file extent to another, the closed extent usually gets renamed by
appending the extent number to its name. For example, a file extent called PLG.3 in a disk section
will be renamed to PLG.3(1), and a file extent called /tmp/BCK_DB in a file systemwill be renamed
to /tmp/BCK_DB(1). The name of the new file extent contains the new file extent number. Thus,
in the example just mentioned, the new file extent in the disk section is named PLG.3(2) and the
new file extent in the file system is named /tmp/BCK_DB(2).

Note: The size of the value of an environment variable is limited to 512 bytes or more, de-
pending on the operating system. If you specify a large number of extents in one environment
variable, it may happen that the value of the environment variable is truncated, and this
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will result in an error. In this case, you must specify the extents in separate environment
variables.

Example (DCL)

define NUCPLG ADABAS$MAIN:[DB012]NUCPLG_X_Y
define NUCPLG2
define NUCPLG3

where X is the Adabas session ID and Y is the PLOG number from 2 to 9.

Calling Utilities

There is one important restriction that applies to using the utilitieswithmultiple extent files: input
redirection is not allowed ifmore than one file extent is required and only one environment variable
is set to only one value. In this case, the utility aborts with a message of the following form:

%ADABCK-E-SFNOTPO, subsequent file extents not possible with input redirection

The following modes will work successfully:

Interactive (UNIX)

adabck <RETURN>
dbid=5, dump=4 <RETURN>
<CTRL/D>

Interactive (Windows)

adabck <RETURN>
dbid=5, dump=4 <RETURN>
<CTRL/Z><RETURN>

Interactive (OpenVMS)

adabck <RETURN>
dbid=5, dump=4
<CTRL/Z>

Interactive, command line

adabck dbid=5 dump=4

Batch job

adabck dbid=5 dump=4 &

The utility process will be stopped if a subsequent tape is required. In this case, the user can bring
the job into the foreground in order to enter a valid device name and continue processing.
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Reading Multiple-Extent Files

When reading sequential files that are split intomultiple extents, Adabas checkswhether an extent
is finished and prompts for the file/device path name of the next extent at which reading is to
continue, if just the normal environment variable is given.

Example:

ADAREC regenerates a Protection Log that is spread over 2 sections. The environment variable
RECPLG must point to the first extent of protection log 5 (PLG.5(1)). Once it has been processed,
ADAREC prompts for the file/device path name of the next extent:

Enter next file/device path name to continue PLG.5(2)

The file extent can be either in a disk section or a file system or on a tape device. After opening
the subsequent extent, Adabas checks to see whether the given extent is the one it expects. If it is
not the correct one, an error message is displayed and the prompt for the correct file/device path
name is displayed again. If such a subsequent prompt appears, you can abort further processing
by entering “quit”. Situations can arise where no subsequent protection log extent exists although
Adabas expects one. In this case, you can enter “close” to terminate the processing of the current
protection log file without error.

It is also possible to process the files in one go, without prompting, when using `counted' environ-
ment variables. In this case, the same technique is used as when creating the files. The file(s) may
be located on raw device, file system or tape device.

Example

C Shell:

setenv RECPLG /dev/rmt/0m
setenv RECPLG2 /dev/rdsk/c10d0s2
setenv RECPLG3 /dev/rdsk/c7d0s2

Bourne Shell, Korn Shell:

RECPLG = /dev/rmt/0m
export RECPLG
RECPLG2 = /dev/rdsk/c10d0s2
export RECPLG2
RECPLG3 = /dev/rdsk/c7d0s2
export RECPLG3

Windows:

set RECPLG=\\.\TAPE0
set RECPLG2=C:\BCK_2
set RECPLG3=D:\BCK_3

OpenVMS:
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define RECPLG SAG$ROOT:[...]TAPE0
define RECPLG2 SAG$ROOT:[...]BCK_2
define RECPLG3 SAG$ROOT:[...]BCK3

Example

An alternative method is to set all of the file/device names within one environment variable.

If the mass update utility ADAMUP uses a data file (DTA) that is split into 2 extents, then the
following can be set:

C Shell:

setenv MUPDTA "/dev/rdsk/c5d0s2 /usr/adabas/DTA_2"

Bourne Shell, Korn Shell:

MUPDTA = "/dev/rdsk/c5d0s2 /usr/adabas/DTA_2"export MUPDTA

Windows:

set MUPDTA=\\.\TAPE0;C:\adabas\DTA_2

Tape Device Support in Adabas

Tape Usage

The Adabas utilities can read from and write to tape devices directly. In order to make use of this
ability, the corresponding environment variable must be set to point to the tape device-name. The
utilities use their own tape format, which is not compatible with other tape handling utilities.

The environment variable must point to the name of the tape device before the utility is started.
If, for example, you want to use the backup utility ADABCK on an HP-UX machine, you should
enter the following:

C Shell:

setenv BCK001 /dev/rmt/0m

Bourne Shell, Korn Shell:

BCK001 = /dev/rmt/0m
export BCK001

If, for example, youwant to use the backup utility ADABCK onWindows to write to a tape device
\\.\TAPE0, you should enter the following:

Windows:

set BCK001=\\.\TAPE0
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The device name of a tape drive has the form \\.\TAPE<tape id>, where <tape id> is the number
of the tape device starting from zero.

Multiple-Tape Support

It may be necessary for very large files to be spread over two or more tapes. If a tape gets full, the
utility informs the user of the situation and prompts for input. After changing the tape, the user
must enter the device name again in order to continue.

Example:

%ADABCK-I-TDEVFU, end of tape reached, rewinding
Insert new tape and enter device name, [/dev/rmt/0m] (UNIX)
Insert new tape and enter device name, [\\.\TAPE0] (Windows)

A similarmethod is usedwhenmultiple tapes are read. The utility checks to seewhether the tapes
are mounted in the correct sequence. If the tapes are inserted in the wrong sequence, the utility
issues an error message and prompts for input.

Example:

%ADABCK-F-ILLSUB, illegal subsequent tape detected,
present 1, expected 3

In order to continue, the user must mount the correct tape and enter the device name (the name
of the tape device does not have to be the same as the first). Standard file names or raw sections
may not be entered.

Automatic Tape Change

In order to support automatic tape change without prompting, you can set multiple tape devices
within one environment variable. This means, for example, that if the first tape selected gets full,
Adabaswill automatically switch to the second etc. Thismechanism is supported for both reading
and writing tapes.

Example (C shell):

setenv BCK001 "/dev/rmt/0m /dev/rmt/1m"
setenv RECPLG "/dev/rmt/0m /dev/rmt/1m"

or

setenv BCK001 /dev/rmt/0m
setenv BCK0012 /dev/rmt/1m
setenv RECPLG /dev/rmt/0m
setenv RECPLG2 /dev/rmt/1m
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Example (Windows):

set BCK001=\\.\TAPE0;\\.\TAPE1
set RECPLG=\\.\TAPE0;\\.\TAPE1

A large database is to be dumped onto the two tapes selected. If two tapes are not enough, Adabas
will prompt for a third one.

Calling Utilities

There is one important restriction that applies to using the utilities with tapes: input redirection
is not allowed if more than one tape is required and the automatic tape feature described above
is not used. In this case, the utility aborts with the following message:

%ADABCK-E-STNOTPO, subsequent tapes not possible with input redirection

The following modes will work successfully:

Interactive (UNIX)

adabck <RETURN>
dbid=5, dump=4 <RETURN>
<CTRL/D>

Interactive (Windows)

adabck <RETURN>
dbid=5, dump=4 <RETURN>
<CTRL/Z><RETURN>

Interactive, command line

adabck dbid=5 dump=4

Batch job (UNIX)

adabck dbid=5 dump=4 &

The utility process will be stopped if a subsequent tape is required. In this case, the user can bring
the job into the foreground in order to enter a valid device name and continue processing.
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Multiple Files on a Single Tape

Adabas supports multiple files on a single tape, provided that this feature is supported by the
operating system in question (for example, via the mt interface with the no-rewind tape). In order
to use this capability, skip to the desired position on the tape and then execute the utility.

Example:

mt fsf 1
adabck db=5 dump=3

The first file on the tape is skipped, and the database is dumped to tape as the second file.

Unsupported Tape Formats

Sometimes, external data (such as uncompressed data) may reside on tapes with a tape format
not supported by Adabas, and this results in an I/O error from Adabas. Such tapes can be read
using the UNIX command dd to read the file into a named pipe. The Adabas utility can then read
from the named pipe.

Diskette Support in Adabas (Windows)

The Adabas utilities can read from and write to diskette devices directly. In order to make use of
this ability, the corresponding environment variable must be set to point to a file on the diskette
drive.

The environment variable must point to the name of the diskette drive before the utility is started.
If, for example, you want to use ADABCK on a machine running Windows, you should enter the
following

set BCK001=A:

or

set BCK001=A:\BACKUP

Note: Adabas container files may be contained on a diskette drive instead of on a hard disk
drive. However, the performance will not be as good as on a hard disk drive.
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Multiple-Diskette Support

It may be necessary for large sequential files to be spread over two or more diskettes. If a diskette
gets full, the utility informs the user of the situation and prompts for input. After changing the
diskette, the user must enter the device name again in order to continue.

Calling Utilities

There is one important restriction that applies to using the utilities with diskettes: input redirection
is not allowed ifmore than one diskette is required. In this case, the utility abortswith the following
message:

%ADABCK-E-STNOTPO, subsequent diskettes not possible with input redirection

The following modes will work successfully:

Interactive

adabck <RETURN>
dbid=5, dump=4 <RETURN>
<CTRL/Z> <RETURN>

Interactive, command line

adabck dbid=5 dump=4
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8 Adabas Manager (AMA) and DBA Workbench

The Adabas Manager (AMA) is a graphical user interface (GUI) for the administration of Adabas.
It is a seperate product with its own installation and its own documenatation.

The old GUI for administration, the DBAWorkbench (ADADBA) is still available (not on Open-
VMS), but no new functionality has been added sinceAdabas Version 6.1. Please refer to the section
ADADBA in Utilities for further information.
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There are two services for Adabas on Windows:

■ The Adabas Database Service is required to automatically start and stop databases at system
start and shutdown.

■ The Adabas Shared Memory Service is required to create shared memory, since this requires
additional privileges (not used on Windows operating systems before Windows Vista).

Notes:

1. You must have administrator rights on the machine in question in order to install, start and
stop the Adabas services.

2. If you want to administrate the Adabas services from the command line, start the Adabas
Command Prompt (Start -> All Programs -> Software AG Adabas 6.x.x -> Adabas Command
Prompt). The standardAdabas Command Prompt can only be used to administrate the Adabas
services after you have set the Adabas system environment (Start-> All Programs -> Software
AG Adabas 6.x.x -> Set Adabas System Environment).

Adabas Database Service

If you start an Adabas nucleus session under Windows, the session will be terminated normally
when you log off, however, in many cases, this behaviour is not desired.

In order to prevent this happening, youmust start the databasewith theAdabasDatabase Service.
TheAdabasDatabase Service is also able to start databases automaticallywhenWindows is booted.
You can administrate theAdabasDatabase Service either via theDBAWorkbench or via a command
line interface.

Note: Adabas Version 3.3 contains a different Adabas Database Service that can be installed
in parallel to the Version 6.1 Adabas Database Service. Please use the Version 3.3 Adabas
Database Service to process Version 3.3 databases and the Version 6.1 Adabas Database
Service to process Version 6.1 databases.

Administration of the Adabas Database Service via Workbench

The DBAWorkbench expects that the Adabas Database Service is always running - this is the case
after the installation, provided that you don't stop the service. Whether a database can be started
with the Adabas Database Service depends on the setting of Start As Service in the Profilemenu
of the Workbench.

Note: If you have switched on Start As Service, the database can only be started when the
Adabas Database Service is running.
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Administration of the Adabas Database Service from the Command Line

To install the Adabas Database Service

■ Enter ADASRV INSTALL at the Command Prompt.

To start the Adabas Database Service

■ Enter ADASRV START at the Command Prompt.

Or:

Choose Services (depending on the operating system, these may be contained in either the
Control Panel in the Main program group, or in Administrative Tools in the Control Panel)
and then choose the Adabas Database Service from the Services list. Choose Start to start the
service.

To stop the Adabas Database Service

■ Enter ADASRV STOP at the Command Prompt.

Or:

Choose Services (depending on the operating system, these may be contained in either the
Control Panel in the Main program group, or in Administrative Tools in the Control Panel)
and then choose the Adabas Database Service from the Services list. Choose Stop to stop the
service.

Note: Stopping theAdabasDatabase Service also automatically stops anyAdabas databases
that were started by the service.

To remove (uninstall) the Adabas Database Service

■ Enter ADASRV REMOVE at the Command Prompt.

To set the startup mode of the Adabas Database Service

1 Choose Services (depending on the operating system, these may be contained in either the
Control Panel in the Main program group, or in Administrative Tools in the Control Panel)
and then choose the Adabas Database Service from the Services list.

2 Select the required startup type (automatic, manual or disabled) from the Startup type drop-
down list box.

3 Choose OK to set the startup mode.
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To set and show the startup mode of a database

■ If you want a database to be started automatically when the Adabas Database Service starts,
enter ADASRV Set <dbid> AUTOSTART=Vnnnwhere nnn is the Adabas version, for example for
Version 6.1.1 you must specify AUTOSTART=V611.

If you want to display the value of AUTOSTART for a single/each database, enter ADASRV SHOW
[<dbid>] at the Command Prompt.

Notes:

1. The value of the AUTOSTART parameter is stored in the configuration file
%ADADIR%\etc\ADABAS.INIunder the subtopic [DBID_<dbid>] in the section [DB_LIST].

2. Although it is in principle possible, it is recommended that you do not use the Version 6.1
Database Service to process Version 3.3 databases by specifying AUTOSTART=V33n. The
reason for this is that the Version 3.3 DBAWorkbench uses theAdabas Version 3.3 Database
Service, and therefore using the Version 6.1 Database Service for Version 3.3 databases
would cause unexpected behaviour of the Verion 3.3 Workbench and databases.

To display the status of a database

■ If you want to display which databases are currently started by the Adabas Database Service,
enter ADASRV STATUS at the Command Prompt.

To start and stop single databases

■ If the Adabas Database Service is already running, you can start a single database by entering
ADASRV START <dbid> at the Command Prompt.

If you want to stop a single database that has been started by the Adabas Database Service,
enter ADASRV STOP <dbid> at the Command Prompt.

Note: You can use the Adabas Database Service to start and stop only those databases
for which the value of AUTOSTART has previously been set.
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Adabas Shared Memory Service

OnWindows Vista, a standard user should be able to start the Adabas nucleus or utilities, but a
standard user is not allowed to create sharedmemories. For this reason, theAdabas SharedMemory
Service has been introduced. The Adabas installation installs this service as an automatic service,
and therefore the service should always have the status Started.

However, it is possible to stop, start, remove and install the service from the command line, for
example when a fix for the service is provided:

■ To install the service, enter adashm install [auto] at the command prompt. If you specify
auto, the startup type is automatic, otherwise it is manual.

■ To start the service, enter adashm start at the command prompt.
■ To stop the service, enter adashm stop at the command prompt.
■ To remove the service, enter adashm remove at the command prompt.

Currently, the Adabas Shared Memory Service is only used under Windows Vista, but it is also
installed on the other Windows platforms in order to have a unified installation for all Windows
platforms.
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Introduction

TheAdabas database security utility ADASCRprovides facilities for controlling access and update
to Adabas files.

Adabas supports two classes of data access/update security: the first restricts user read and/or
update requests on the basis of a whole file; the second restricts user access to individual records
within a file.

Protection at File Level

Adabas files are security-protected if a file protection level greater than zero is assigned to the file.
File protection levels are assigned separately for access (i.e. read) and update.

A user can access/update a security-protected file by entering a password with a permission level
that is equal to or greater than the file protection level. Protection levels and password permission
levels are assigned with the security utility ADASCR.

The file numbers that can be protected are limited by the block size of the ASSO1 container file.
If the block size is 2KB, only files in the range 1 - 2047 can be protected (for 3KB the limit is 3071).

Protection at Record Level - Security by Value

Security by Value extends the Adabas File Protection Level security by enabling a user to further
define separate data access and update restrictions according to the content of one or more fields
in a data record.

Security by Value criteria are defined by using the ADASCR security utility. Each password may
include value criteria for up to 99 separate Adabas files.

Record level security can only be used with security-protected files.

Using the UNIX Group Concept

If theAdabas users belong to differentUNIX groups, you can restrict theAdabas access to databases
assigned to this group.
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File Protection Levels

AnAdabas file can be security-protected by assigning an access protection level and/or an update
protection level greater than zero to the file.

File protection levels range from 0 to 15, with 15 being the maximum level of protection. A protec-
tion level of 0 means that all users can access/update the file. A value of 15 prevents all users from
accessing/updating the file.

All Adabas files that have no protection levels assigned have a default protection level of zero.
All users can access and/or update such files.

Protection Level NumberFile
UpdateAccess

11710

2211

4412

User Passwords

Separate access and update levels for eachAdabas file can be assigned for each password. Password
permission levels can be assigned in the range from 0 to 14.

FILE 12
ACC/UPD

FILE 11
ACC/UPD

FILE 10
ACC/UPD

Password

4/04/04/0PASSWRD1

2/22/22/2PASSWRD2

14/00/014/0PASSWRD3

14/1414/1414/14PASSWRD4

7/00/07/7PASSWRD5

If the password access/update permission level is equal to or greater than the file access/update
protection level, the password can be successfully used to access/update the file in question.

Using the examples for file protection levels and for password permission levels shown above,

PASSWRD1 can be used to access file 11 or file 12.

PASSWRD2 can be used to access/update file 11.
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PASSWRD3 and PASSWRD5 can each be used to access file 10 or file 12.

PASSWRD4 can be used to access/update file 10, file 11 or file 12.

Security by Value Criteria

Separate access and update criteria for each Adabas file can be assigned for each password. Each
value criterion consists of an Adabas search buffer and an associated value buffer.

The search and value buffers are constructed in the same manner as for regular Adabas search
commands, including the use of non-descriptor fields and multiple value fields. However, soft-
coupling and sub-, super-, hyper- and phonetic descriptor fields are not supported in Security by
Value search criteria.

For further information on the syntax and construction of search buffers and value buffers, see
the Command Reference Manual, Calling Adabas, Search and Value Buffers.

Value checking is performed only if data storage is either read or updated by theAdabas command.

The following table illustrates which criteria are tested for the various Adabas commands:

Security by Value Check PerformedAdabas Command
Test DataTest Criterion

Before ImageUpdateA1

Before ImageUpdateE1

Before ImageAccessL1 - L6

(Access to index only, no value check performed)L9

After ImageUpdateN1, N2

Before ImageAccessS1(*)

Note: * An S1 command with a valid format buffer is handled in the same manner as if an
S1 command followed by an L1 command with a given User ISN had been issued.

Security by Value criteria are ignored if the associated security level of the requested file is zero.
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Adabas Security Processing

Using the password entered by a user and the file-protection information defined for the file,
Adabas checks whether the user is authorized to access/update a given Adabas file. If the file is
not security-protected, Adabas ignores any password that is entered. The following describes
Adabas security processing for read and update commands.

Adabas determines whether the file to be accessed or updated is security-protected. If there is no
security protection, security processing stops.

Security Response Codes

If the file to be processed is security-protected, Adabas checks whether the password supplied is
defined in the password table.

If the password is undefined or if no password has been supplied, response code 201 is returned.

If the password is defined but not valid for the file to be processed, response code 202 is returned.

If the password is valid for the file to be processed, Adabas checks the permission level associated
with this password against the file's access or update protection level. Response code 200 is returned
if the password's permission level is less than the file's protection level.

If the permission level is sufficient, the password is further checked for Security by Value criteria
for the current file. If a search criterion has been defined for the supplied password, this is tested
against either the before or after image of the data, depending on the Adabas command issued.
If the Security by Value check is unsuccessful, response code 200 is returned, otherwise the user's
request is finally granted and the Adabas command is processed.

The following is a summary of the response codes that may be returned by Adabas security pro-
cessing:

RESPONSE 200

Security violation detected.Explanation

Supply the correct password.User Action
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RESPONSE 201

The password specified was not found.Explanation

Supply the correct password.User Action

RESPONSE 202

An attempt was made to use a file for which the user is not authorized.Explanation

Supply the correct password.User Action

If an ET logic user receives the response codes 200 - 202, processing continues as if the user had
exceeded the transaction time limit (see the TT parameter of ADANUC in the Utilities Manual for
further information).

All Security by Value security violations cause response code 200 to be returned.

Using the UNIX Group Concept

If theAdabas users belong to differentUNIX groups, you can restrict theAdabas access to databases
assigned to this group.

Note: This feature is only available for UNIX, not for Windows platforms.

Example:

Assume you have two UNIX groups called Production and Test. There are users belonging to the
group Production, who should have access only to the production databases, and there are users
belonging to the group Test, who should have access only to the test databases. Assume you have
the following users for starting the database:

■ dbaprod belongs to the group Production and should start the production databases
■ dbatest belongs to the group Test and should start the test databases

The following is necessary to restrict theAdabas access to users of the group towhich the databases
belong:

■ You must use two different NET_WORK_IDs, even if you are not using Net-Work. Because
Adabas does not know if aNet-Work serverwill be started later, Adabas creates a sharedmemory
section commonwith Net-Work, a GDT (global database table). The permission for GDT access
is restricted to the group to which the Adabas nucleus belongs. Therefore, starting a nucleus
fails if the same GDT is accessed as used by another nucleus belonging to a different group.

You can use different GDTs if you start the nucleus with a different NET_WORK_ID because a
separate GDT is created for eachNET_WORK_ID. NET_WORK_ID is an environment variable,
which must be set when the Adabas nucleus is started - two NET_WORK_IDs are considered
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to be equal if the first character is equal. If the environment variable NET_WORK_ID is not set,
an empty NET_WORK_ID is used.

In this example, you could start the production databases after setting NET_WORK_ID to P,
and the test databases after setting NET_WORK_ID to T.

■ The nucleus must be started with the parameter ADABAS_ACCESS=GROUP. Assume that you
start in this example the Production databases with ADABAS_ACCESS=GROUP, but the Test
databases with ADABAS=ACCESS=ALL (or without the parameter ADABAS_ACCESS). Then
only the Production users can access the production databases, but all users can access the test
databases.

Note: If you are using Net-Work, it is also necessary to start different Net-Work servers for
different groups. You must take care to ensure that it is not possible for users to access
databases via Net-Work for which they have no permissions.
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This chapter contains information related to database performance monitoring and tuning.

Monitoring Usage of Resources

It is the responsibility of the DBA to monitor the database environment on a continuing basis in
order to ensure that an efficient level of service is provided while maintaining database integrity.
This responsibility for monitoring takes the form of a variety of activities and procedures, some
of which are covered in this section.

The responsibility of the DBA to maintain database performance at an acceptable level is critical
and difficult. The sources of degradation of service are numerous and often difficult to trace, while
the process of making adjustments can be complex.

The DBA must implement a set of procedures which are designed to foresee degradation before
the event and to adjust the operation or design of the database in an orderly and controlled way.
This set of procedures will include the following activities:

■ Identifying potential sources of degradation;
■ Establishing tools for monitoring database performance;
■ Controlling the implementation of adjustments;
■ Controlling the implementation or redesign of the database to meet the new requirements.

Reporting on Usage

TheDBA shouldmake regular reports on database usage and performance to both data processing
and usermanagement. These reports should be as factual as possible, but also include recommend-
ations for the tuning of the database environment as he develops them. It should be remembered
that tuning, while benefiting the organization as awhole, may adversely affect the service received
by one or more users. Any decision on tuning should, therefore, be taken by all affected users.

Monitoring Database Control

The DBA should establish appropriate controls and monitor them to assist him in ensuring the
integrity of the database.

Computer-generated control totals can be checked and cross-footed between computer processing
runs or generated reports. Batch responses (or inquiries)may include such information as the exact
run time, search parameters, time of last update of data, and the primary parameter controls. This
increases the confidence level and helps to ensure the integrity of the database.
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The problem of control totals is one which will take on many different guises at different installa-
tions. It is not possible to lay down hard and fast rules in this area. However, it is felt appropriate
to give some general guidelines.

The DBA should ensure that proper consideration is given to the following areas in the design of
each application system which will use the database:

■ What controls can be checked on every batch update run? For example, record counts, additions,
deletions, updates;

■ What controls require a full file pass to check them? For example, value field hash totals;
■ What input transactions, Adabas logs, etc. should be retained in order to be able to recoverwhen
control totals are found to be wrong at the end of a given period;

■ Are 'localized' control totals (e.g., by branch, product group) of any use in identifying the areas
affected by a file control total error?

Performance Management, Statistics, Tuning

The following table illustrates some of themonitoring statistics that may be used andwhat adjust-
ments to (or tuning of) the database environment may result.

May require tuning of ...Changes in
Disk Storage
Allocation

Processing
Priority

Hardware or
Software
Configuration

Access
Method Used

Database
Structure

XXXXTerminal and line traffic

XXXXXResponse times (application
performance)

XXXAccess totals by user and
descriptor

XXXXDatabase size

XXXXDatabase growth rate

When any alteration is made to a production database, great care must be taken to ensure a con-
tinued high level of reliability and integrity. Whatever the change, the DBA must make sure that
the decision is the right one and that it is properly and accurately implemented. He should retain
absolute control over the tuning process and ensure that it follows the formal acceptance procedures.

TheDBAmust be very careful not to over-react to changes in the items listed in the table. A sudden
change in line traffic, response times, etc., may only be a temporary affair. It is far better to wait
for a while to see whether this is a permanent trend or a temporary disturbance to the normal way
of operating. Another way of viewing the table is that the tuning requiredmay be necessary when
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a new project will cause a significant change in terminal and line traffic, response times, etc. The
DBA can then act in advance tominimize these effects before the new application system is imple-
mented.

Command Logging

The Adabas command log option of the Adabas nucleus may be used to generate information on
all the commands issued by users to Adabas.

Some of the information provided is:

■ User identification
■ Time of day
■ What command was used
■ Which file was accessed
■ Which record was accessed
■ What Adabas response code was received
■ How long the command took to perform

This information provides a further level of knowledge of the activity against the database. It can
be displayed using the utility ADACLP.

showcls (UNIX only)

showcls is a tool that analyses the client queue semaphore of a database. It is called with the fol-
lowing syntax:

showcls <dbid>

showcls displays the status of each client queue element of the database:

MeaningStatus

The client queue entry can be used for a new client connection.Free

The client queue entry can be reused after the next client queue cleanup.Obsolete

The client queue entry is currently in use.In use
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showipc (UNIX only)

showipc is a tool that the DBA can use in order to look at the UNIX kernel ipc configuration, and
to look at the Adabas/NET-WORK ipc structures and clean them up. For each database, showipc
displays the sharedmemory, themessage queues, and the semaphores associatedwith the database
in question.

The following options are available:

showipc [-adfhiksv] [-e<string>] [-g<g_name>] [-r<sec>] [-u<u_name>] [<dbid>...]

One or more <dbid> arguments may be supplied. If <dbid> is omitted, showipc processes the ipc
structures for all active databases. In addition to the numeric values that represent valid DBIDs,
the strings CSCI, ACS and U can also be supplied. CSCI (client server communication interface)
returns information for all ipc elements of CSCI users. ACS returns information about the ipc
elements used by NETACS (NET-WORK access server). U indicates all elements that cannot be
associated with a database (database unknown).

showipc also supports multiple logical NET-WORK nodes. The NET-WORK ipc structures are
identified by the <dbid> zero and aNET-WORK ID.Unless the -a or -e options are used (see below),
information is only displayed for the default NET-WORK ID. If the environment variable
NET_WORK_ID is set, the corresponding NET-WORK ID will also be processed.

Note: The information provided above concerning NET-WORK is only relevant for NET-
WORKVersion 2, which is no longer supported with Adabas Version 6. However, showipc
of Adabas Version 6 also supports Adabas Version 5 databases, which can still be usedwith
NET-WORK Version 2.

The following table shows the meanings of the various options that are supported:

MeaningOption

displays the structures of all of the logical NET-WORKnodes that are running simultaneously.-a

used with the -k option, this forces a cleanup of IPC driver resources, even if there are no ipc
elements remaining for the database.
The -d option should always be accompanied by a database ID.

Note: This option should only be used with Version 3.1 Adabas databases.

-d

specifies additional NET-WORK IDs for which information is to be displayed. Because the
first character of a NET-WORK ID must be unique, each character of <string> uniquely
identifies one NET-WORK ID.

-e<string>

used with the -k option, this forces the removal of the NETACS and CSCI elements (which
would not be deleted otherwise).

-f
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MeaningOption

searches for the ipc elements that are owned by the group <g_name>, instead of the default
users ('sag', 'adabas', 'natural', 'esq', $SIPGROUP).

-g<g_name>

calls up a help screen that explains how to use showipc.-h

used with the -k option, this requests confirmation before deleting any ipc element.-i

removes ipc elements that are no longer in use. Before it removes anything, showipc checks
to see whether the GCB shared memory of the database is still in use. If it is still in use, any

-k

removal requests are rejected. Software AG strongly recommends that the -i option is used
with the -k option. showipc is run with the effective user ID of root, otherwise you would not
be able to remove the IPC resources if they were created by an Adabas nucleus process that
was started by another user.

the specified command is repeated every <sec> seconds. The repetition can be stopped by
entering CRTL-C.

-r<sec>

displays the ipc configuration values of the running UNIX kernel. This can be useful to check
whether the UNIX kernel is configured correctly.

-s

searches for the ipc elements that are owned by the user <u_name>, instead of the default
users ('sag', 'adabas', 'natural', 'esq', $SIPUSER).

-u<u_name>

displays the database information in verbose format.-v

Output of showipc

The first column of the default output format contains either “NET” for NET-WORK (followed
by the NET-WORK ID if it is not the default NET-WORK ID), or “NACS” for NETACS, or “CSCI”
for CSCI, or the numeric DBID of the database in question. This is followed by a list of the ipc
elements for the database. The entry for each element consists of an abbreviation to indicate its
type, and, separated by a colon, the ipc id of the element. This id can then be used for the “ipcrm”
command ("showipc -k <dbid>" is, however, muchmore convenient). The following abbreviations
are used:

shared memory

attached buffer shared memoryATB

common shared areaCSA

CSCI shared memoryCSM

Adabas ipc driver shared memoryDRV

general control blockGCB

global database table (NET-WORK)GDT

shared memory created with ADAOPR (called with CSA=)OPR

protocol handler with ID x (NET-WORK)PHx

Adabas SQL server shared memory ID iESi
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message queues

communication client message queueCLM

CSCI message queueCSQ

user response queueRSQ

communication server message queueSRV

nucleus thread queueSVQ

user request queueUSQ

semaphores

communication client semaphoreCLS

CSCI semaphoreCSS

private semaphorePSE

other semaphoreSEM

Adabas SQL server semaphoreESQ

The verbose output format (-v option) displays additional information for each element. Three
tables are displayed for each database: one for shared memory, one for message queues, and one
for semaphores. The columns in these tables have the following meanings:

shared memory

MeaningColumn

type of ipc element (see abbreviations)TYPE

NET-WORK ID (if not default); may be truncated to one characterNI

ipc IDID

size of the shared memory in bytesSIZE

MeaningColumn

process ID of the process that performed the last shmop() callLOPPID

process ID of the creator processCRPID

number of attached processes (not always supported by the operating system)ATTPROC
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message queues

MeaningColumn

type of ipc element (see abbreviations)TYPE

NET-WORK ID (if not default); may be truncated to one characterNI

ipc IDID

number of bytes in the message queueNBYTES

number of messages in the message queueNMSGS

process ID of the last sending processLSND

process ID of the last receiving processLRCV

semaphores

MeaningColumn

type of ipc element (see abbreviations)TYPE

NET-WORK ID (if not default); may be truncated to one characterNI

ipc IDID

For NETACS elements, the column TYPE is replaced by DOMN, which represents the NETACS
domain.

Note: Because showipc reads the kernelmemory structures, itmust be runwith the effective
user id of root.
If the running kernel does not have the default name (for example “/hp-ux” for HP-UX,,
...), showipc will abort with an appropriate error message. This can be prevented by setting
the environment variable SIP_KERNAM to the correct name, in csh for example “setenv
SIP_KERNAM '/mykernel'”.

Environment Variables

The following environment variables are used together with showipc:

MeaningEnvironment Variable

This specifies a NET-WORK ID to be processed in addition to the default NET-WORK
ID (see the showipc options -e and -a for further information).

NET_WORK_ID

This sets the name of the kernel (see the note above for further information).SIP_KERNAM

If the environment variable SIPGROUP is set, its contents will be appended to the list
of default groups (see also option -g).

SIPGROUP

If the environment variable SIPUSER is set, its contents will be appended to the list of
default users (see also option -u). For example, if SIPUSER is set to “harry”, all of the

SIPUSER

ipc elements that belong either to the default users (currently “sag”, “adabas”, “esq”
and “natural”) or belong to “harry” will be displayed.
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Messages

The following messages may be received when using showipc:

Cleared up driver resources for DB xx

showipc not only removes ipc structures if the -k option is used, but for Adabas
Version 2.1 and above also releases the ipc driver resources for the corresponding
database.

Explanation

None.Action

Could not attach to global data area of database xxx

The CSA of the database xxx is corrupted or not in the format expected by showipc.Explanation

If this problem occurs with an active database, contact your nearest Adabas support
centre.

Action

Database yy of Adabas Vz.z might be incorrectly displayed by showipc V x.x

The database in question is of a more recent version than the current version of
showipc,whichmeans that it cannot be guaranteed that the output of the ipc structures
for this database is correct.

Explanation

Use an appropriate, more recent version of showipc.Action

Db xx is of version ww - please use version ww of showipc to remove

The nucleus of database xx is of a higher version than the showipc called. showipc
will not remove any ipc structure for this database.

Explanation

Use an appropriate, more recent version of showipc.Action

Found inconsistent data structures for DB xxx

The internal data structures of database xxx are incompatible with showipc.Explanation

Check the version of the database. If it is more recent than the version of showipc that
you are using, use an appropriate version of showipc. If the problem still occurs,
contact your nearest Adabas support centre.

Action

GCB of DB xx still in use, I do not remove anything

showipc -k was called for a database that is still active (running nucleus or being
accessed by Adabas utilities). No ipc structures will be removed.

Explanation

If you really want to remove the ipc structures for the database in question, terminate
the process that is accessing the database (use showipc -v <xx> to determine the
process) and try the command again.

Action
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GDT is still in use by DB xx; not removed

There is still at least one database using the GDT: it will not be removed by showipc.Explanation

None.Action

I do not remove private semaphores

showipc does not remove Adabas semaphores that are not associated with a specific
database.

Explanation

None. Removing the semaphoreswith ipcrm could causeAdabas utilities to fail/abort.Action

NET-WORK xx still running, I do not remove anything

The NET-WORK with the specified ID is still active. showipc does not remove any
ipc structures that are associated with this NET-WORK ID.

Explanation

None.Action

Sorry, but this program has to be run with supervisor privileges

The showipc executable does not have the correct permissions set. It must have a set
user ID permission, and have the owner root.

Explanation

Check and, if necessary, correct the permissions.Action

Sorry, I will remove CSCI elements only with -f option

CSCI elements can only be removed if the -f option is used.Explanation

Add the -f option to the -k option.Action

Sorry, I will remove CSCI elements only with -f option

NET-ACS elements can only be removed if the -f option is used.Explanation

Add the -f option to the -k option.Action

Structure mismatch for DB xx - Cannot identify version

The internal data structures of the database in question cannot be correctly interpreted.Explanation

Thismessagemay occur during the startup of a database: in this case it can be ignored.Action
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Warning: could not find adanod for clean up of Adabas driver

In some cases, the utility adanod is required when cleaning up the Adabas ipc driver
resources.

Explanation

Set the environment variableADANOD to the full path nameof the adanod executable.Action

Warning: Found <structure> with invalid database ID xx contained

A structure that belongs to one of the relevant users has an invalid key. The structure
can be either shared memory, a message queue, or a semaphore.

Explanation

Checkwhich process created the structure in question (showipc displays the creator's
process ID). If it is not a SOFTWARE AG product, it should be modified so that it

Action

does not interferewithAdabas. If it is a SOFTWAREAGproduct, contact your nearest
Adabas support centre.

Warning: Some NET-WORK IDs may be displayed truncated to one character

When the showipc options -e or -a are used, showipcmight truncate someNET-WORK
IDs to one character. NET-WORK IDs are, however, identified uniquely by their first
character.

Explanation

You can force oneNET-WORK ID to be expanded by setting the environment variable
NET_WORK_ID accordingly.

Action

Examples

showipc

This displays the ipc structures of all Adabas databases and of the default NET-WORK ID.

showipc -av

This displays the ipc structures of all Adabas databases and of all logical NET-WORK IDs in the
verbose format.

showipc -ki 127

This removes all of the ipc structures of database 127 if the database nucleus is not running. showipc
will ask for confirmation before an ipc structure is removed.
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Adabas Interprocess Communication (OpenVMS only)

Beginning with Adabas Version 6.1 on OpenVMS Itanium, Adabas uses a set of techniques for
exchangingdata data between client and server processes. These IPC (InterprocessCommunication)
techniques are divided into methods for synchronization, message passing and shared memory
data exchange.

Adabas IPC on Open VMS

The IPC types used byAdabas forOpenVMS are implemented in an independent IPC layer, which
uses the existing interprocess facilities available on OpenVMS:

Used OpenVMS FacilityAdabas IPC Type

Lock manager, global sectionsSemaphores

Mail boxesMessage queues

Global sectionsShared memory

Each IPC resource is represented in the system by a key name of 8 bytes length with the following
structure:

UsageByte

Base identification (always ‘AD’)1-2

Internal identification for resources3-4

Client identification5-6

Database ID7-8

It is possible to have the same key name for different facilities. For example, Adabas uses the same
key name for the ‘common client message queue’ and the ‘common shared area’.

Example: IPC Resources for Database 12

Message Queues
DescriptionIdentifierKey

Common Client Message QueueCLMAD00000C

Adanuc Receiver 0 Message QueueSRVADA0000C

Adanuc Receiver 1 Message QueueSRVADA0010C

Client 1 Message QueueCLMAD00010C

Client 1 Message QueueCLMAD00020C
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Shared Memory
DescriptionIdentifierKey

General Control BlockGCBADA1000C

Common Shared AreaCSAADA0000C

Attached BufferATBADAB000C

Attached Buffer ExtendedATXADAD000C

Semaphore Array
DescriptionIdentifierKey

Adanuc and Utility SynchronizationENQADA3000C

Client Communication SemaphoreCLSADA1000C

Server Dead or Alive SemaphoreSDAADAC000C

Adabas Tools

TheAdabasDBAon theOpenVMSHP Integrity servermust be able use IPCmethods if emergency
situations arise. ADAIPCS andADAIPCRMare tools that the DBA can use in order to display and
maintain IPC resources for each database running on the local node. These tools are necessary in
case a database server or a utility are terminated abnormally.

ADAIPCS

The procedure adaipcs.comprovides basic information about the IPC facilities of Adabas. It shows
the key of the resource and the database ID to which this key belongs.

The following options are available:

ResourceOption

Shared memory segment-M

Message queues-Q

Semaphore arrays-S

Print all information (default)-A

Print help file-H

ADAIPCS returns a value of 1 if it completes successfully.

Example: Using ADAIPCS to display ICP Resources

The ICP resources of DBID 41 are displayed.
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$ @adaipcs
------ Shared Memory Segments --------
key dbid
ADAB0029 41
ADA00029 41
ADA10029 41
------ Semaphore Arrays --------
key dbid
ADAC0029 41
ADA10029 41
ADA30029 41
------ Message Queues --------
key dbid
AD000029 41
ADA00029 41
ADA00129 41

$

ADAIPCRM

The procedure adaipcrm.com removes one or more specifiedmessage queues, semaphore sets, or
shared memory identifiers of an Adabas database. The database must not be running when IPC
resources are removed. If the resource is being held by another process, it will be marked for de-
letion and remains active until the process in question is terminated.

The following options are available:

ResourceOption

Remove the shared memory identifier, created with key shmkey, from the system. The shared
memory segment and data structure associated with it are destroyed after the last detach.

-M shmkey

Remove the message queue identifier, created with key msgkey, from the system and destroy
the message queue and data structure associated with it.

-Q msgkey

Remove the semaphore identifier, created with key semkey, from the system and destroy the
set of semaphores and data structure associated with it.

-S semkey

Print help file-H

ADAIPCRM returns a value of 1 if it completes successfully. It returns a value >1 if any of the
operations fail.

Example: Using ADAIPCRM to remove a shared memory key

The value of the shared memory key is determined using ADAIPCS
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$ adaipcrm -M ADAB0029
INFO: Global Section ADAB0029 deleted ...

$

ADASHOWIPC

The DBA uses ADASHOWIPC to look at the Adabas IPC structures and clean them up. For each
database, ADASHOWIPC displays the shared memory, the message queues, and the semaphores
associated with that database. If the resource is being held by another process, it will be marked
for deletion and remains active until the process in question is terminated.

The following options are available:

ResourceOption

Remove all IPC resources of a database.-k

Ask before removing anything.-i

Print help file-h

DBID(s) of the database(s) to use. The default is all databases.<dbid>...

The following abbreviations are used in the output:

MeaningAbbreviationResource Type

Common shared areaCSAShared Memory

Global database tableGDT

Attached buffer shared memoryATB

General control blockGCB

SMP shared memorySMP

Common client semaphoreCLSSemaphore Arrays

Server dead/alive semaphoreSDA

Global semaphore arrayENQ

User request queueUSQMessage Queues

Nucleus thread queueSVQ

Common client message queueCLM

User response queueRSQ

Common server message queueSRV
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Example: Using ADASHOWIPC to display IPC resources

$ adashowipc

ADASHOWIPC (1.2.5) for Adabas OpenVMS

DBID Shared Memory Message Queues Semaphores
-----------------------------------------------------
112 GCB CSA ATB SRV SRV CLM ENQ CLS SDA

ATX
113 GCB CSA ATX SRV SRV CLM SDA CLS ENQ

ATB CLM CLM CLM
CLM CLM CLM
CLM

$

Example: Using ADASHOWIPC to remove IPC resources (DB active)

$ adashowipc -k 112

ADASHOWIPC (1.2.5) for Adabas OpenVMS

Nucleus of DB 112 still running, I do not remove anything.

Example: Using ADASHOWIPC to remove IPC resources (DB not active)

$ adashowipc -k 112

ADASHOWIPC (1.2.5) for Adabas OpenVMS

DB 112: removing GCB: shared memory ADA10070 ... successful.
DB 112: removing CSA: shared memory ADA00070 ... successful.
DB 112: removing ATB: shared memory ADAB0070 ... successful.
DB 112: removing ATX: shared memory ADAD0070 ... successful.
DB 112: removing SRV: message queue ADA00170 ... successful.
DB 112: removing SRV: message queue ADA00070 ... successful.
DB 112: removing CLM: message queue AD000070 ... successful.
DB 112: removing ENQ: semaphore ADA30070 ... successful.
DB 112: removing CLS: semaphore ADA10070 ... successful.
DB 112: removing SDA: semaphore ADAC0070 ... successful.
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Preparing Dump Tapes

How to prepare Problem Information

If a problem should occur at a customer site, SoftwareAG's support teamwants to supply solutions
as fast as possible. To minimize the time required to analyze a problem and deliver a solution, the
support team requires detailed information about the problem.

The standard problem information should contain:

■ Problem description:
■ Adabas component or function used
■ error messages (message ID)
■ short description of the problem

■ Environment description:
■ Adabas version
■ corrections used
■ operating system version
■ hardware environment (CPU type, disk device types, etc.)

■ Can the problem be reproduced ?
■ What are the steps to reproduce it
■ Which data is needed to reproduce it

If the problem is not reproducible, the problem information should contain additionally:

■ Where does the problem occur ?
■ on all databases or on a single databases only
■ on databases within a specific environment only
■ environments where the problem does not occur

■ When does the problem occur ?
■ always or only sporadically
■ in parallel with other events
■ periods of time when the problem does not occur
■ When did the problem first occur ?
■ changes of the environment around this date
■ last changes of the environment before this date
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■ In the case of data corruption problems:
■ date of last successful database verification run
■ utilities used on the corrupted file (checkpoint list)
■ disk problems encountered

Problem Information on tape

Depending on the nature of the problem, information supplied on tape is necessary for problem
analysis. A description of the tape's content must be added, so that Software AG support staff can
build an optimal environment into which the tape's contents can be copied. This is particularly
importantwhen the tape contains large amounts of data, since sufficient disk space has to be alloc-
ated for unloading the data. The problem data should be provided and documented in a way that
allows files to be copied selectively.

The tape documentation should contain the label(s) of the tape(s) and a list of all files including
their sizes. If backups are contained on the tape, the corresponding information should be supplied
for each backup.

The problem data you should supply depends on the kind of problem. The problem should be
assigned to one of the following problem categories:

■ nucleus abort
■ nucleus autorestart abort
■ utility abort
■ data corruption problem
■ other problem

Nucleus abort

The following problem data should be supplied on tape:

■ ADABAS.xxx global section file
■ ADANUC log file and process dump
■ ADANUC and ADASHR image
■ database layout and file information (ADAREP)
■ protection log and command log file (if available)

Nucleus autorestart abort

The following problem data should be supplied on tape:

■ files as listed for “Nucleus abort”
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■ a copy of the WORK containing the autorestart data

Utility abort

The following problem data should be supplied on tape:

■ utility output (log file) and process dump
■ utility and ADASHR image
■ database layout and file information (ADAREP)
■ input and output files

Data corruption problem

The following problem data should be supplied on tape:

■ protection logs
■ utility usage information (checkpoint list)
■ information about the kind of corruption (ADAVFY output or information about an abort due
to the corruption)

Other problems

The following problem data should be supplied on tape:

■ information useful to reproduce the problem
■ any other information that might help, please ask your nearest Software AG Support centre for
assistance
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Support for Non-Latin Character Sets

Adabas can now use character sets other than those based on the Latin alphabet and can retrieve
data that use these character sets in the correct collating sequence.

Inmost cases, anAsian text character cannot be encoded using a single byte. For example, Japanese
withmore than 10,000 characters in its set is encodedusing two ormore bytes per character. Because
of the encoding required, these are called double-byte character sets (DBCS) or multiple-byte
character sets (MBCS) as opposed to the single-byte character sets (SBCS) characteristic of most
Western languages.

There has been a standardisation of these character sets by the Unicode consortium in the Unicode
standard, - please refer to the Unicode homepage at http://www.unicode.org/ for further inform-
ation. An example of a DBCS is UCS-2, which contains all characters of Unicode Version 1.1, and
an example of an MBCS is UTF-8, which represents all characters of the current Unicode version
in 1 to 4 characters.

In the figure below, the Japanese kana (first two) and kanji (second two) characters are shown in
a variety of encodings:

Notes:

1. Some character sets are platform-dependent, for exampleUTF-16. SoftwareAG therefore recom-
mends that you use UTF-16BE (high-order first) or UTF-16LE (low-order first) instead of UTF-
16, since it is not possible to ensurewhich variantwill be used if a platformdependent encoding
is specified.
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2. The length of a field will vary with the encoding used. This means there may be cases in which
the specified field length for one encoding will not be sufficient with a different encoding.

Field Format W for Wide-Character Encoding

Earlier versions of Adabas stored DBCS-encoded data in alphanumeric fields, but Adabas had no
knowledge of the character sets. Applications had to know which character sets were used, and
the applications themselves were responsible for conversions if they required the data in another
character set. This, of course, is still possiblewithAdabas Version 5, but it now also accommodates
DBCS and MBCS much more suitably by the introduction of the wide-character or Unicode (W)
field format.

The new field formatW has been created to handle double- andmultiple-byte characters. The size
of theW-format fields in bytes, like alphanumeric fields, is either a standard length defined in the
FDT or a variable length. A W-format field can have the same field options as an alphanumeric
field, except for the NV option.

A W-format field can be defined as a parent of a super-/subdescriptor; it cannot be defined as a
parent of a hyperdescriptor or a phonetic descriptor.

If a superdescriptor contains wide-character (W) fields, the format of the superdescriptor is A.

All data for wide-character formatted fields is stored internally in UTF-8, but the Adabas user can
specify the external encoding for a user session in the record buffer of the OP command or with
the compression/decompression utilities ADACMP/ADADCU.

Note: Adabas supports Unicode on the basis of ICU (International Components of Unicode)
Version 3.2 on Unix and Windows, Version 3.6 on OpenVMS, please refer to the ICU
homepage athttp://www.ibm.com/software/globalization/icu for further information about
ICU. Versions 3.2 and 3.6 are used, although newer versions are available, because Adabas
stores collation keys persistantly for collation descriptors and the collation keys may be
different in different versions. The consequence of upgrading to a new ICU version would
be that collation descriptors of a file created with a previous version would have to be rein-
verted.

Caution: Because of the incompatibilities between ICUVersion 3.2 and Version 3.6, collation
descriptors created onUnix andWindows are incompatiblewith collationdescriptors created
on OpenVMS. Therefore, if you exchange Adabas files containing collation descriptors
betweenUnix orWindowsandOpenVMSviaADABCK,ADAORDorADAULD/ADAMUP,
youmust reinvert the collation descriptors before you can use the files.Without reinverting
the collation descriptors, updates in these Adabas files can result in index errors (Adabas
response code 166).
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Collation Descriptor to Support Universal Encoding

If you have text fields, you usually do not want to order them according to their byte sequence;
usually the required collation sequence is language dependent, for example, in Spanish “LL” is
considered to be one character, unlike in other languages. Also, for the same language, many dif-
ferent collations are possible. For example, there may be different collations for phonebooks and
for book indices. Uppercase/lowercase characters, hyphens inwords (e.g., “coop” versus “co-op”),
diacriticmarks (e.g. umlauts, accentmarks in suchwords as “résumé” versus “resume”)may affect
sequencing, or they may be ignored.

The sequencing rules for each collation are implemented in routines that generate a collation key
for each text field value; Adabas uses ICU to do this.

A collation descriptor is a descriptor that is based on an ICU collating key for a Unicode field,
where the ICU collating key is a binary string produced from the original character string by ap-
plying a Unicode Collation Algorithm and language-specific rules. When you perform a binary
comparison between the collating keys produced this way for character strings, you perform a
comparison between the strings that is appropriate to your locale.

Multiple Platform Support

Universal encoding support (UES) makes it possible for Adabas to process text data provided in
any encoding supported by ICU, and to return text data in this encoding. With earlier versions of
Adabas, it was only possible to convert data for Adabas buffers between different machine archi-
tectures (ASCII, EBCDIC) with one fixed translation table - it was not possible to convert between
more than one ASCII and one EBCDIC derived character set.
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A lot of the data stored in databases contains date/time information. This information is stored
and processed in different formats. Starting with Version 6.2, Adabas supports the automatic
conversion between different formats for date/time information. For detailed information about
the date/time formats that are supported, please refer to FDT Record Structure, Definition Options,
Option Date/Time (DT) and Option Local Time Zone (TZ) .

Time Zone Database

Adabas also supports the conversion of timestamps to the local time zone. In order to do this, it
is necessary to make the time zone database known as the Olson database (see http://www.twin-
sun.com/tz/tz-link.htm) available for Adabas. In Unix operating systems, the time zone database
is usually included in the operating system; for other operating systems, the time zone database
valid at the time when an Adabas kit is created is included in the Adabas kit.
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14 Database Recovery

This chapter describes theADARECprocessing considerationswhen a database is to be recovered.

When a complete database is being regenerated, it is recommended to use the nucleus parameter
OPTIONS = UTILITIES_ONLY when starting the nucleus after having restored the database (see
the utilityADANUC formore detailed information). Thiswill prevent all other users fromupdating
the database before the regenerate has been started. If, however, the nucleus is not started with
the OPTIONS=UTILITIES_ONLY parameter enabled, it is enabled when regenerate processing of
the first Protection Log is started. When OPTIONS=UTILITIES_ONLY has to be enabled by
ADAREC, ADAREC checks to see whether updates have been performed between starting the
nucleus and startingADAREC.Anyupdates thatmay be found are displayed.When the regenerate
terminates, either successfully or at a calculated restart point, and users want to have access to the
database again, the OPTION=UTILITIES_ONLY parameter must be disabled using the utility
ADAOPR (see the utility ADAOPR for more detailed information).

It is recommended to increase the NU parameter of ADANUC by at least 1 compared to the ori-
ginal session.

If the whole database is to be regenerated, it may be useful to start the nucleus with the NOPLOG
option, and to shut it down and restart it after the regeneration has finished. Before the restart, a
new backup copy should be generated.

During the regenerate processing, no update activity involving any of the files being processed
byADAREC can be attempted until an interruptedADAREC run has been successfully re-started.

BI_CHECK ensures that the Protection Logs are regenerated in the correct order, and matches the
before images in the Protection Log against the actual data in the database. If ADAREC issues BI
error responses (ISN in use; record not found; before image mismatch), the following should be
checked in order to determine the cause of the error:

■ Was the correct BACKUP restored?
■ Was a Protection Log regenerated in the wrong order?
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■ Was the correct file reloaded when reloading a file?
■ Was the nucleus started with OPTIONS=UTILITIES_ONLY enabled?
■ Were the correct utilities rerun?
■ DidADARECenable theOPTIONS=UTILITIES_ONLY feature andwere any updates performed
before ADAREC was started?

The cause of the error should be investigated, and, where possible, corrected: just rerunning the
Protection Log with the NOBI_CHECK option is not recommended.

Using the NOBI_CHECK option as the default with BI error logging disabled (NOERROR_LOG)
is not recommended. Regenerating a database under such conditions may lead to unwanted data
records being inserted, data records being lost and inconsistencies in the file's index.

The NOBI_CHECK option should only be used as a last resort in cases where no other course of
action is available, e.g.:

■ A given Protection Log is missing or cannot be read;
■ The correct file could not be reloaded and the user wishes to recover as much data as possible.

When theNOBI_CHECKoption is used, index errors thatmay occur during regenerate processing
will NOT be seen. Data Storage errors, however, will be reported and appropriate action taken
(see the ON_ERROR option of the utility ADAREC for further information).
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15 External Backup Support

Adabas supports backing up databases using foreign, external backup systems. Such systems have
several advantages over the backup utility ADABCK:

■ a database that is split across several disks can be backed up or restored in a relatively short
time.

■ a volume mirror with the database containers can be easily restored.

These features can considerably reduce the time required to recover a database from a disaster
situation.

External Backup

For an offline database, there are no special considerations to be taken into account, and the external
backup system can be used without any Adabas-specific actions being required. However, there
must not be any updating utility functions active (e.g. ADAMUP).

For an online database (if it is to meet the 24 x 7 requirement), the external backup system can
only be used if the Adabas database is in a synchronized state. The parameter EXT_BACKUP of
the operator utilityADAOPR can be used to ensure this: the keywords PREPARE andCONTINUE
can be used.

EXT_BACKUP=PREPAREbrings the database into a transaction-consistent state. New transactions
will be blocked, but transactions that are currently openwill continue processing. Database access
and control calls are not delayed. The following restrictions apply:

■ EXT_BACKUP=PREPAREwill only be permitted if there are no updating utility functions active
(e.g. ADAMUP).

■ New utility update functions will be blocked or rejected.
■ The ADAOPR functions SHUTDOWN, CANCEL, LOCK, STOPUSER, UNLOCK and
FEOF=PLOGare not permitted once the EXT_BACKUP= PREPARE call has finished processing.

■ Non-activity timeout checks are suspended.
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If the EXT_BACKUP=PREPARE call is successful, the database is in the required state, and the
following message is written to the database log file:

%ADANUC-I-EXTBPREP, preparing for external backup, (time stamp)

The external backup system can now be started to perform the backup. Once the backup has been
made, EXT_BACKUP=CONTINUE should be used to lift the transaction-blocking mode and
continue normal database operations. The following actions are performed:

■ A new PLOG (implicit FEOF=PLOG) with a new session number is opened.
■ Updating utility functions are reenabled.
■ Non-activity timeout checks are reenabled.
■ Suspended transaction commands are resumed.

After successful completion of the EXT_BACKUP=CONTINUE call, the following message is
written to the database log file:

%ADANUC-I-EXTBCONT, continue from external backup, (time stamp)

External Restore

If an Adabas database is to be restored from an external backup system, the database must be
offline, so there are no Adabas-specific considerations to be taken into account

Notes:

1. ADAOPR will write a SYNX checkpoint.

2. If an external backup system is used to backup/restore at the volume level (activation of disk
mirrors), the PLOG must not be located on the same volume as the database.

3. If an external backup is to be aborted, you can issue EXT_BACKUP=ABORT from ADAOPR.
In this case, the PLOG isn't switched, and no checkpoint is written.

Examples

The examples subdirectory of the installation contains some procedures that simplify the use of
external backups and restores. There is one program each for backup and restore - these procedures
are triggered by a configuration file. See the configuration file xxx_conf for detailed information.
These procedures currently support the following system:

■ Network Appliance (Filer snapshots, files napp_*)
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This chapter contains an explanation of the user exits and hyperexits that are supported byAdabas.

User Exits Overview

Auser exit is a user-written routine that enables the user to participate in the processing performed
by the Adabas nucleus or Adabas utilities. It is enabled by nucleus or utility input parameters.
The user-written routine is dynamically loaded at the startup of the nucleus or utility, and is called
at predefined stages in the processing of the nucleus or utilities.

The routines should be written in the C programming language.

The user exit must be present as a dynamic shared library (UNIX) or as a dynamic link library
(Windows) or as a sharable image (OpemVMS). This means that a user exit or hyperexit has to be
compiled and linkedwith the corresponding options. A shared library requires position-independ-
ent code, therefore the compiler must be calledwith the PIC option. A dynamic link library ( DLL)
must be compiled for multi-threading.

Adabas uses environment variables/logical names to locate user exits. See the section Creating
and Defining User Exits and Hyperexits for details.

The following user exits are available for Adabas:

UseUser Exit

user processing on a direct Adabas call before it is processed by the nucleus (located
using the environment variable/logical name ADAUEX_1)

Nucleus user exit 1

user processing at the close of a protection log file or command log file (located using
the environment variable/logical name ADAUEX_2)

Nucleus user exit 2

user processing on aCLOGoutput record before it iswritten to theCLOGfile (located
using the environment variable/logical name ADAUEX_4)

Nucleus user exit 4

user processing on an ADACMP input record before it is compressed by ADACMP
(located using the environment variable/logical name ADAUEX_6)

ADACMP user exit 6

user processing on a compressedADABAS record before it is processed byADAULD
(located using the environment variable/logical name ADAUEX_7)

ADAULD user exit 7

user processing on a direct Adabas call before it is processed by the nucleus (located
using the environment variable/logical name ADAUEX_11)

Nucleus user exit 11

user processing on a CLOG V6 output record before it is written to the CLOG file
(located using the environment variable/logical name ADAUEX_14)

Nucleus user exit 14

user processing before Adabas call execution (located using the environment
variable/logical name ADALNK_0)

ADALNK user exit 0

user processing after Adabas call execution (located using the environment variable
ADALNK_1)

ADALNK user exit 1
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UseUser Exit

See XA Support in this manual for details (located using the environment
variable/logical name XAUEX_0)

XA user exit

At the startup of the nucleus, the user exit will be called first with an initialization call of the fol-
lowing form:

uex_X (0, UEX_INIT*)

where X is the number of the user exit and can have the value 1, 2 or 4.

The structure UEX_INIT (defined in adauex.h) is used for input/output values between ADABAS
and the user exit. The input parameters are the database ID and the current version. The user exit
must inform ADABAS if the code is re-entrant or non re-entrant by setting uex_type to either
UEX_REENTRANT or UEX_N_REENTRANT. The codemay be declared re-entrant if it uses only
variables of storage class automatic. If the code is non re-entrant, the calls to the user exits are
serialized by ADABAS, whereas if the code is re-entrant, the calls can be done in parallel.

User Exit Descriptions

Nucleus User Exit 1

Description

The ADABAS nucleus user exit 1 is a user exit that performs user processing on a direct ADABAS
call. The routine is called when the processing of a command begins. The input parameters that
are specified enable the user exit to change the parameters of the ADABAS call, or to reject the
call so that the user who issued the call receives an ADABAS response 22 (invalid command).

The user exit is not allowed to change the command code or to change any of the buffer lengths
that are specified in the ADABAS control block. Changing any of these values causes an ADABAS
response 22 (invalid command) to be returned to the user who issued the command.

The nucleus user exit 1 is activated by setting USEREXITS=1 in ADANUC.
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Input Parameters

Format: uex_1 ( pcb, pfb, prb, psb, pvb, pib, pcq )

Adabas control bufferUsage:pcb:

unsigned char *Type:

read/writeAccess:

by referenceMechanism:

For the structure of an ADABAS control block, see the Command Reference Manual.

Adabas format bufferUsage:pfb:

unsigned char *Type:

read/writeAccess:

by referenceMechanism:

If pcb is the 0-pointer, then pfb points to the UEX_INIT structure (at init call)

Adabas record bufferUsage:prb:

unsigned char *Type:

read/writeAccess:

by referenceMechanism:

Adabas search bufferUsage:psb:

unsigned char *Type:

read/writeAccess:

by referenceMechanism:

Adabas value bufferUsage:pvb:

unsigned char *Type:

read/writeAccess:

by referenceMechanism:

Adabas ISN bufferUsage:pib:

unsigned char *Type:

read/writeAccess:

by referenceMechanism:
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Adabas command queue elementUsage:pcq:

struct cq_entry *Type:

readAccess:

by referenceMechanism:

For the structure of an Adabas command queue element, see the header file adauex.h.

Return Values

The user-exit return value is essentially an Adabas response code.

Success.
The nucleus checks whether illegal changes have been made in the control block. If no
illegal changes are detected, the call is processed.

ADA_NORMAL:

Failure.
The Adabas call is rejected with a response 22 (invalid command).

Else:

Nucleus User Exit 2

Description

The ADABAS nucleus user exit 2 is a user exit that performs user processing on a close of the
command log file (CLOG) or protection log file (PLOG). The user exit is called after the file is
closed in the following situations:

■ Nucleus shutdown (ADAOPR SHUTDOWN or CANCEL function)
■ Forced PLOG/CLOG change (ADAOPR FEOF function)
■ Automatic PLOG/CLOG change (new extent).
■ New PLOG after online dump (ADABCK NEW_PLOG function)
■ During an Autorestart

This user exit can also be used to archive PLOGs (e.g. with ADADEV).

The nucleus user exit 2 is activated by setting USEREXITS=2 in ADANUC.
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Input Parameters

Format: uex_2 ( sess_num, dbid, env_var_cnt, logname, status )

PLOG session numberUsage:sess_num:

int *Type:

readAccess:

by referenceMechanism:

sess_num is the number of the nucleus session. A value of zero indicates that the current PLOG
is closed. If the pointer is 0, then it is the INIT-call. In this case, the next parameter points to the
UEX_INIT structure.

database identifierUsage:dbid:

int *Type:

readAccess:

by referenceMechanism:

dbid is a pointer to the database identifier. If sess_num is the 0-pointer, then it points to the
UEX_IMT structure (at init call).

environment variable counterUsage:env_var_cnt:

intType:

readAccess:

by valueMechanism:

env_var_cnt is the current environment variable counter that is used when using multiple envir-
onment variables. For the PLOG it will be 1 for NUCPLG, 2 for NUCPLG2, 3 for NUCPLG3 etc.
The user exit is able to translate the environment variable in order to obtain the PLOG's path name.

file name in sectionUsage:logname:

char *Type:

readAccess:

by referenceMechanism:

logname is the name of the PLOG/CLOG in the disk section, e.g. PLG.15 or PLG.11(3). Together
with the path name of the section, logname can be used directly by ADADEV to save the
PLOG/CLOG, even when closed.
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calling statusUsage:status:

intType:

readAccess:

by valueMechanism:

status indicates the time at which the user exit was called. The possible values are UEX2_SWITCH
for a PLOG/CLOG change, UEX2_SHUTDOWN at the end of the nucleus session, and
UEX2_AUTORESTART when the nucleus comes up following a crash during an Autorestart.

Return Values

The user-exit return value is essentially an ADABAS response code.

Success.ADA_NORMAL:

Failure.
The Adabas nucleus prints a message that contains the user-exit return code. The user
exit is disabled and will not be called again.

Else:

Nucleus User Exit 4

Description

TheAdabas nucleus user exit 4 is a user exit that performs user processing on aCLOGoutput record
before it is written to the CLOG file. The user exit can shorten, extend or completely change the
record. If the length or structure of the record is changed, the utility ADACLP, which is used to
print CLOGs, may not be able to output the records that are created. A warning message is issued
if a user exit was active when the CLOG records were written.

The nucleus user exit 4 is activated by setting USEREXITS=4 in ADANUC.
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Input Parameters

Format: uex_4 ( pcl, pcq, pdsc)

CLOG output recordUsage:pcl:

struct cl_entry *Type:

read/writeAccess:

by referenceMechanism:

For the structure of a CLOG record, see the CL_ENTRY structure definition contained in adauex.h.

The length of the record is contained in the first two bytes of the CLOG record. Bytes 3 and 4,
which contain information for ADACLP, must not be changed. The nucleus restores these bytes
after the call to the user-exit routine.

The original length of the user-exit input record must not be increased. Additional data may only
be returned by the user exit using the additional descriptor. The length of theCLOG record returned
plus the length of the additional buffermust not exceed 32763 bytes, which is themaximum record
length that can be written to the CLOG. The Adabas nucleus then prints a message that contains
the user-exit return code 0. The user exit is disabled and will not be called again.

If a CLOG record is to be suppressed, the user exit must set the first two bytes of the record, which
contain the length, to zero.

Adabas command queue elementUsage:pcq:

struct cq_entry *Type:

readAccess:

by referenceMechanism:

If pcl is the 0-pointer, then it points to the UEX_INIT structure (at init call).

For the structure of an Adabas command queue element, see the description of user exit 1.

buffer descriptorUsage:pdsc:

struct cl_dcs *Type:

writeAccess:

by referenceMechanism:

pdsc is the address of a structure that describes a buffer which contains additional data for the
CLOG record. The buffer is specified by length and a pointer. The information contained in the
buffer is appended to the CLOG output record specified by the parameter pcl.
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Return Values

The user-exit return value is essentially an ADABAS response code.

Success.ADA_NORMAL:

Failure.
The Adabas nucleus prints a message that contains the user-exit return code. The user
exit is disabled and will not be called again.

Else:

ADACMP Utility User Exit 6

Description

TheADACMPutility user exit 6 is a user exit that performs user processing on anADACMP input
record before it is compressed. The user exit may change or skip records, insert additional records
or terminate the compression. The action to be taken is indicated by user-exit return values that
are interpreted by the ADACMP utility.

The utility user exit 6 is activated by setting the USEREXIT option in ADACMP.

Input Parameters

Format: uex_6 ( in_st , out_st )

user exit 6 input structureUsage:in_st:

struct ue6_in *Type:

readAccess:

by referenceMechanism:

user exit 6 output structureUsage:out_sc:

struct ue6_out *Type:

writeAccess:

by referenceMechanism:
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Return Values

The user-exit return value is returned in the output structure.

Compress this record.UE6_O_PROCESS:

Skip this record without compressing it.UE6_O_SKIP:

Terminate compression of records immediately.UE6_O_TERM:

Call user exit again with the same input record.UE6_O_REPEAT:

For the definition of these constants, the structure ue6_in and the structure ue6_out, see the include
file adauex.h.

Other Information

The user exit routine must be written in C. The routine will be dynamically loaded.

ADACMPpasses control to the user exit routine immediately after reading each input record. The
user routinemaymodify, extend or shorten the record ormay indicate toADACMP that the record
is not to be processed. One or more additional records created within the user exit may also be
passed to ADACMP.

A pointer to an input parameter block and a pointer to an output parameter block are passedwith
each call (please see the header file adauex.h formore information). ADACMPprovides the length
and address of the input record area on each call. If an end-of-file condition is detected in the input
file, ADACMP sets the input status to UE6_I_EOF and the input record length to 0. The user exit
must place the address of the output area and the output record length into the output parameter
block before returning to ADACMP. By default, ADACMP sets the input length and area and the
output length and area to the same value. In order to leave a record unchanged, the user routine
only has to execute a return instruction. If a record is not to be processed by ADACMP, the output
status should be set to UE6_O_SKIP.

The user exit may indicate to ADACMP that control is to be returned to the user exit immediately
upon ADACMP's processing of the current record (without reading the next record). This is done
by setting the output status to UE6_O_REPEAT before returning to ADACMP. This technique
may be used to pass a record created within the user exit to ADACMP.

If the user exit returns UE6_O_TERM in the output status, no further records will be processed.

typedef struct ue6_in
{

unsigned long ue6_i_status;
#define UE6_I_NORMAL 1 /* standard call */
#define UE6_I_EOF 2 /* call after EOF on input */
#define UE6_I_REPEAT 3 /* repeat call on same record */

/* because of previous output */
/* status UE6_O_REPEAT
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unsigned long ue6_i_len; /* length of input record */
unsigned char* ue6_I_ptr; /* pointer to input record */

} UE6_IN;

typedef struct ue6_out
{

unsigned long ue6_o_status;
#define UE6_O_PROCESS 1 /* process (compress) record */
#define UE6_O_SKIP 2 /* skip this record */
#define UE6_O_TERM 3 /* terminate compression */
#define UE6_O_REPEAT 4 /* call again before reading */

/* next record from input file */

unsigned long ue6_o_len; /* length of output record */
unsigned char* ue6_o_rec; /* pointer to output record */

} UE6_OUT;

Example

#include <adabas.h>
#include <adauex.h>

#define PERS_ID_OFFSET 0
#define SEX_OFFSET 69
#define FULL_ADDRESS_OFFSET 76
#define ADDRESS_LENGTH 20
#define CITY_COUNTRY_DISPLACEMENT 30

/*+
** NAME:
** uex_6 - adabas user exit 6 example
**
** SYNOPSIS:
** int uex_6 ()
**
** DESCRIPTION:
** This USEREXIT requires uncompressed records
** of the example file EMPLOYEES as input.
**
** It changes the personnel-id for all employees
** coming from Denmark (DK) and United States (USA).
** The personnel-id is changed in the way that for
** all female employees from Denmark the personnel-id
** starts with "40", for all male employees with "41".
** For all female employees in the United States the
** personnel-id starts with "20", for all male
** employees with "21".
** Additionally all employees from Spain are rejected
** and therefore those records are not compressed.
**
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** RETURN VALUES:
** always 0
**
** FUNCTIONS USED:
** none.
**
-*/

#ifdef __STDC__

int uex_6 (struct ue6_in* ue6_in_ptr, struct ue6_out* ue6_out_ptr)

#else

int uex_6 (ue6_in_ptr, ue6_out_ptr)

UE6_IN *ue6_in_ptr;
UE6_OUT *ue6_out_ptr;

#endif
{

register unsigned char *country_ptr;
register unsigned char *field_ptr;
register unsigned char mu_field_count;

if (ue6_in_ptr->ue6_i_status == UE6_I_NORMAL)
{

/*
** calculate address of country in input record
*/

field_ptr = ue6_in_ptr->ue6_i_ptr + FULL_ADDRESS_OFFSET;
mu_field_count = *field_ptr;
country_ptr = field_ptr + 1 + mu_field_count * ADDRESS_LENGTH +

CITY_COUNTRY_DISPLACEMENT;

if (memcmp(country_ptr, "E ", 3) == 0)
{
/*
** mark records of spanish employees to be skipped
*/

ue6_out_ptr->ue6_o_status = UE6_O_SKIP;
}
else if ((memcmp(country_ptr, "USA", 3) == 0) ||

(memcmp(country_ptr, "DK ", 3) == 0))
{
/*
** modify personnel id for employees from denmark and USA
*/
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field_ptr = ue6_out_ptr->ue6_o_ptr + PERS_ID_OFFSET;

if (memcmp(country_ptr, "USA", 3) == 0)
{

*field_ptr = '2';
}
else
{

*field_ptr = '4';
}

if (*(ue6_out_ptr->ue6_o_ptr + SEX_OFFSET) == 'F')
{

*(field_ptr + 1) = '0';
}
else
{

*(field_ptr + 1) = '1';
}

}
}
else
{

/*
** signal termination of processing caused by EOF of input file
*/

ue6_out_ptr->ue6_o_status = UE6_O_TERM;
}
return(0);

}

ADAULD Utility User Exit 7

Description

TheAdabasADAULDutility user exit 7 is a user exit that performsuser processing on a compressed
ADABAS record before it is unloaded by the ADAULD utility. The user exit may change or skip
records or terminate unloading. The actions to be taken are indicated by user-exit return values
that are interpreted by the ADAULD utility.

The utility user exit 7 is activated by setting the USEREXIT option in ADAULD.

Input Parameters

Format: uex_7 ( in_st, out_st )
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user exit 7 input structureUsage:in_st:

struct ue7_in *Type:

read/writeAccess:

by referenceMechanism:

user exit 7 output structureUsage:out_st:

struct ue7_out *Type:

writeAccess:

by referenceMechanism:

Return Values

The user-exit return value is returned in the output-status field.

Unload this record.UE7_O_PROCESS:

Skip this record without unloading it.UE7_O_SKIP:

Terminate unloading of records immediately.UE7_O_TERM:

For the definitions of these constants, the structure ue7_in and the structure ue7_out, see the include
file adauex.h.

Parameter Block for User Exit 7

typedef struct ue7_in
{

unsigned long ue7_i_len; /* length of input record */
unsigned char* ue7_i_ptr; /* pointer to input record */

} UE7_IN;

typedef struct ue7_out
{

unsigned long ue7_o_status;
#define UE7_O_PROCESS 1 /* process (unload) this record) */
#define UE7_O_SKIP 2 /* skip this record */
#define UE7_O_TERM 3 /* terminate unload */
} UE7_OUT;
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Example

#include <adabas.h>
#include <adauex.h>

#define FEMALE 'F'
#define MALE 'M'

#define REC_LNG 2 /* Record starts with two byte length field */
#define ISN_LNG 4 /* Next four bytes represent ISN */
#define PERS_ID_LNG 9 /* Next nine bytes represent personnel id */

#define FULL_NAME_OFFSET (REC_LNG + ISN_LNG + PERS_ID_LNG)
/* Offset to FULL-NAME group */

#define EMPTY_FIELD_IND 0xC0 /* Indicator for empty NU-field */

/*+
** NAME:
** uex_7 - adabas user exit 7 example
**
** SYNOPSIS:
** int uex_7 ()
**
** DESCRIPTION:
** This USEREXIT requires compressed records
** of the example file EMPLOYEES as input.
**
** It unloads all records of female employees and skips
** all other records of male employees. If a value different
** from 'F' or 'M' is found ADAULD is terminated.

**
** RETURN VALUES:
** always 0
**
** FUNCTIONS USED:
** none.
**
-*/

#ifdef __STDC__

int uex_7 (struct ue7_in* ue7_in_ptr, struct ue7_out* ue7_out_ptr)

#else

int uex_7 (ue7_in_ptr, ue7_out_ptr)

UE7_IN *ue7_in_ptr;
UE7_OUT *ue7_out_ptr;
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#endif
{

register unsigned char *field_ptr;

/*
** skip to first field of FULL-NAME group
*/

field_ptr = ue7_in_ptr->ue7_i_ptr + FULL_NAME_OFFSET;

if (*field_ptr & EMPTY_FIELD_IND)
{

/*
** one empty NU-field (see FDT), skip to NAME-field
*/

field_ptr += 1;
}
else
{

/*
** it's a length indicator, skip to NAME-field
*/

field_ptr += *field_ptr;
}

field_ptr += *field_ptr;
/* Add length byte of NAME-field, skip to MIDDLE-NAME-field */

if (*field_ptr & EMPTY_FIELD_IND)
{

/*
** one empty NU-field (see FDT), skip to MARRIAGE-STATE-field
*/

field_ptr += 1;
}
else
{

/*
** it's a length indicator, skip to MARRIAGE-STATE-field
*/

field_ptr += *field_ptr;
}

field_ptr += 1; /* Skip to SEX-field */

if (field_ptr < (ue7_in_ptr->ue7_i_ptr + ue7_in_ptr->ue7_i_len))
{

if (*field_ptr == FEMALE)
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{
return(0); /* Female employee, unload record */

}
else if (*field_ptr == MALE)
{
ue7_out_ptr->ue7_o_status = UE7_O_SKIP;
return(0); /* Male employee, skip this record */

}
}

/*
** something is wrong, terminate ADAULD
*/

ue7_out_ptr->ue7_o_status = UE7_O_TERM;
return(0);

}

Nucleus User Exit 11

Description

The Adabas nucleus user exit 11 is a user exit that performs user processing on a direct Adabas
call. The routine is called when the processing of a command begins. The input parameters that
are specified enable the user exit to change the parameters of the Adabas call, or to reject the call
so that the user who issued the call receives an Adabas response 22 (invalid command).

The functionality of this user exit is the same as user exit 1, but it uses the new Adabas structures
of version 6.

The user exit is not allowed to change the command code or to change any of the buffer lengths
that are specified in the Adabas control block. Changing any of these values causes an Adabas
response 22 (invalid command) to be returned to the user who issued the command.

The nucleus user exit 11 is activated by setting USEREXITS=11 in ADANUC.

Input Parameters

Format: uex_11 ( pacbx, pcb, pcq6, num_abd, patb_abd)

New Adabas control blockUsage:pacbx:

struct adacbx *Type:

read/writeAccess:

by referenceMechanism:

For the structure of an Adabas control block, see the Command Reference Manual.
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Old Adabas control blockUsage:pcb:

struct cb_par *Type:

read/writeAccess:

by referenceMechanism:

For the structure of an Adabas control block, see the Command Reference Manual.

Adabas command queue element V6Usage:pcq6:

struct v6_cq_entry *Type:

readAccess:

by referenceMechanism:

For the structure of an Adabas command queue element, see the header file adauex.h.

Number of Adabas buffer descriptors (ABD)Usage:num_abd:

intType:

read/writeAccess:

by valueMechanism:

Pointer to ABD listUsage:patb_abd:

char *Type:

read/writeAccess:

by referenceMechanism:

For the structures of ACBX, ABD and ABD list, see the Command Reference Manual.

Return Values

The user-exit return value is essentially an Adabas response code.

Success.
The nucleus checks whether illegal changes have been made in the control block. If no
illegal changes are detected, the call is processed.

ADA_NORMAL:

Failure.
The Adabas call is rejected with a response 22 (invalid command).

Else:
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Nucleus User Exit 14

Description

The Adabas nucleus user exit 14 is a user exit that performs user processing on a CLOG output
record of version 6 layout, before it is written to the CLOG file. The user exit can shorten, extend
or completely change the record. If the length or structure of the record is changed, the utility
PRILOGC, which is used to print the new type of CLOGs, may not be able to output the records
that are created. A warning message is issued if a user exit was active when the CLOG records
were written.

The nucleus user exit 14 is activated by setting USEREXITS=14 in ADANUC.

Input Parameters

Format: uex_14 ( pclx, pbuf, pcq6)

CLOG layout 6 output recordUsage:pclx:

struct clx_entry *Type:

read/writeAccess:

by referenceMechanism:

For the structure of a CLOG layout 6 record, see the CLX_ENTRY structure definition contained
in adauex.h

The length of the record is contained in the first two bytes of the CLOG record. Bytes 3 and 4,
which contain information for PRILOGC, must not be changed. The nucleus restores these bytes
after the call to the user-exit routine.

The original length of the user-exit input record must not be increased. Additional data may only
be returned by the user exit using the additional descriptor. The length of theCLOG record returned
plus the length of the additional buffermust not exceed 32763 bytes, which is themaximum record
length that can be written to the CLOG. The Adabas nucleus then prints a message that contains
the user-exit return code 0. The user exit is disabled and will not be called again.

If a CLOG record is to be suppressed, the user exit must set the first two bytes of the record, which
contain the length, to zero.

If pclx is the 0-pointer, then it points to the UEX_INIT structure (at init call).
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buffer pointerUsage:pbuf:

char *Type:

writeAccess:

by referenceMechanism:

pdsc is the address of a structure that describes a buffer which contains additional data for the
CLOG record. The buffer is specified by length and a pointer. The information contained in the
buffer is appended to the CLOG output record specified by the parameter pcl.

Adabas command queue element V6Usage:pcq6:

struct v6_cq_entry *Type:

readAccess:

by referenceMechanism:

For the structure of an Adabas command queue element, see the header file adauex.h.

Return Values

The user-exit return value is essentially an Adabas response code.

Success.ADA_NORMAL:

Failure.
The Adabas nucleus prints a message that contains the user-exit return code. The user
exit is disabled and will not be called again.

Else:

ADALNK-Specific User Exits

Overview

User exits for ADALNK can be used for any application that might either request control and/or
want to modify Adabas parameters (e.g. the control block) during run time.

This user exit is called with the Adabas buffers as parameters (like the nucleus user exit 1). The
user exit can be enabled before the Adabas call is passed to the nucleus, and after the Adabas call
has been executed. The difference to the nucleus user exit 1 is that the ADALNK-specific user exit
runs in the context of the user's process.

The ADALNK-specific user exits must be present as a shared library (UNIX) or as a dynamic link
library (Windows). See the sectionCreating andDefiningUser Exits andHyperexits for information
about how to compile and link ADALNK-specific user exits.

Notes on Signal Handlers (UNIX)

If ADABAS calls are used in an application-defined signal handler and ADALNK user exits are
established, it is possible that the user exit for the call from the signal handler is not started. This
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happens if the call from the signal handler occurs when another call of the user exit is currently
active.

If the signal handler aborts a user application while an ADABAS call is active, the following situ-
ations can occur:

1. User exit 0 is already called but the ADABAS call is not passed to the nucleus.

2. The nucleus returns the results of the ADABAS call but user exit 1 is not called.

Notes on Exception Handlers (Windows)

If ADABAS calls are used in an application-defined exception handler and ADALNK user exits
are established, it is possible that the user exit for the call from the exception handler is not started.
This happens if the call from the exception handler occurs when another call of the user exit is
currently active.

If the exception handler aborts a user application while an ADABAS call is active, the following
situations can occur:

1. User exit 0 is already called but the Adabas call is not passed to the nucleus.

2. The nucleus returns the results of the Adabas call but user exit 1 is not called.

Input Parameters

Format: int lnkuex_{0 | 1} (cb,fb,rb,sb,vb,ib)

See the nucleus user exit 1 for a description of the input parameters.

Return Values

The user-exit return value is essentially an ADABAS response code.

Success.ADA_NORMAL:

Failure.
The response code will be placed into the Adabas control block. In the case of lnkuex_0,
the call will return immediately to the user. If the call is an `RC' call, response code will
be set to 0.

Else:

Creating a Link Between ADALNK-Specific User Exits and ADALNK

In order to establish a link between the equivalent user exits and ADALNK itself, the following
environment variables have to be set (not yet supported on OpenVMS):

■ User exit before database access inside ADALNK
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setenv LNKUEX_0 lnk_uex.sl (UNIX)

or

set LNKUEX_0=lnk_uex.dll (Windows)

Note: The default entry function name is 'lnkuex_0(...)'.

■ User exit after database access inside ADALNK

setenv LNKUEX_1 lnk_uex.sl (UNIX)

or

set LNKUEX_1=lnk_uex.dll (Windows)

Note: The default entry function name is 'lnkuex_1(...)'.

It is also possible to define a different entry function name for each ADALNK-specific user exit,
e.g. (not yet supported on OpenVMS):

setenv LNKUEX_0 "lnk_uex.sl xx_uex_0" (UNIX)
setenv LNKUEX_1 "lnk_uex.sl yy_uex_1"

or

set LNKUEX_0=lnk_uex.dll xx_uex_0 (Windows)
set LNKUEX_1=lnk_uex.dll yy_uex_1
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Hyperexits Overview

Like subdescriptors and superdescriptors, hyperdescriptors are descriptors that are created on
the basis of parent fields in a file's FDT, but in the case of hyperdescriptors, the descriptor values
are generated using a user-defined algorithm. In search criteria, you specify the generated hyper-
descriptor values, except if a hyperdescriptor is defined with the HE option - in this case you
specify the parent field value.
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Hyperexits can modify the ISN for a hyperdescriptor value. It is also possible to specify ISNs be-
longing to a different file. Then you can perform a search on the file containing the hyperdescriptor
without using a format buffer. In order to read the resulting records, you must change the file
number to the file number of the file that contains the ISNs associated with the hyperdescriptor.
If you use this feature, it is important that you specify the USERISN parameter for ADACMP and
ADAMUP if you load such a file - otherwise the ISNs generated by the hyperexit will no longer
fit.

This algorithm is implemented in a user-defined shared library orDLL called hyperexit and should
be written in the C programming language. The basic output of a hyperexit function is one or
more hyperdescriptor values.

The hyperexit is dynamically loaded at the startup of a utility or when it is accessed for the first
time in the nucleus, and it is called each time that a hyperdescriptor value is generated, deleted
or updated, or if a hyperdescriptor with HE option is used in a search command.

A hyperexit is called for the following actions:

■ Initialize a hyperexit before it is used for the first time by the nucleus for one of the actions listed
below, or during a utility run if a hyperdescriptor is found in a file's FDT.

■ Insert record command: the hyperexit is called as an “after image call” to produce a hyper-
descriptor value that is inserted into the inverted list. The appropriate exit function is called for
all of the hyperdescriptors that are defined in the FDT.
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Note: The exit function is not called if all of the hyperdescriptor's parent fields are defined
with the NU/NC options and if there are no values present for the fields.

■ Delete record command: the hyperexit is called as a “before image call” to produce a hyper-
descriptor value that is to be deleted from the inverted list. The appropriate exit function is
called for all of the hyperdescriptors that are defined in the FDT.

■ Update record command: if one or more of a hyperdescriptor's parent fields is modified, the
associated hyperexit is called twice (once as a “before image call” and once as an “after image
call”) in order to change the hyperdescriptor value in the inverted list.

■ Generate a hyperdescriptor value for a search command (only for hyperdescriptors with one
parent field and defined with the HE option).

A hyperexit is used by the following utilities:

■ ADAINV, for the following operations:
■ inverting a new hyperdescriptor
■ reinverting/verifying a hyperdescriptor

■ ADACMP: generating hyperdescriptor values if the FDT contains a hyperdescriptor specification
■ ADAULD: generating hyperdescriptor values if the FDT contains a hyperdescriptor specification.

It is important that the hyperexits generate the same values for the “after image” calls as for the
“before image” calls - otherwise Adabas would not be able to remove hyperdescriptor values.
This means, in particular, that following a change of a hyperexit that results in different hyper-
descriptor values, the affected hyperdescriptors must be reinverted.

The hyperexits can be driven with a reentrant interface or with a non-reentrant interface. For the
non-reentrant interface, the hyperexit buffers for the parent field values and the generated hyper-
descriptor values are placed within the user's hyperexit module. In this case, calls to hyperexits
are serialized.

For the reentrant interface, the buffers are allocated within the nucleus or utility. Therefore, a
reentrant hyperexit can be called in parallel if more than one command tries to access the same
hyperexit; this can improve performance compared to the non-reentrant version. In the implement-
ation of a reentrant hyperexit, variables of storage class static may be updated only during the
initialization.

Tip: The Adabas kit contains example C files for a hyperexit. (The path is
%ADADIR%\%ADAVERS%\..\examples\Server on Windows platforms,
$ADADIR/$ADAVERS/examples/server on Unix platforms and ADABAS$Examples on
OpenVMS)

For further details about how to specify a hyperdescriptor in an FDT, see Administration, section
FDT Record Structure, Hyperdescriptor.
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Hyperexit Control Block and Buffers

The synopsis for a hyperexit function is as follows:

#include <adahyx.h>

void hyx_<number> ( HYCB_ENTRY* hy_cb )

hy_cb is a pointer to the hyperexit control block; its C definition can be found in the header file
adahyx.h (in %ADADIR%\%ADAVERS%\..\inc on Windows platforms, in $ADADIR/$ADA-
VERS/inc on Unix platforms, in ADABAS$VErsion on OpenVMS).

The hyperexit control block is a structure that contains all of the information necessary for the
hyperexit and the nucleus to handle hyperdescriptors. The structure is shown in the following
diagram:
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Hyperexit Control Block

DescriptionTypeVariable

This defines a structure level for the hyperdescriptor interface. The structure
may change in future, so Adabas can check if a supported version of the

unsigned charhy_structure

hyperdescriptor interface is in use. The current structure level is 2. No other
structure levels are currently supported.

This defines which type of call is performed:unsigned shorthy_ctype

0 value generation call
1 value generation call repeated
2 initialization call
3 initialization call repeated

During utility initialization or when a hyperdescriptor is processed the first
time in the nucleus, an initialization call is performed.

If the hyperexit needs detailed information on the parent field and the
hyperdescriptor definitions, it can set the hyperexit response code hy_rsp
to 1, Adabas performs an initialization call repeated.

If Adabas has to convert parent values to a hyperdescriptor value, it performs
a value generation call. If more than one hyperdescriptor value is to be
generated, the hyperexit can deliver the values in more than one call. If
additional values are to be generated, the hyperexit must set hy_rsp to 1.
Then Adabas performs a value-generation call repeated.

This defines the context of the value-generation call:unsigned shorthy_context

0 before-image value
1 after-image values
2 search-buffer value

Before-image values are usedwhen descriptor valuesmust be removed from
the index.

After-image values are used when descriptor values must be inserted in the
index.

Search-buffer values are used if a hyperdescriptor with the HE option is
specified in a search criterion of a search operation.

This defines the database that called the hyperexit.unsigned shorthy_dbid

This defines the hyperdescriptor’s file number.unsigned shorthy_fnr

This defines the name of the hyperdescriptor.char[2]hy_hyname

The response enables the hyperdescriptors hyperexit to return a success
code or an error response code. The error will be converted to an Adabas

unsigned shorthy_rsp

nucleus response code 86 and the hyperexits value will be returned in the
Additions 2 field in the control block. During an initialization call, the utility
or nucleus will terminate with an error.
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DescriptionTypeVariable

The response codes and their meanings are as follows:

0
Success

1
Repeat call required

2-255
Reserved for Adabas

>=256
User errors

This is set by the initialization call and defines whether the exit routine is
re-entrant or non-reentrant (for further information see Reentrant /
Non-reentrant Interface)

unsigned shorthy_mode

0 (HY_NREENTRANT): non-reentrant
1 (HY_REENTRANT): reentrant

Data buffer pointer.unsigned char *hy_dptr

Data buffer length. The maximum supported length is 65535.unsigned inthy_dlng

This is the ISN of the data record. The ISN for the hyperdescriptor value(s)
can be changed. Adabas does not checkwhether the ISN is less than or equal
to the value of the MAXISN specified for the file.

hy_isn

ISN buffer pointer.unsigned int *hy_iptr

The ISN buffer length. The maximum supported length is 65535.unsigned inthy_ilng

The number of ISN values. This number of ISNsmust fit into the ISN buffer:
4 * hy_icnt must be less than or equal to hy_ilng.

unsigned inthy_icnt

Index value buffer pointer.unsigned char *hy_xptr

Number of returned index values.unsigned inthy_xcnt

Index value buffer length.unsigned inthy_xlng

Number of PE indices returned in the PE index buffer. This number must
be equal to hy_xcnt if the hyperdescriptor is defined with option PE.
However, in a search buffer value call, the PE index buffer is ignored.

unsigned inthy_pcnt

PE index buffer length.unsigned inthy_plng

PE index buffer pointer.unsigned char *hy_pptr

Format buffer pointer.unsigned char *hy_fprt

During an initialization call, the hyperexit may supply a format buffer. This
format buffer will be used to decompress the data values of the parent field
into the buffer before the hyperexit is called. The user can use the format
buffer to override the default format buffer.

Format buffer length.unsigned inthy_flng
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Data Buffer for an Initialization Call Repeated

In an Initialization Call Repeated, Adabas provides information on the parent fields and the hy-
perdescriptor in the data buffer. This information has the same layout as the record buffer for an
LF commandwith commandoption S (for further information seeCommandReference, LF command).

UsageBytes

Total length of information1 - 2

Number of entries3 - 4

One 'F' element for each parent field5 - n

'H' element for the hyperdescriptor(n + 1) - m

Data Buffer for a Value Generation Call

In the data buffer for a Value Generation Call/Value Generation Call Repeated, Adabas inserts
the hyperdescriptor according to the format buffer specification in the Initialization Call / Initial-
ization Call Repeated.

ISN Buffer

In a Value Generation Call / Value Generation Call Repeated, there are two ways how to define
the ISN associated to the hyperdescriptor values:

1. The same ISN is to be used for all hyperdescriptor values generated by this call. In this case,
the ISN must be specified in hy_isn and hy_icnt must be 0.

2. Different ISNs are used for the hyperdescriptor values generated by this call. In this case, for
each descriptor value generated by the call one ISNmust be inserted in the ISN buffer; hy_icnt
must be equal to hy_xcnt.

Index Value Buffer

In a Value Generation Call / Value Generation Call Repeated, the hyperexit must generate the
hyperdescriptor values. hy_xcnt must be set to the number of generated hyperdescriptor values.
The hyperdescriptor values must be generated in the format specified in the hyperdescriptor
definition.

The following examples show how the index buffer must be generated:
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Example 1:

H1,10,A=HYPER(1,AA)

Example 2:

H2,20,A,MU=HYPER(1,MU)

For generating two hyperdescriptor values, the length of the index value buffer must be at least
40 bytes; if the maximum number of hyperdescriptor values to be generated is larger, the index
value buffer must be defined accordingly larger.

PE Index Buffer

If a hyperdescriptor is defined with option PE, the hyperdescriptor must generate the PE indices
corresponding to the hyperdescriptor values in the PE Index Buffer in a Value Generation Call /
Value Generation Call Repeated. The number of PE indices must be equal to the number of hyper-
descriptor values generated. The PE indices are stored as one byte binary; PE indices > 255 are not
supported.

However, the hyperexit cannot supply a PE index for a search-buffer value call. The PE index from
the user’s search buffer will be appended in such a case.

Packed and unpacked values are checked for validity, and variable-length values are checked to
ensure that they are within the maximum permitted length for their format.

The following example shows how index value buffer and PE index buffer must be generated for
a hyperdescriptor defined with option PE.
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Example:

H3,40,A,PE=HYPER(1,P1)

For generating two hyperdescriptor values, the length of the index value buffer must be at least
80 bytes, and the length of the PE index buffer must be at least 2; if the maximum number of hy-
perdescriptor values to be generated is larger, the index value buffer and the PE index buffermust
be defined accordingly larger.

Format Buffer

In an Initialization Call / Initialization Call Repeated, you may supply a format buffer to be used
for the decompression of the parent field values before the value generation calls of the hyperexit.
The syntax for the format buffer is the same as described in Command Reference, Calling Adabas,
Format and Record Buffers, Format Buffer Syntax, but there are the following restrictions for al-
lowed field definitions:

■ Only parent fields may be specified.
■ If a parent field belongs to a periodic group, you may specify the periodic group count for this
periodic group.

If no format buffer has been specified, Adabas assumes the following format buffer where the
following format buffer elements are contained for each parent field:

■ Non MU parent field not belonging to a periodic group: name
■ MU parent field not belonging to a periodic group: nameC,name1-N
■ Non MU parent field PA belonging to a periodic group PG: PGC,PA1-N
■ MUparent field PA belonging to a periodic group PG: PGC,PA1C,PA1(1-N),PA2C,PA2(1-N),…

The following examples illustrate the use of the default format-buffer elements. The FDT shown
below is used in these examples.
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01,AA,0,A
01,MU,10,B,MU
01,PG,PE
02,PP,40,A
02,PM,20,B,MU

.

.

.

Example 1:

H1,10,A=HYPER(1,AA)

Because the parent field AA is not anMUfield and not within a periodic group, the default format
buffer is:

AA.

Required length = maximum expected value length + 1.

Example 2:

H2,20,A,MU=HYPER(1,MU)

Because MU is an MU field not within a periodic group, the default format buffer is:

MUC,MU1-N.

The required length is dependent of the maximum expectedMU count; for this example withMU
count 3 the number of required bytes is 31.
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Example 3:

H3,40,A,PE=HYPER(1,PP)

Because PP is a non MU field in a PE, the default format buffer is:

PGC,PP1-N.

The required length is dependent of themaximumexpected periodic group count; for this example
with periodic group count 2 the number of required bytes is 81.

Example 4:

H4,40,A,PE,MU=HYPER(1,PM)

Because the parent field is an MU field in a periodic group, the default format buffer depends on
the periodic group count in this example; if the periodic group count is 2, the format buffer is:

PGC,PM1C,PM1(1-N),PM2C,PM2(1-N).

The required length for the data buffer depends on the maximum expected periodic group count
and the expected MU counts; the required length for the example data with PGC=2, PM1C=1,
PM2C=2 is 63.
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Hyperexit Interfaces

Reentrant/Non-Reentrant Interfaces

The hyperexits can be implemented with a reentrant or a non-reentrant interface.

A computer routine is called reentrant if it can be safely executed concurrently; that is, the routine
can be reenteredwhile it is already running in another thread. In the implementation of a reentrant
hyperexit, variables of storage class static may be updated only during the initialization, because
otherwise one thread could overwrite the data created by another thread. This also means that
the calling nucleus or utilitymust provide the hyperexit buffers - each thread calling the hyperexit
must provide its own hyperexit buffers. An exception is the format buffer; it is always provided
by the hyperexit - also for the reentrant interface, because it is used only during the initialization.

For the non-reentrant interface, Adabas serializes the hyperexit calls. This serialization of hyperexit
calls can decrease the performance. The hyperexit buffers usedmust be provided by the hyperexit
in this case.

The different handling of the hyperexit buffers has the consequence that the different calls must
be implemented differently for reentrant or non-reentrant hyperexits.

In the initialization call, the hyperexit states whether it is running in reentrant or non-reentrant
mode. For reentrant mode, it must set the field "hy_mode" to HY_REENTRANT (for the reentrant
version) . For non-reentrant mode hy_mode must be equal to HY_N_REENTRANT - this is the
default.

Hyperexit Calls

Fields in the hyperexit control block not mentioned as output parameter in the following should
not be modified during a hyperexit call.

Initialization Call

Input Parameters (reentrant and non-reentrant)

This value is 2 for an initialization call.hy_ctype

The number of the database.hy_dbid

The number of the hyperdescriptor.hy_fnr

The name of the hyperdescriptor.hy_hyname
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Output Parameters (non-reentrant)

The actual structure number is 2.hy_structure

Success code or an error response code.hy_rsp

In particular, you can use at the init call hy_rsp=1 to initiate an “Initialization Call Repeated”.

If hy_rsp > 1during an initialization call, the utility or nucleus will terminate with an error.
(Response 79 - Hyperexit not available). The Nucleus Log gets the error-message:
%ADANUC-W-HYERR, HYPER userexit, descriptor HY, file ..., reason=....

HY_N_REENTRANThy_mode

Data buffer length. The data buffer must be defined large enough for the parent fields.hy_dlng

Data buffer pointer for parent field values.hy_dptr

Own format buffer length or 0, if no format buffer provided .hy_flng

Own format buffer pointer or NULL, if no format buffer provided.hy_fptr

Own format buffer, optional.Format buffer

Output Parameters (reentrant)

The actual structure number is 2.hy_structure

Success code or an error response code.hy_rsp

In particular, you can use at the init call hy_rsp=1 to initiate an “Initialization Call Repeated”.

If hy_rsp > 1during an initialization call, the utility or nucleus will terminate with an error.
(Response 79 - Hyperexit not available). The Nucleus Log gets the error-message:
%ADANUC-W-HYERR, HYPER userexit, descriptor HY, file ..., reason=....

HY_REENTRANThy_mode

Data transfer buffer length. At the init call you have to set the data buffer length.hy_dlng

Index value buffer lengthhy_xlng

ISN value buffer length (0 = not used).hy_ilng

Periodic group index buffer length (0 = not used).hy_plng

Own format buffer length or 0, if no format buffer provided .hy_flng

Own format buffer pointer or NULL, if no format buffer provided.hy_fptr

Own format buffer, optional.Format buffer
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Initialization Call (repeated)

If_hy_rspwas set to 1 in the initialization call, Adabas calls the hyperexit call againwith hy_ctype=3.
In the data buffer, Adabas returns information on the hyperdescriptor and each parent field as
described above.

Value generation Call

Input Parameters (non-reentrant)

0 indicates Value Generation Call.hy_ctype

The database ID.hy_dbid

The file number of the file containing the hyperdescriptor.hy_fnr

The name of the hyperdescriptor.hy_hyname

Data buffer length.hy_dlng

Pointer to data buffer.hy_dptr

ISN of record.hy_isn

Parent field values.Data buffer

Output Parameters (non-reentrant)

Success code or an error response code.hy_rsp

In particular, you can use at the value generation call hy_rsp=1 to initiate a “Value
generation call repeated”.

If hy_rsp > 1 the hyperexit returns an error response code. The error will be converted
to an Adabas nucleus response code 86 and the hyperexit's value will be returned in
the Additions 2 field in the control block.

Number of index values.hy_cnt

Length of index value buffer.hy_xlng

Pointer to index buffer.hy_xptr

Number of ISN values (0 = not used).hy_icnt

ISN buffer length (0 = not used).hy_ilng

Pointer to ISN buffer.hy_iptr

Number of PE indices (0 =not used).hy_pcnt

Length of PE index buffer (0 = not used)hy_plng

Pointer to PE index buffer (NULL = not used).hy_pptr

Hyperdescriptor values as described above.Index value buffer

ISNs associated with each descriptor value, optional.ISN buffer
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PE indices; only if hyperdescriptor defined with option PE and no search buffer value
call.

PE index buffer

Input Parameters (reentrant)

The actual structure number is 2.hy_structure

After the value generation call it is 0.hy_ctype

The number of the database.hy_dbid

The file number of the file containing the hyperdescriptor.hy_fnr

The name of the hyperdescriptor.hy_hyname

Pointer to parent field values.hy_dptr

Data transfer buffer length.hy_dlng

ISN of record.hy_isn

Length of ISN buffer.hy_ilng

Pointer to ISN buffer.hy_iptr

Length of index values buffer.hy_xlng

Pointer to index values buffer.hy_xptr

Length of periodic counts buffer.hy_plng

Pointer to periodic counts buffer.hy_pptr

Output Parameters (reentrant)

Success code or an error response code.hy_rsp

In particular, you can use at the value generation call hy_rsp=1 to initiate a “Value
generation call repeated”.

If hy_rsp > 1 the hyperexit returns an error response code. The error will be converted
to an Adabas nucleus response code 86 and the hyperexit's value will be returned in
the Additions 2 field in the control block.

Number of ISN values.hy_icnt

Number of index values.hy_xcnt

Number of periodic count values.hy_pcnt

Hyperdescriptor values as described above.Index value buffer

ISNs associated with each descriptor value, optional.ISN buffer

ISNs associated with each descriptor value, optional.PE index buffer
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Value Generation Call Repeated

If hy_rsp is set to 1 during a value generation call, Adabas will process the index values and then
recall the hyperexit with the same data-buffer contents, (reentrant and non-reentrant), with
hy_ctype=1. Then the hyperexit is able to generate more hyperdescriptors values, or to generate
hyperdescriptors values for a different ISN.

Creating and Defining User Exits and Hyperexits

The nucleus and the utilities activate a user exit by using the parameter USEREXIT (in the utilities
ADACMP and/or ADADCU). If this parameter is set, the user exit is called at specific points in
the processing.

Hyperexits are activated if a file in which hyperdescriptors are defined is updated.

A user exit or hyperexit is defined by performing the following steps:

1. Write the user exit or hyperexit in the C programming language. The header files adauex.h (for
user exits) and adahyx.h (for hyperexits) should be used.

The exits can bewrittenwith default function names. The convention is "uex_"/"hyx_" followed
by the number of the user exit or hyperexit, e.g.

uex_1() /* Default name user exit 1 */
{}

hyx_4() /* Default name hyperexit 4 */
{}

Other names can be used by setting environment variables/logical names (see 4 below).

2. Compile the source file of the user exit or hyperexit; the option for position-independent code
must be used.

3. Link the user exit or hyperexit as a shared library. The linker options used to create a shared
library are machine-dependent.

4. Make the user exit or hyperexit available to Adabas by connecting the shared library with an
environment variable/logical nae. Youmay specify either themember name of the shared library,
if the directory containing the shared library is contained in the LD_LIBRARY_PATH (UNIX)
or PATH (Windows), or youmay specify the absolute path of the shared library. The environment
variable is “ADAUEX_” (for the user exit) or “ADAHYX_” (for the hyperexit) followed by the
number of the user exit or hyperexit, e.g.

In csh:
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setenv ADAUEX_1 userex1.sl # connect user exit 1 (see note below)
setenv ADAHYX_4 $ADADIR/exits/hypex4.sl # connect hyperexit 4 (see note below)

Note: Depending on the UNIX derivative used, the shared library extension is "sl" or "so".

In dcl:

define ADAUEX_1 userex1.exe

In sh or ksh:

ADAUEX_1=userex1.sl
export ADAUEX_1

For Windows:

set ADAUEX_1=userex1.dll # connect user exit 1
set ADAHYX_4=%ADADIR%\exits\hypex4.dll # connect hyperexit 4

For the sake of convenience, the default function names for the user exit/hyperexit can be
overwritten, e.g.

my_uex_1 ()
{}

nga_hyx_4 ()
{}

setenv ADAUEX_1 "userex1.sl my_uex_1" (UNIX platforms)
setenv ADAHYX_4 "$ADADIR/exits/hypex4.sl nga_hyx_4"

set ADAUEX_1=userex1.dll;my_uex_1 (Windows)
set ADAHYX_4=%ADADIR%\exits\hypex4.dll;nga_hyx_4

If the nucleus cannot find the exit as specified in the environment variables, it continues
searching as described in the following step.

5. The use of the ADAHYX environment variable can be omitted if the hyperexit shared libraries
are located in the default database directory, with the following naming convention:
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UNIX platforms:

$ADADIR/db<xxx>/adahyx_<i>.<ext>

where xxx is the database id, i is the hyperexit number, and ext is the shared library extension
("sl" or "so").

Windows:

%ADADIR%\db<xxx>\adahyx_<i>.dll

where xxx is the database id, i is the hyperexit number.

Example (UNIX):

$ADADIR/db076/adahyx_1.sl

Example (Windows):

%ADADIR%\db076\adahyx_1.dll

In order to load a shared library, Adabas first takes the corresponding ADAHYX environment
variable. If this is not present, Adabas then searches in the default database directory
($ADADIR/db<xxx> or %ADADIR%\db<xxx>).

The Adabas kit contains the required C header files, example sources for user exits and hyperexits
and a correspondingmakefile. Because theADALNKuser exitsmay be used on a different platform
than the server platform, the ADALNK user exit, the corresponding C header file and makefile
are also providedwith EntireNet-Work (see the EntireNet-Work documentation formore inform-
ation).

UNIX Platforms

The required C header files are located in $ADADIR/$ADAVERS/inc - nucleus and utility user
exits need the include file adauex.h, ADALNK user exits need lnkuex.h and hyperexits need
adahyx.h.

Example source files for nucleus user exit 1, nucleus user exit 2, nucleus user exit 4, ADACMP
user exit 6, ADAULD user exit 7 and hyperexit 1 and the corresponding makefile are located in
$ADADIR/$ADAVERS/examples/server.

Enter the following in order to build one of these user exit examples:
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cd $ADADIR/$ADAVERS/examples/server

make target

where target is one of the following:

target
Example source file nameUser exit/hyperexit

uex1adauex1.cNucleus user exit 1

uex2adauex2.cNucleus user exit 2

uex4adauex4.cNucleus user exit 4

uex6adauex6.cADACMP user exit 6

uex7adauex7.cADAULD user exit 7

hyx1adahyx1.cHyperexit 1

The shared library for the user exit or hyperexit is created in $ADADIR/$ADAVERS/examples/serv-
er.

An example source file for ADALNK user exit 0 and ADALNK user exit 1 (file name: lnkuex.c)
and the corresponding makefile are located in $ADADIR/$ADAVERS/examples/client.

Enter the following in order to build this user exit example:

cd  $ADADIR/$ADAVERS/examples/client

make lnkuex ↩

The shared library for the user exit is created in $ADADIR/$ADAVERS/examples/client.

OpenVMS

The requiredC header files are located inADABAS$Examples - nucleus and utility user exits need
the include file adauex.h, hyperexits need adahyx.h.

Example source files for nucleus user exit 1, nucleus user exit 2, nucleus user exit 4, ADACMP
user exit 6, ADAULD user exit 7 and hyperexit 1 and the corresponding makefile are located in
ADABAS$Examples.

Enter the following in order to build one of these user exit examples:
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set def ADABAS$Examples

mms

The shared library for the user exit or hyperexit is created in $ADADIR/$ADAVERS/examples/serv-
er.

An example source file for ADALNK user exit 0 and ADALNK user exit 1 (file name: lnkuex.c)
and the corresponding makefile are located in $ADADIR/$ADAVERS/examples/client.

Enter the following in order to build this user exit example:

cd  $ADADIR/$ADAVERS/examples/client

make lnkuex ↩

The shared library for the user exit is created in ADABAS$Examples.

Windows Platforms

The requiredCheader files are located in%ADADIR%\%ADAVERS%\..\inc - nucleus andutility
user exits need the include file adauex.h, ADALNK user exits need lnkuex.h and hyperexits need
adahyx.h.

Example source files for nucleus user exit 1, nucleus user exit 2, nucleus user exit 4, ADACMP
user exit 6, ADAULD user exit 7 and hyperexit 1 and the corresponding makefile are located in
%ADADIR%\%ADAVERS%\..\examples\server.

Enter the following in order to build one of these user exit examples:

cd %ADADIR%\%ADAVERS%\..\examples\server

nmake target

where target is one of the following:

target
User exit/hyperexit

uex1Nucleus user exit 1

uex2Nucleus user exit 2

uex4Nucleus user exit 4

uex6ADACMP user exit 6

uex7ADAULD user exit 7

hyx1Hyperexit 1

An example source file for ADALNK user exit 0 and ADALNK user exit 1 (file name: lnkuex.c)
and the corresponding makefile are located in %ADADIR%\%ADAVERS%\..\examples/client.
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Enter the following in order to build this user exit example:

cd  %ADADIR%\%$ADAVERS%\..\examples\client

nmake lnkuex ↩

TheDLL for the user exit or hyperexit is created in%ADADIR%\%ADAVERS%\..\examples/client.

New Hyperexits while Nucleus is Active

A new hyperexit can be activated via a utility with the nucleus already active. This can happen

■ when a new file is defined (ADAFDU),
■ when a file is restored or overlaid (ADABCK),
■ when a file is imported (ADAORD) or
■ when a hyperdescriptor is created for an existing file with ADAINV

The nucleus initializes the hyperexit before the first value-generation call.

In the case of ADAFDU, if defining a new file and when the FDT contains a hyperdescriptor, it is
possible to transfer a valid ADAHYX environment variable to the nucleus:

Example

setenv ADAHYX_1 /user/adabas/hyper1.sl
setenv FDUFDT file20.fdt
adafdu < file20.fdu

If the ADAHYX environment variable is not specified or if a file is restored using ADABCK, the
nucleuswill search for the hyperexit in the location specified at nucleus startup (see above). Hence,
the corresponding shared library or DLL must be moved to the appropriate directory.
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17 Code Page Support

In heterogeneous client/server architectures, where the client and servers reside onmachineswith
different architectures, Adabas supports a methodwhereby the client nodes that require different
character sets (also called code pages) are provided with the appropriate translation tables for the
conversions. An example of this would be an Adabas nucleus running on a UNIX machine, with
one application running on a mainframe (EBCDIC code) and another application running on a
language-sensitive PC; in this case, the nucleus would require 2 translation tables in order to
handle the data from both applications correctly.

Code page support is available for:

■ ADANUC (ADABAS nucleus)
■ ADACMP (compression utility)
■ ADADCU (decompression utility)

Adabas supports the use of plain text files as private code pages. In addition to this, DLLs or shared
libraries that can be used (see Appendix A in this manual for further details). The translation text
file to be used is attached to Adabas with the environment variable ADATRT, but the file must
have the extension .txt (or .TXT), for example:

ADATRT = trt.dll # use code pages with built dll
ADATRT = trt.txt # use code pages with text file

The syntax of such a text file is as follows:

■ Characters and names are not case sensitive.
■ A table declaration must start with the code name, either ASCII or EBCDIC. The ASCII table
can be used for remote ASCII clients running on a different code page, the EBCDIC table can
be used for mainframe clients. One ASCII and/or EBCDIC table may be translated with the text
file.
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■ The character pairs to be translated are specified in hexadecimal notation, separated by a comma.
The first character specifies the client value, the second specifies the (ASCII) value on the server
side. Only one pair per line is permittted.

■ Only the characters that are different need to be supplied, e.g. the translation from EBCDIC “A”
to ASCII “A” can be omitted.

■ Empty lines are permitted and comments can be made starting with a semicolon.

The following is an example of how to define a private EBCDIC translation file:

trt.txt:
EBCDIC
4A,C4 ; translate EBCDIC Ae (0x4A) to ASCII C4
E0,D6 ; translate EBCDIC Oe (0xE0) to ASCII D6

The use of text files and shared libraries is mutually exclusive.
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18 Terminal Server Support

You can install and run Adabas from a Terminal Server client session. To do this, you can connect
to the corresponding Terminal Server and run theAdabas installation. If Adabas is already installed
you can start Adabas databases, runDBAWorkbench and theAdabas utilities. Caremust be taken
to ensure that a user does not start a database with the same database ID as a database that is
already running on the Terminal Server. Please refer to the chapter Running Utilities as a Non-
Administrator User, e.g. on a Terminal Server in the Installation Manual for further information
about running a database as a service.

Note: Databases can be started, accessed and stopped by all users connected to the Terminal
Server and who have the appropriate user rights.
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General

Adabas supports global transactions in accordancewith the X/OPENCAE Specification onDistrib-
uted Transaction Processing (XA specification, X/OPEN document number XO/CAE/91/300).
Global transactions are typically run under the control of a transaction monitor (in this case the
application can use the X/OPENTX specification interface to the transactionmonitor) or an applic-
ation can use the XA interface directly. Global transactions are normally run across several resource
managers (e.g. several Adabas nuclei, which implies multiple Adabas databases).

The XA specification requires that these global transactions are committed via a two-phase commit
protocol (2PC). If Adabas acknowledges the commit of a transaction branch in the first phase of
2PC, it must not terminate (commit or roll back) the transaction on its own.

Transactions that are in this first phase are called "pending transactions". If, however, another
component that is involved in the transaction fails, such transactions may remain in the pending
state for a long time. Pending transactions must "survive" even if the database aborts or is shut
down, in which case they are restored by the autorestart of the database.

Utilities that change the contents of the database are, of course, not permitted to run while there
are transactions pending. There are, however, situations in which maintaining transactions in the
pending state is impractical, for example, when a database is dumped (ADABCK DUMP=*) or a
new protection log file is to be opened (ADAOPR FEOF=PLOG), which requires all transactions
to be terminated. In such cases, Adabas performs what is called, in the XA specification, a "heur-
istic termination" of the transaction. This means that Adabas terminates a pending transaction
without interacting with the transaction manager (see the messages HEURB and HEURC in the
Messages and Code Manual for further information).

Even if Adabas heuristically terminates a transaction, it must not forget about such a transaction
unless the transaction manager explicitly allows it to do so. Utilities that change the data in the
database can be run while there are no pending transactions, whereas utilities that change the
database identification (e.g. ADADBM's NEW_DBID function) cannot be executed when heurist-
ically terminated transactions exist.

The log information of pending transactions may have to be maintained for long periods of time.
Because it cannot always be kept in the WORK1 ring buffer, it may have to be copied to a more
stable region of WORK1, the so-called XA area (see the WXA parameter of ADAPLP for further
information). Pending global transactions are also heuristically terminated if this area overflows.
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User-Queue Handling

Each XA session (started by an xa_open call) occupies one user-queue element. This user-queue
element is called the XAmaster user-queue element. In addition, each branch of a global transaction
(started by an xa_start call) occupies another user-queue element. This user-queue element is called
the XA slave user-queue element. The XA slave user-queue element serves as a pseudo user for
the lifetime of a transaction branch, i.e. until a global transaction is finally committed (via
xa_commit), rolled back (via xa_rollback) or forgotten (via xa_forget).

Global transactions consist of one or more transaction branches that are identified by transaction
identifiers according to the XA specification. This makes it possible that transactions are made of
transaction branches from different real-world Adabas users, in contrast to "normal" Adabas
transactions that completely belong to a single real-world user. For that reason the master user-
queue element can also be seen as the representation of a single real-world user, while the slave
user-queue element represents a single or a part of a single global transaction.

Due to the fact that transaction branchesmay be suspended (calling xa_endwith the TM_SUSPEND
flag set) and later resumed (calling xa_start with the TM_RESUME or TM_MIGRATE flag set) and
further xa_start callswith different transaction identifiers are possible, amaster user-queue element
may havemore than one slave user-queue element at a time. On the other hand a global transaction
may consist of more than one user-queue element if the same transaction identifier is used in
several calls to xa_start. In that case a xa_prepare call with this transaction identifier brings all
user-queue elements into the pending state and a xa_commit or xa_rollback call of the same
transaction identifier finally finishes all user-queue elements that together form the global trans-
action. In that case more than one slave user-queue element may disappear at the same time.

XAmaster user-queue elements are identified by the user ID `xamaster', the XA slave user-queue
elements by the user ID `xaslave'. In addition, XA slave user-queue elements are identified by a
login ID that starts with `.X' (where `.' is the NULL character) and where the remaining six bytes
of the login ID serve as an internal counter maintained by the XA library, which is incremented
with each call to xa_start (see the output of the ADAOPR function DISPLAY=UQ for further in-
formation).

The slave and master user-queue elements that belong together all share the same environment
specific ID (on UNIX and PC platforms this is the process ID). The master elements are essential
for the survival of command IDs following the termination of a global transaction (xa_commit or
xa_rollback), which removes the user-queue element generated by the xa_start call.

Slave user-queue elements are subject to timeout restrictions and ADAOPR STOP commands as
long as they are not in a pending state. Once they are in a pending state, they remain present for
an infinite time, unless they are heuristically terminated, as described earlier in this chapter.
Master user-queue elements are not subject to timeout restrictions. They disappear only, if a
xa_close call is received or ADAOPR's STOP command is used to remove them (ADAOPR's STOP
command only removes a master user-queue element if there are no slaves belonging to it).
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If a master user-queue element is stopped, all of the command IDs associated with it will be lost.
The next xa_start call, trying to create a new slave user-queue element, will receive a return code
of XA_RBTRANSIENT, showing that the master user-queue element for this session is no longer
available.

Using Multi-Process Transaction Monitors

A slightly different handling is necessary if the XA library is used by a transaction monitor that
consists of more than one process. In that case calls from a real-world user may be sent to Adabas
through different work processes of the transaction monitor. It is essential for Adabas to be able
to uniquely identify which real-world user has initially supplied a call. In normal operation the
name of the originating node (node ID), the login user name (login ID) and the environment spe-
cific ID (process ID) of the caller are used to identify the user. This identification is not possible if
calls are submitted through different transaction monitor processes (which then implies different
process IDs from one real-world user to be used).

To solve that problem a XA user exit must be used. For more information about the creation and
definition of a user exit see User Exits and Hyperexits.

The XA user exit is identified by the environment variable XAUEX_0 and uses the following inter-
face:

#include <adabas.h>
int xauex_0 (char *ubuf)

where ubuf is a pointer to a buffer area that receives an eight byte string that uniquely identifies
the real world user. A return code of XAUEX_OK signals a successful completion, a return code
of XAUEX_IGNORE signals that the result of the user exit is to be ignored. Each other return code
is mapped to the XA return code XAER_RMFAIL. xauex_0 is the default function name used for
the XAuser exit. It is also possible to define a different entry function name according to the section
User Exits and Hyperexits.

The XA userexit is called as part of the xa_start call each time a transaction branch is generated.
The string that is returned by the user exit overlays the login ID of the user-queue element. So
each call to xa_start, using the XAUEX_0 userexit, generates a slave user-queue element showing
the returned string as the login ID. The counter that is normally maintained as part of the login
ID is in that case maintained in the environment specific ID. The xa_start call also implicitly gen-
erates a master user-queue element for this user, using the string returned by the XA userexit as
the login ID and using an environment specific ID of zero. Hence, in this environment, there is a
master user-queue element for each work process of the transaction monitor, and one for each
real-world user.Master and slave user-queue element are again identified through the correspond-
ing `xamaster' or `xaslave' string in the user ID. Those additional master user-queue elements are
never removed because no xa_close call is received for them (xa_close is only called for user-queue
elements for which xa_open is called at the beginning).
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To avoid an increasing number of master user-queue elements filling up the user queue an addi-
tional routine (remove_xa_context) is implemented in the Adabas user interface which is linked
with the user application or the transaction monitor. The only parameter for this routine is a
pointer to the string making up the login ID. This routine can, for example, be called out of the
XA userexit or the Adabas application, to remove master user-queue elements that are no longer
to be used (the routine returns a 0 in case of successful removing the user-queue element and a -
1 in case of an error). Additionally ADAOPR's STOP command can be used to remove that master
user-queue elements if no slaves are belonging to it.

Nucleus Parameters

If the XA functionality is to be used, the nucleus must be started with the XA option set. If this
option is not set, an Adabas response code 230 is returned if an attempt is made to access the
nucleus via an XA call. The Adabas XA library maps this return code to the XAER_PROTO return
code that is defined in the XA specification.

If the database nucleus is run with XA switched on, it cannot be started for a subsequent session
with XA switched off unless there are neither pending transactions nor heuristically completed
transactions from the previous nucleus session.

The XA area is allocated in WORK1 XA is switched on. The size of this area is specified by the
LPXA parameter of ADANUC.

Each real-world user that supplies XA calls or uses a transaction monitor that supplies XA calls
occupies a master user-queue element. In the case of a multi-process transaction monitor one
master user-queue element is occupied by each transaction monitor process and one master user-
queue element is occupied for each unique identification returned by the XA user exit (if it is not
already removed by the remove_xa_context function as described earlier in this chapter). Addi-
tionally, in all cases, each transaction branch that is not already committed or rolled back occupies
a slave user-queue element. Each pending or heuristically terminated transactions occupies at
least one user-queue element, whichmeans that the nucleus parameterNU (number of user-queue
elements) should be increased when the nucleus is run with XA switched on.

Applications Using XA Functionality

The XA specification requires that Adabas publishes the following information (refer to the XA
specification, section 7.2 for further details):

■ The XA specification defines the structure xa_switch_t, which gives entry point and other in-
formation to the transaction manager. The name of the corresponding Adabas structure is
adaxasw.
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■ The text string within the resource-manager switch that specifies the name of the resource
manager is "ADABAS".

■ The xa_open call accepts an information string of the form “dbid=<dbid>”,where <dbid> should
be replaced by the database identifier of theAdabas database to be used. The xa_close call accepts
an empty string.

■ There are differences to non-DTP (distributed transaction processing) operations:
■ ET-data cannot be used, because there is no way that they can be passed to Adabas via the
xa_commit call.

■ The multi-fetch option for ET/BT is not supported.

The operating system entity that is considered to be a thread of control is an operating system
process. The Adabas XA interface does not support any use of multiple threading facilities of the
underlying operating system.

TheXA specification leaves some implementation choices open towhoever implements the resource
manager. The following choices have been made for Adabas:

■ The read-only optimization has been implemented, i.e. if an xa_prepare is called for a transaction
that has not issued database update commands (leaving the slave user-queue elements in ET
state), the transaction will be committed immediately (without a separate call to xa_commit or
xa_rollback) and the response XA_RDONLY is returned.

■ Associationmigration is supported. Thismeans that a suspended association (created by xa_end
with the TMSUSPEND and TMMIGRATE flag being set) can be resumed in a thread of control
other than the one in which the suspension occurs (in this case xa_start must be called with the
TMRESUME flag set).

■ Adabas does not dynamically registerwith the transactionmanager, i.e. the transactionmanager
has to call xa_start for each global transaction.

■ The asynchronous call mode is not supported, i.e. all XA calls are blocking.
■ Heuristic completion is used as described earlier.
■ Adabas does not support the xa_start_2 call.

The XA functionality is only available via the Adabas XA interface, which means that there are
noAdabas direct calls to start or end a global transaction. TheXA interface does, however, cooperate
with the existing Adabas direct calls. Direct calls which affect the Adabas transaction logic (BT,
CL, ET, OP) will be rejected if a global transaction is active (response code 230).
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Adabas databases can reside on read-only devices such as CD-ROM. If at least ASSO1 is located
on a read-only device, the whole database is treated as read-only.

Restrictions when using the Adabas nucleus

For read-only databases, there are several restrictions in the use of the Adabas nucleus.

A nucleus runs in read-only mode if ASSO1 is located on a read-only device, or if ASSO1 cannot
be opened for writing, or if the nucleus session is started with the Adabas parameter OP-
TIONS=READONLY. In the first case, the nucleus switches automatically to read-only mode, re-
gardless of the setting of the OPTIONS parameter. The second case can be used to run a nucleus
session in read-only mode if the database is not located on a read-only device.

A pending autorestart check is always done when a writeable WORK container is specified. If an
autorestart is pending, a read-only database session cannot be started.

If the nucleus is started in read-only mode, the database ID that is given as a startup parameter is
not checked against the ID of the real database. Instead, the environment variable settings for the
database container files identify the database. This means that a read-only database can run with
any valid database ID. Therefore, when starting the nucleus or a utility, any number can be assigned
to the database ID parameter. Applications that communicate with the nucleus must use this
number to access the database.

Databases which are partially read-only and for which ASSO1 is writeable are not supported by
Adabas.

READONLY option

If the nucleus parameter OPTION=READONLY is set, the nucleus runs in read-only mode. The
database can be located on a read-only or on awriteable device. If ASSO1 is on a read-only device,
ADANUC will automatically switch to read-only mode, even if the parameter OP-
TION=READONLY is not set. In this case, a warning message will be displayed.

The read-only mode causes

■ update commands (A1, E1, N1, N2) to be disabled
■ checkpoint writing to be disabled (C1 and utility / EXU checkpoints)
■ logging to be disabled (start of nucleus with NOPLOG is required)
■ the hold logic to become inactive (The commands L4, L5, L6, S4 are accepted, but have no effect
on the hold queue, i.e. they work exactly like L1, L2, L3, S1, respectively. The commands BT,
ET, HI, RI are accepted but have no effect).

■ ET/CL commands with user data to be forbidden
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All file openmodes that can be specified in theOP command are allowed and therefore all permitted
user types are also allowed. Note, however, that exclusive control users do not write OPEN and
CLSE checkpoints.

The session number is not increased by a nucleus session running in read-only mode. Command
logs are still supported but the command log number is not increased.

For the WORK container there are two options:

1. Although not required, there is a WORK container.

2. There is noWORK. In this case, the environment variableWORK1must be set to "READONLY".

Restrictions when using Adabas Utilities

A utility can process a read-only database if a nucleus with the specified database ID is running
in read-only mode or if the ASSO1 container file is located on a read-only device. In neither case
is the database ID that is given as a parameter checked against the real database ID (same as for
nucleus processing described above). However, to enable communication between a running
nucleus and utility, they must be started with the same database ID (which may differ from the
stored ID of the database).

Note that if the database IDs specified for the nucleus and the utility are different, the communic-
ation link fails and the utility runs in offline mode on the same database as the nucleus.

A pending autorestart check is always done when a writeable WORK container is specified. If the
WORK1 environment variable is set to READONLY, the ASSO1 container must be located on a
read-only device or the nucleus must be running with OPTIONS=READONLY, otherwise the
utility will be terminated with the error message RDONP ("Dataset WORK1, READONLY is not
permitted").

Some utilities cannot be used with a read-only database, since their purpose is to modify the
database. The open database calls for these utilities are terminatedwith the errormessageUNPRRD
(“Readonly database, utility not permitted to run”). The utilities for which this applies are:

■ ADACVT
■ ADADBM
■ ADAFDU
■ ADAREC

For other utilities, the function set is restricted. These utilities display the warning RONLYDB
(“Readonly database, some functions disabled”).

The following utilities are affected:
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■ ADABCK: the RESTORE and OVERLAY functions cannot be used.
■ ADAINV: only the SUMMARY and VERIFY functions can be used.
■ ADAMUP: only the SUMMARY function can be used.
■ ADAORD: only the EXPORT function can be used.
■ ADAOPR:

■ the LOCK and UNLOCK functions cannot be used.
■ FEOF=CLOG is possible, but the increased CLOG number will not be propagated to the next
nucleus session, i.e., all subsequent read-only nucleus sessionswill start with the sameCLOG
number.

■ ADASCR: only the DISPLAY function can be used.

When the nucleus runs in read-only mode, or utilities are executed against a database for which
ASSO1 resides on a read-only device, they do not check the database ID given as a parameter
against that of the database. However, to enable communication between the nucleus and the
utilities, they must be started with the same database ID (which may differ from that stored in the
database).

Read-only raw sections are not supported. Databases which are partially read-only, and for which
ASSO1 is writeable, are not supported by Adabas.
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Beginning with Adabas Version 6.3.1, Adabas-to-Adabas (A2A) replication is supported. A2A
replication is a component of the Event Replicator for Adabas Open Systems. This means that you
must install the Event Replicator for AdabasOpen Systems before you can use theA2A replication.
The A2A replication also requires a special Adabas license file; A2A replication is only possible
after you have activated this license file.

Please refer to the documentation of the Event Replicator for Adabas Open Systems for further
information. In order to support the A2A replication, some new functionality has been added to
Adabas; this new functionality is described in the following.

Architecture

While the replication to other replication targets is performed by the Event Replicator without
special code in the Adabas nucleus, the A2A replication is performed directly in the Adabas nuc-
leus by new code introduced in Adabas version 6.3.1. Three new system files (and one LOB file)
have been introduced formetadata and for intermediate storage of the transactions to be replicated.
Unlike the replication execution, the administration of the A2A replication is a part of the Event
Replicator administration; in order to let Adabas know the definitions made in the Event Replic-
ator interface, the Event Replicator administration calls an Adabas-A2A-internal replication ad-
ministration interface.

Replication metadata file
The replication metadata file contains information about the source, target and status of cur-
rently defined replications. It contains one record for each replication source file of anAdabas-
to-Adabas replication.

Replication command file
The replication commandfile contains records that describe databasemodification commands
(A1, E1, N1, N2) not yet replicated to all target files.

Replication transaction file
This is for the intermediate storage of transactions not yet replicated to all target files. The
replication transaction file contains one record for each transaction until this transaction has
been replicated to all target databases.

Replication LOB file
This is for the intermediate storage of the LOB values of transactions not yet replicated to all
target files.

The following diagram shows the architecture of the A2A replication:
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Replication Administration

The Event Replicator provides an administration tool which writes information to the Event
Replicator metadata.

The administration tool communicateswith the replicator component,which is not only responsible
for the Adabas-to-relational and Adabas-to-JMS replication, but also invokes the A2A replication
administration component, which is part of Adabas. The A2A replication administration stores
the replication metadata in the Adabas replication metadata system file. Having the replication
metadata within Adabas enhances the performance of the A2A replication.

For the connection between Adabas and the Event Replicator, a kind of user exit, the replication
exit is required. The replication exit starts the replicator component.
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Initial State Processing

In order to start live data event replication, you must first copy the data to be replicated into the
target database. It is important that this copy contains a consistent state of the files to be replicated
(all users at ET status) and also that the replication guarantees that the recording of the transactions
to be replicated starts at exactly the time when the files have this consistent state. In the Event
Replicator, this step is called the initial state.

When you execute deploy in the Event Replicator administration, this initial state processing is
started by internally using the backup utility ADABCK.ADABCK functionality has been extended
in order to guarantee the consistency between the replication source and target files.

Note: If the target database is too small for the replication target files, ADABCKautomatically
increases the size of target database. Formore information, please refer toUtilities,ADABCK,
Functional Overview.

Replication Recording

During the initial state processing, the recording of the database modification commands to be
replicated is started: the replication recording component writes the transactions and commands
to be replicated to the replication transaction file and to the replication command file.

Active Replication

The replicator reads the transaction records in the correct chronological sequence, then it reads
the corresponding command records in the right sequence. This guarantees that the commands
are replicated in the correct sequence. The A2A replicator threads apply the commands to the
target database. They try to do this in parallel, but some internal rules governing the order in
which the commands are to be executed are necessary in order to guarantee the consistency between
source and target files. When all replication data have been processed, the replicator threads wait
for notification from the replication recording that a new transaction has been committed.

Utility Functionality for A2A Replication

Some new functionality has been added to some of the Adabas utilities in order to support A2A
replication. The following contains a short description of these functions; please refer to theUtilities
documentation for further details.
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ADABCK REPLICATION

ADABCK is used for the initial state processing of the A2A replication, i.e. copying an initial state
of a replication to the target database. Some extensions have been implemented in ADABCK for
A2A replication in order to prevent transactions getting lost when the replication is started and
also to mark the target files as replication target files. These extensions are called by the Event
Replicator administration and are, therefore, not directly visible to the users. For this reason these
extensions are not documented in the Utilitiesmanual.

ADADBM REMOVE_REPLICATION

If a database is no longer intended to be a replication source for A2A replication, the function
ADADBM REMOVE_REPLICATION removes the replication system files and the database is re-
verted back to a normal database that is not A2A replication-enabled.

ADADBM REPLICATION_FILES

The new function ADADBM REPLICATION_FILES defines the new system files required for the
A2A replication. This function must be executed before you can start with A2A replication.

ADADBM RESET_REPLICATION

Target files for an A2A replication cannot be updated by normal Adabas users. The new function
ADADBM RESET_REPLICATIONmust be executed if you want to use these files as normal files
again.

ADAOPR DISPLAY=REPLICATION

The new function DISPLAY=REPLICATION gives you an overview of the currently-defined rep-
lications and their status.

Replication Target File

A replication target file (replication target flag set) can only be updated by specially-marked rep-
lication calls from an Adabas replicator. Normal insert and update Adabas calls (E1, N1, N2 and
A1) from other users will be rejected with response 17 (invalid file number) and sub code value=2
(unauthorized system file access).

However, replication target files can be converted back to normal files by using the newADADBM
function RESET_REPLICATION. In this case, the standard Adabas processing for data fields and
files is restored, all Adabas commands are permitted and the standard SYoption handling is enabled
(see below).
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Notes:

1. The replication target flag can only be reestablished by a renewed initial state processing.

2. The current status of the replication target flag can be checked with ADAREP FILES.

3. If the replication target flag is reset in the FCB, subsequent replication commandswill be rejected
for this file.

4. In a replication target file, system generated fields (SY option set) get the same values in the
target record as in the source record.

Caution: The current version of A2A replication does not support the replication of utility
operations, for exampleADADBMREFRESH. For this reason, utility operations are permitted
on replication target files. It is the responsibility of the DBA to ensure that utility operations
are performed in sync on both the source and the target file, and only when the replications
are up-to-date. If utility operations are only performed on the replication target file but not
on the source file (or vice versa), inconsistencies between the source and target file can occur,
and the replication can get errors. ADAINV is an exception to this behaviour - adding or
removing descriptors does not change the data that is stored in a record, and can, therefore,
be done without the risk of any inconsistencies or errors.

Referential Integrity (RI)

If referential integrity (RI) is defined, a database modification command can implicitly trigger
other database modification commands (for example, via cascaded delete). In order to prevent
these implicitly-triggered commands getting lost duringAdabas-to-Adabas replication, the follow-
ing rules apply for handling RI in A2A replication:

■ If a file to be replicated contains the foreign key of an RI constraint, the primary file must also
be replicated.

■ It is possible to replicate only the primary file of an RI constraint, but if you subsequently want
to add the file that contains the foreign key, you must include the primary file in a subsequent
initial state processing; otherwise the RI constraint will not be defined in the target database.
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Data Integrity

Initial State Processing during Parallel Updates

The functionality of ADABCK has been extended for the initial state processing. In order to keep
the source and target file in sync, the ADABCK ET synchronization performed at the end of a
backup is used. Normally this is used to guarantee a consistent state of the Adabas files on the
backup: during the ET synchronization, only active transactions may be terminated, and any
Adabas commands initiating a new transaction are put into a wait status until the ET synchroniz-
ation has finished. At the end of the ET synchronization, when all open transactions are finished
and the source data files are still locked, the replication status of the replications concerned is set
to Recording in the replication metadata file in order to indicate that updates for the files to be
replicated must be recorded from this point onwards. This guarantees that exactly those updates
based on the saved state of the files are recorded for replication.

Data Integrity during Database Crashes

An important requirement for a replication solution is that data integritymust bemaintained even
if the source database or the target database crashes.

Source Database Crash

The source Adabas database is also used as intermediate storage of the update transaction; the
replication data is stored in the same user transaction, that has to be replicated. This automatically
guarantees that the storage of the replication data is also committed if an update transaction is
committed, and that the storage of the replication data is also rolled back if an update transaction
is rolled back. Hence it is guaranteed that the replicator can process all committed transactions,
and that no transactions are lost.

On the replicator side, it may occur that the source nucleus crashes during a transaction for the
updates in the replication target file. Following the auto restart of the source database, a new OP
command for the target database is performed by the replication database, which backs out the
open transaction in the target database. This makes it possible to continue the Adabas session of
the previous source nucleus session, and this means that an open transaction from the previous
source nucleus session is rolled back.
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Target Database Crash

If a target database crashes, it is possible that the replication database does not know if a transaction
was committed in the target database or not. In order to guarantee the consistency of the target
database, ET data are written by the replication database (please refer to section Database Design,
Transaction Recovery for further details).

Handling of Adabas Response Codes

When the Adabas commands are replicated, non-zero Adabas response codes can occur on the
target database. Some of them can be handled by the replication database itself and do not need
any intervention, whereas others will require the intervention of the DBA.

Response Code 9

In order to avoid a timeout in the target database it is useful to define large timeout values in the
target database. The replicator database provides such an OP command for the target database.
It is also important that the WORK for the target database is large enough so that no WORK
overflow is caused by the replication.

■ At first, the replication nucleus tries to repeat the transaction.
■ If the response code 9 still occurs, the replication nucleus writes an appropriate message to its
nucleus log and sets the replication exit status to recording. Then the DBA can act on the basis
of what caused the error, for example, he can increase the WORK size of the target database
and then reset the status to active using the Replication Administration tool.

Response Code 148

Response code 148 (Adabas nucleus not active) indicates that the target database is not available.
An appropriate error message is printed in the replicator nucleus log, and the target database is
polledwithOP commands by the replicator until it is available again. Then the current transaction
is restarted.

Response Codes from Net-Work

■ Response code 149 indicates a communication error.
■ Response code 224 indicates a command timeout by Net-Work.

An appropriate errormessage is printed in the replicator nucleus log, and anOP command is issued
for the target database. Then the current transaction is restarted. If the error occurs again, the status
of the replication is set to recording.
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Switching the Status Recording following Target Nucleus Response Codes

There are several response codeswhere the target database is available, but it does notmake sense
to continue the replication because interaction by the DBA is required. For these response codes,
a BT andCL command are issued by the replication database and the status is changed to recording.
The response codes concerned are listed below:

■ 47 - Maximum for NISNHQ parameter exceeded
■ 48 - Requested database operation not allowed.
■ 49 - Compressed record too long for DATA container
■ 72 - User queue overflow
■ 77 - No space available in database container
■ 79 - Hyperexit not available
■ 114 - File refresh via E1 failed
■ 162 - Buffer pool overflow
■ 245 - Pending utility entries in UCB
■ 255 - Client-server communication error

After the problems have been resolved, the DBA shouldt reset the status to active again.

Handling unexpected Response Codes from the Target Database

Other Adabas response codes will result in setting the replication status to error (together with
an appropriate error message in the nucleus log). For the target database the replicator issues a
BT and a CL command.

It is the responsibility of the DBA to solve the problem and then execute another “initial state
processing”.

Utilities and Replication

Utility operations are currently not replicated to the target database. It is, therefore, very dangerous
to use certain utility functions with replication source files, this applies to the following functions
in particular:

■ ADABCK OVERLAY
■ ADADBM functions

■ ADD_FIELD
■ CHANGE
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■ CHANGE_FIELDS
■ DEFINE_REFINT
■ DELETE and recreate with ADABCK, ADAFDU or ADAORD
■ DROP_FIELDS
■ DROP_LOBFILE
■ DROP_REFINT
■ REFRESH
■ RENUMBER and recreate with ADABCK, ADAFDU or ADAORD

■ ADAFDU ADD_LOBFILE
■ ADAMUP
■ ADAREC REGENERATE

If these utility functions are used for a source file of a replication, it is the responsibility of the user
to ensure that the source and target file of the replication are kept in sync:

■ Before the utility is started for the source file, there must be no pending update operations for
that file.

■ The same utility function must also be performed for the target file.
■ There must be no new update operations replicated to the target file before the utility function
has completed for the target database.

If these rules are violated, the replicationmay get errors, and the replicated data may be incorrect.

Overview Replication Status

The replication administration tool controls the correct sequence of the “initial state processing”
via the replication status. After a successful initialisation, the A2A replication is in status active
and ready for replication.

MeaningStatus

Currently no data are replicated to the target file, and no activities have beenmade to initiate
the replication.

Inactive

This status indicates that it is planned to perform the initial state processing for the replication.
This status is the prerequisite for creating a backup of files to be replicated via ADABCKwith
parameter REPLICATION.

Prepare

This status indicates that ADABCK with parameter REPLICATION is running and creates a
backup containing the initial state of files to be replicated.

Initialization
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MeaningStatus

Adabas is currently recording the update transactions within the replication command file
and the replication transaction file, but currently does not replicate the update operations to

Recording

the target database. During a “recording” phase, the replication transaction and the
correspondingmeta data are temporarily stored in the new replication systemfiles. Depending
on the data volume involved, this may also lead to a space problem in the source database.

The replication is active; all modifications of the source file are replicated to the target file.Active

An unexpected error occurred during replication. In order to continue replication, a new
initial state processing is required.

Error

The replication status of all replications defined in the source database can be displayed with
ADAOPR DISPLAY=REPLICATION.

If an unexpected response code occurs during replication to the target database, an appropriate
comment is displayed.
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In the past, ADABAShad a default internal EBCDIC/ASCII translation table. But in order to provide
full flexibility with specific translation tables in complex client/server systems, ADABAS also
supports a special code-page user exit.

The ADABAS nucleus calls the user exit when it processes a command that was issued from a re-
mote node. The user exit is called with a pointer to a structure that contains the node name (see
the following diagram). The user exit now uses a user-written algorithm to determine which
translation table to use, and returns a pointer to a table. Adabas then uses this table for the conver-
sions.

The environment variable ADATRT holds the name of the shared library (UNIX) or dynamic link
library (Windows) that is created by the user with the appropriate options. Plain text files with
the extension .txt can also be used (see Code Page Support for further information). The default
name for the user function is `trt', but any name can be selected, for example:

setenv ADATRT "$ADADIR/db100/adatrt.sl" (UNIX C shell)
set ADATRT= %ADADIR%\db100\adatrt.dll (Windows)

or

setenv ADATRT "adatrt.so my_trt" (UNIX C shell)
set ADATRT=adatrt.dll my_trt (Windows)

The environment variable ADATRT must be set before the nucleus or a utility is started. If it is
not defined, the default internal translation table will be used if an EBCDIC/ASCII conversion is
required. If ADATRT is defined, but the library cannot be loaded successfully, the nucleus will
abort during its startup phase and a corresponding error message will be issued.
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Function Interface

Format: unsigned char *trt (struct trt_entry *)

The trt Structure

trt_node

The basic input is the name of the node that issues the current ADABAS call. On the basis of the
node name, the function selects the appropriate code page table. If selected, the function returns
a pointer to the table. If nothing is selected, aNULL pointermay be specified to indicate that either
no or just the default conversions are to be made.

trt_ctype

The function is called with one of two values. A TRT_INIT call will be performed during the
nucleus/utility startup: it will return a value of NULL if it is successful. A TRT_CODE_PAGE call
has the node name set so that the function can select a translation table. If the function is called
from the utilities ADACMPorADADCU, the TRT_CODE_PAGE call will be performed once, and
the node name will be `adacmp' or `adadcu'.

trt_dbid

This specifies the current database number. This is necessary because the translation table function
may be shared between several databases.

Translation Table Layout

Translation tables must be 512 bytes long. The first half is used for translations from the client
machine architecture to the server architecture; the second 256 bytes are used for the reverse con-
versions.

Each table must be a real translation table. This means that the value of the input character is the
index to the table, and that the character stored in the corresponding cell will be taken.
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The user may use as many translation tables as his heterogeneous environment requires.

Calling Conventions

The following conventions apply to the use of code pages:

■ The user-written function is always called if the current Adabas call comes from a remote node
and is a read or update command.

■ If the user-written function returns a pointer (to a code page), it will be used for the conversion.
Only alphanumeric (format A) data will be converted.

■ If the user-written function returns a NULL and both the remote and local architectures are the
same, no conversion will be performed.

■ If the user-written function returns aNULL and the remote and local architectures are different,
the default Adabas conversion table will be used for the conversion.

Creating a Code Page User Exit

The Adabas kit contains a corresponding C header file and an example source file for a code page
user exit.

UNIX Platforms

The structure trt_entry is defined in the file adauex.h,which is located in $ADADIR/$ADAVERS/inc.

An example source file for the code page user exit (file name adatrt.c) and the corresponding
makefile are located in $ADADIR/$ADAVERS/examples/server.

Enter the following in order to build this user exit example:
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cd $ADADIR/$ADAVERS/examples/server

make trt

The shared library for the user exit is created in $ADADIR/$ADAVERS/examples/server.

Windows Platforms

The structure trt_entry is defined in the file adauex.h, which is located in %ADADIR%\%ADA-
VERS%\inc.

An example source file for the code page user exit (file name adatrt.c) and the corresponding
makefile are located in %ADADIR%\%ADAVERS%\..\examples\server.

Enter the following in order to build this user exit example:

cd %ADADIR%\%ADAVERS%\..\examples\server

nmake trt

The DLL for the user exit created in %ADADIR%\%ADAVERS%\..\examples\server.

Default Translation Tables

The following are the default translation tables used by Adabas.

Conversion ASCII ISO-8-bit (8859-1) to EBCDIC

Note: Undefined characters not contained in the table will be converted to 0xFF.

EBCDIC Hex ValueASCII CharacterASCII Hex ValueDecimal Value

0x000x000

0x010x011

0x020x022

0x030x033

0x370x044

0x2D0x055

0x2E0x066

0x2F0x077

0x160x088

0x050x099

0x250x0A10
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EBCDIC Hex ValueASCII CharacterASCII Hex ValueDecimal Value

0x0B0x0B11

0x0C0x0C12

0x0D0x0D13

0x0E0x0E14

0x0F0x0F15

0x100x1016

0x110x1117

0x120x1218

0x130x1319

0x3C0x1420

0x3D0x1521

0x320x1622

0x260x1723

0x180x1824

0x190x1925

0x3F0x1A26

0x270x1B27

0x1C0x1C28

0x1D0x1D29

0x1E0x1E30

0x1F0x1F31

0x40SP0x2032

0x4F!0x2133

0x7F"0x2234

0x7B#0x2335

0x5B$0x2436

0x6C%0x2537

0x50&0x2638

0x7D'0x2739

0x4D(0x2840

0x5D)0x2941

0x5C*0x2A42

0x4E+0x2B43

0x6B,0x2C44

0x60-0x2D45

0x4B.0x2E46
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EBCDIC Hex ValueASCII CharacterASCII Hex ValueDecimal Value

0x61/0x2F47

0xF000x3048

0xF110x3149

0xF220x3250

0xF330x3351

0xF440x3452

0xF550x3553

0xF660x3654

0xF770x3755

0xF880x3856

0xF990x3957

0x7A:0x3A58

0x5E;0x3B59

0x4C<0x3C60

0x7E=0x3D61

0x6E>0x3E62

0x6F?0x3F63

0x7C@0x4064

0xC1A0x4165

0xC2B0x4266

0xC3C0x4367

0xC4D0x4468

0xC5E0x4569

0xC6F0x4670

0xC7G0x4771

0xC8H0x4872

0xC9I0x4973

0xD1J0x4A74

0xD2K0x4B75

0xD3L0x4C76

0xD4M0x4D77

0xD5N0x4E78

0xD6O0x4F79

0xD7P0x5080

0xD8Q0x5181

0xD9R0x5282
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EBCDIC Hex ValueASCII CharacterASCII Hex ValueDecimal Value

0xE2S0x5383

0xE3T0x5484

0xE4U0x5585

0xE5V0x5686

0xE6W0x5787

0xE7X0x5888

0xE8Y0x5989

0xE9Z0x5A90

0x4A[0x5B91

0xE0\0x5C92

0x5A]0x5D93

0x5F^0x5E94

0x6D_0x5F95

0x79`0x6096

0x81a0x6197

0x82b0x6298

0x83c0x6399

0x84d0x64100

0x85e0x65101

0x86f0x66102

0x87g0x67103

0x88h0x68104

0x89i0x69105

0x91j0x6A106

0x92k0x6B107

0x93l0x6C108

0x94m0x6D109

0x95n0x6E110

0x96o0x6F111

0x97p0x70112

0x98q0x71113

0x99r0x72114

0xA2s0x73115

0xA3t0x74116

0xA4u0x75117

0xA5v0x76118
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EBCDIC Hex ValueASCII CharacterASCII Hex ValueDecimal Value

0xA6w0x77119

0xA7x0x78120

0xA8y0x79121

0x9Az0x7A122

0xC0{0x7B123

0x6A|0x7C124

0xD0}0x7D125

0xA1~0x7E126

0x070x7F127

0x4AÄ0xC4196

0xE0Ö0xD6214

0x5AÜ0xDC220

0xA1ß0xDF223

0xC0ä0xE4228

0x6Aö0xF6246

0xD0ü0xFc252

Conversion EBCDIC to ASCII ISO-8-bit (8859-1)

Note: Undefined characters not contained in the table will be converted to 0x7F.

ASCII Hex ValueEBCDIC CharacterEBCDIC Hex ValueDecimal Value

0x000x000

0x010x011

0x020x022

0x030x033

0x090x055

0x7F0x077

0x0B0x0B11

0x0C0x0C12

0x0D0x0D13

0x0E0x0E14

0x0F0x0F15

0x100x1016

0x110x1117

0x120x1218
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ASCII Hex ValueEBCDIC CharacterEBCDIC Hex ValueDecimal Value

0x130x1319

0x080x1622

0x180x1824

0x190x1925

0x1C0x1C28

0x1D0x1D29

0x1E0x1E30

0x1F0x1F31

0x0A0x2537

0x170x2638

0x1B0x2739

0x050x2D45

0x060x2E46

0x070x2F47

0x160x3250

0x040x3755

0x140x3C60

0x150x3D61

0x1A0x3F63

0x20SP0x4064

0xC4Ä0x4A74

0x2E.0x4B75

0x3C<0x4C76

0x28(0x4D77

0x2B+0x4E78

0x21!0x4F79

0x26&0x5080

0xDCÜ0x5A90

0x24$0x5B91

0x2A*0x5C92

0x29)0x5D93

0x3B;0x5E94

0x5E^0x5F95

0x2D0x6096

0x2F/0x6197

0xF6ö0x6A106
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ASCII Hex ValueEBCDIC CharacterEBCDIC Hex ValueDecimal Value

0x2C,0x6B107

0x25%0x6C108

0x5F_0x6D109

0x3E>0x6E110

0x3F?0x6F111

0x60`0x79121

0x3A:0x7A122

0x23#0x7B123

0x40@0x7C124

0x27'0x7D125

0x3D=0x7E126

0x22"0x7F127

0x61a0x81129

0x62b0x82130

0x63c0x83131

0x64d0x84132

0x65e0x85133

0x66f0x86134

0x67g0x87135

0x68h0x88136

0x69i0x89137

0x6Aj0x91145

0x6Bk0x92146

0x6Cl0x93147

0x6Dm0x94148

0x6En0x95149

0x6Fo0x96150

0x70p0x97151

0x71q0x98152

0x72r0x99153

0xDFß0xA1161

0x73s0xA2162

0x74t0xA3163

0x75u0xA4164

0x76v0xA5165

0x77w0xA6166
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ASCII Hex ValueEBCDIC CharacterEBCDIC Hex ValueDecimal Value

0x78x0xA7167

0x79y0xA8168

0x7Az0xA9169

0xE4ä0xC0192

0x41A0xC1193

0x42B0xC2194

0x43C0xC3195

0x44D0xC4196

0x45E0xC5197

0x46F0xC6198

0x47G0xC7199

0x48H0xC8200

0x49I0xC9201

0xFCü0xD0208

0x4AJ0xD1209

0x4BK0xD2210

0x4CL0xD3211

0x4DM0xD4212

0x4EN0xD5213

0x4FO0xD6214

0x50P0xD7215

0x51Q0xD8216

0x52R0xD9217

0xFCÖ0xE0224

0x53S0xE2226

0x54T0xE3227

0x55U0xE4228

0x56V0xE5229

0x57W0xE6230

0x58X0xE7231

0x59Y0xE8232

0x5AZ0xE9233

0x3000xF0240

0x3110xF1241

0x3220xF2242

0x3330xF3243
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ASCII Hex ValueEBCDIC CharacterEBCDIC Hex ValueDecimal Value

0x3440xF4244

0x3550xF5245

0x3660xF6246

0x3770xF7247

0x3880xF8248

0x3990xF9249

0xFA0xFA250

0xFF0xFF255
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